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The complexity of technical systems increases continuously. Breakdowns and fatal
errors occur quite often, respectively. Therefore, the mission of organic computing is
to tame these challenges in technical systems by providing appropriate degrees of
freedom for self-organised behaviour. Technical systems should adapt to changing
requirements of their execution environment, in particular with respect to human
needs. According to this vision an organic computer system should be aware of its
own capabilities, the requirements of the environment, and it should be equipped with
a number of so-called self-x-properties. These self-x-properties provide the anticipated
adaptiveness and allow reducing the complexity of system management. To name a
few characteristics, organic systems should self-organise, self-adapt, self-configure,
self-optimise, self-heal, self-protect, or self-explain.
To achieve these ambitious goals of designing and controlling complex systems,
adequate methods, techniques, and system architectures have to be developed, since
no general approach exists to build complex systems. Therefore, a regulatory feedback
mechanism is proposed, the so-called generic observer/controller architecture, which
constitutes one way to achieve controlled self-organisation in technical systems.
To improve the design of organic computing systems, the observer/controller
architecture is applied to (generic) multi-agent scenarios from the predator/prey
domain. These simple test scenarios serve as testbeds for evaluation. Furthermore,
the aspect of (on-line) learning as part of the controller is specially described and the
question is investigated, how technical systems can adapt to dynamically changing
environments using learning classifier systems as a machine learning technique.
Particularly, learning classifier systems are at the focus of many organic computing
projects, because they are a family of genetic- and rule-based machine learning
methods that fit well into the observer/controller framework. One of their great
advantages is that classifier systems aim at the autonomous generation of potentially
human-readable results, because they provide a compact generalised representation
whilst also maintaining high predictive accuracy. But, learning classifier systems also
have drawbacks. The number of reinforcement learning cycles a classifier system
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requires for learning largely depends on the complexity of the learning task. Thus,
different approaches to reduce this complexity and to speed up the learning process
are investigated and compared.
A straightforward way to reduce this complexity is to decompose the task into
smaller sub-problems and learn the sub-problems in parallel. It is shown that speeding
up the learning process largely depends on the designer’s decision, how to decompose
a problem into smaller and modular sub-problems. Thus, different single-agent
learning approaches are investigated, which use learning classifier systems that learn
in parallel.
Furthermore, these parallel learning classifier systems are compared with the
organic approach of the two-levelled learning architecture as part of the organic
controller. At the on-line level (level 1) the proposed architecture learns about
the environment, and about the performance of its control strategies. It does so
on-line. Level 2 implements a planning capability based on a simulated model of
the environment. At this level the agent can test and compare different alternative
strategies off-line, and thus plan its next action without actually acting in the
environment.
Finally, the potential and relevance of the different learning approaches is evaluated
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In the Nevada desert, an experiment has gone horribly wrong. A cloud
of nanoparticles – micro-robots – has escaped from the laboratory. This
cloud is self-sustaining and self-reproducing. It is intelligent and learns
from experience. For all practical purposes, it is alive. It has been
programmed as a predator. It is evolving swiftly, becoming more deadly
with each passing hour. Every attempt to destroy it has failed. And we
are the prey.
As fresh as today’s headlines, Michael Crichton’s most compelling novel
yet tells the story of a mechanical plague and the desperate efforts of a
handful of scientists to stop it. Drawing on up-to-the-minute scientific fact,
Prey takes us into the emerging realms of nanotechnology and artificial
distributed intelligence – in a story of breathtaking suspense. Prey is a
novel you can’t put down. Because time is running out. [Cri02]
These words cited above are written on the hardcover version of the techno-thriller
novel Prey by Michael Crichton. Of course, the book is science fiction and human
beings fighting against a swarm of micro-robots seems to be not realistic so far, but
an interesting story is told that features relatively new advances in computer science,
such as artificial life, swarm intelligence, self-organisation, genetic algorithms, or
multi-agent-based computing. Major themes of the book deal with the threat of
intelligent micro-robots escaping from human control and becoming autonomous,
self-replicating, and, by that, dangerous. Many aspects of the story, such as the
cloud-like nature of the nanoparticles and their nature-inspired process of evolution
closely follow research done by computer scientists in the past (few) years, see
e. g., the fields of evolutionary computation [FOW66, Gol89, Hol75], computational
intelligence [Eng02, PMG98], or artificial life1.
1http://www.alife.org
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As short-sighted decision-making at the corporate level can lead to a disaster when
the companies involved control dangerous new technology, the book is about the
potential consequences, if suitable controls are not placed on biotechnology, before it
will develop to such an extent that it can threaten the survival of life on earth. Of
course, this is an important discussion and scientists doing research in informatics or
biologically inspired informatics have to cope with it.
Hence, this thesis will focus on the challenge of designing technical systems, which
are inspired by swarm intelligence, multi-agent systems, or self-organisation and
enable controllability of these systems at the same time. The research on these
different domains has intensified. A growing number of conferences2, workshops3,
and journals4 supports this trend.
Paradigms of computing are emerging based on modelling and developing compu-
ter-based systems exploiting ideas that are observed in nature. The human body’s
autonomic nervous system inspires the design of self-organising computer systems,
as proposed in IBM’s autonomic computing initiative5. Some evolutionary systems
are modelled in analogy to colonies of ants or other insects. Highly-efficient and
highly-complex distributed systems are developed to perform certain functions or
tasks using the behaviour of insects as inspiration, e. g., swarms of bees, flocks of
birds, schools of fish, or herds of animals.
Self-organising systems are not science fiction any more, but problems with in-
creasing complexity and controllability of technical systems call for new system
architectures, as postulated in the field of organic computing (OC) and explicitly
investigated in this thesis.
1.1 Motivation
As mentioned in [BMMS+06], the impressive progress in computing technology over
the past decades has not only led to an exponential increase in available computing
power, but also to a shrinking of computer chips to a miniature format. While only
twenty years ago, the predominant computing platform was a company mainframe
shared by many users, today, a multitude of embedded computing devices surrounds
us, including PDA, cell phone, digital camera, navigation system, MP3-player, etc. in
everyday life. An additional trend during recent years has been that these devices are
equipped with (often wireless) communication interfaces, allowing them to interact
and exchange information.
2E. g., the International Joint Conference on Autonomous Agents and Multi-agent Systems
(AAMAS) or the Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Conference (GECCO)
3E. g., the International Workshop on Learning and Adaptation in Multi-agent Systems (LAMAS)
or the International Workshop on Learning Classifier Systems (IWLCS)
4E. g., Artificial Life (MIT Press Journals) or ACM Transactions on Autonomous and Adaptive
Systems (TAAS)
5http://www.research.ibm.com/autonomic or see Section 4.5.1
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Amongst others this outlook towards smaller, more intelligent, and more numer-
ous devices surrounding everybody in his everyday life is given by the paradigm
of ubiquitous computing, which was first introduced by Mark Weiser in [Wei91].
Future information processing will be integrated into a broad range of everyday
and everywhere objects making these objects intelligent. These devices will be
interconnected and they will communicate over various communication channels.
Thus, networks of intelligent systems will grow, and their behaviour will no longer
be predictable with certainty due to interaction effects, see [Sch05a].
In addition, other large technical systems consist of more and more interconnected
electronic devices. For example, in cars, numerous processors and embedded systems
keep the vehicle on the road, control the engine with respect to combustion and
pollution, assist the driver, provide security with air bags and seat belt systems,
provide functions such as air conditioning, navigation, parking assistant, information
services, and entertain the passengers. All these controllers are connected to a
complex communication network. And this development has not stopped yet.
Technical innovations are only a stone’s throw away from scenarios like smart
factory, with flexible robots self-organising to satisfy the needs at hand [Gui08], or
smart cars that adapt to different drivers and road conditions, communicate with
other cars on special events, or integrate personal devices (PDA, mobile telephone,
or notebook) into their network.
While this development is exciting, the resulting systems become increasingly
complex, up to the point where they can no longer be designed or used easily. Even
today, in the automotive sector, it is estimated that about half of all car break-downs
are caused by electric and electronic components. E. g., in 2005 weak car batteries
head the table of causes for break-downs listed by the ACE Auto Club Europa with
25% [ACE06], while electronic components are listed on third position (currently)
with 13%, still increasing their percentage.
Thus, the questions arise, how to design such complex distributed and highly
interconnected systems, and how to make them reliable and usable. Clearly, the
designer is not able to foresee all possible system configurations, and to prescribe
proper behaviours for all cases. Additionally, the user is relieved from having control
in detail over all parameters of the system, allowing him or her to influence the
system on a higher level, e. g., by setting goals.
OC has the vision to meet this challenge of coping with increasing complexity by
making technical systems more life-like, and endowing them with properties such
as self-organisation, self-configuration, self-repair, or adaptation [Sch05b]. Future
systems will possess certain degrees of freedom to handle unforeseen situations and
act in a robust, flexible, and independent way. Thus, these systems will exhibit
self-organised behaviour, which makes them able to adapt to a changing surrounding.
That is why, in the field of OC, these systems are called organic. Hence, an OC system
is a system, which dynamically adapts to the current situation of its environment, but
still obeys goals set by humans. In addition to this environmental awareness, systems
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providing services for humans will adjust themselves to the users’ requirements (and
not vice versa). Based on these trends, the question, also addressed in this thesis,
is not, whether complexity increases or informatics is confronted with emergent
behaviour, but how new technical systems will be designed that have the possibility
to cope with the emerging global behaviour of self-organising systems by adequate
control actions.
1.2 Objectives and Approach
As outlined before and motivated in Chapter 2, OC has a major research interest in
new system architectures that self-organise and adapt exploiting certain degrees of
freedom. To achieve these ambitious goals of designing and controlling self-organising
systems, adequate methods and system architectures have to be developed, since no
general approach exists to build OC systems. Therefore, OC proposes a regulatory
feedback mechanism, the so-called generic observer/controller architecture [MS04],
which constitutes one way to achieve controlled self-organisation in technical systems.
Using this control loop, an organic system will adapt over time to its changing
environment. It is obvious that this architecture could benefit from learning capabil-
ities to tackle these challenges. Therefore and as described in detail in Chapter 4,
the controller has been refined by a two-levelled learning approach. At the on-line
level (level 1) the proposed architecture learns about the environment, and about
the performance of its control strategies. Level 2 implements a planning capability
based on a simulated model of the environment. At this level an agent can test and
compare different alternative strategies off-line, and plan its next action without
actually acting in the environment. Thus, the two research questions addressed in
this thesis are defined in the following in more detail.
1. What does it mean to establish and utilise controlled self-organisation in the
context of technical OC scenarios specially focussing on learning classifier
systems (LCSs) as machine learning technique on level 1 of the proposed
two-levelled learning architecture?
2. How is the (on-line) learning process speeded up?
In other words, the observer/controller architecture is refined into a form that
can serve as a generic template containing a range of components, which should be
necessary in a range of OC application scenarios. It enables a regulatory feedback
mechanism and the use of machine learning techniques to improve a single-agent’s or a
multi-agent system’s behaviour in technical domains with the following characteristics.
• There exists a need for on-line decision-making,
• decisions are based on (aggregated) sensor information,
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• decisions are influenced by and based on decisions that have been taken by
other agents, and
• several agents act with a cooperative/competitive, well-defined, and high-level
goal.
Thus, the agents are assumed to have the following characteristics.
• The ability to process, aggregate, and quantify sensor information,
• the ability to use this information to update and control their (local) behaviour,
and
• the ability to cope with limited communication capabilities, e. g., caused by
local neighbourhoods, low bandwidth, power restrictions, etc.
In the following, scenarios are mainly investigated, where a collection of (non-
adaptive) agents is observed and controlled by a centralised observer/controller
architecture. In these scenarios, learning takes place on a higher level of abstraction.
The general approach to answering the thesis questions has been to investigate
selected ideas of the generic observer/controller architecture within different multi-
agent scenarios, which serve as representative OC test scenarios. Since the main
goal of any testbed is to facilitate the trial and evaluation of ideas that show great
promise for real world applications, e. g., smart production cells, smart factories,
logistics, traffic, automotive industry, or information technology, the chosen test
scenarios are assumed to have the following properties.
• To allow for generalisation of the results, each test scenario should exhibit a
different emergent phenomenon, which could be observed and controlled, hence
justifying the utility of the observer/controller architecture.
• On the other hand, the test scenarios should be rather simple to implement
and easy to understand.
Therefore, all of the thesis contributions have originally been developed in simulated
scenarios of the predator/prey domain, which has served as demonstrating and
evaluating scenario for manifold research ideas for a long time.
An initial assumption was that in domains with the above characteristics agents
should map their sensor information to control actions. LCSs could provide such
a mapping. Therefore, their suitability had to be investigated. The use of LCSs is
specially focussed on level 1 of the proposed two-levelled learning architecture and
methods are successfully contributed, which equip such multi-agent scenarios, as
mentioned above, with OC ideas.
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While LCSs have drawbacks in learning speed, which seem to be critical in
combination with technical applications, mechanisms have been investigated, which
speed up the learning process of LCSs. These approaches are compared with the
proposed two-levelled learning architecture that learns on-line (level 1) about the
environment and about the performance of its control strategies, while on level 2 a
planning capability is used, based on a simulation model of the environment, where
an agent can test and compare different alternative strategies off-line, and thus plan
its next action without actually acting in the environment.
1.3 Major Contributions
In brief, this thesis makes three main contributions related to the research fields of
OC. First, OC research is summarised that has been done over the last five years
and specially focusses on the design of the generic observer/controller architecture,
which serves as a framework for building OC systems. This architecture allows
for self-organisation, but at the same time enables adequate reactions to control
the – sometimes completely unexpected – emerging global behaviour of these self-
organised technical systems. The proposed architecture can be used in a centralised,
distributed, or multi-levelled and hierarchically structured way to achieve controlled
self-organisation as a new design paradigm. Thus, Chapters 3 and 4 address related
work in the field of architectures for controlled self-organisation. Some contents
have been published in [ÇMMS+07, SMSÇ+07, SMS08]. Chapter 4 mainly bases on
[BMMS+06, RMB+06].
Secondly, the idea of a two-level learning approach is introduced as part of the
controller. Since a learning capability is an essential feature of OC systems, the generic
architecture and, in particular, the controller, has to include adequate components
for learning. The work, presented in this thesis, focusses on on-line learning and
specially on the investigation of LCSs as an adequate machine learning technique.
Thirdly, several distributed variants of LCSs are investigated with the objective of
improving learning speed and effectiveness. While conventional LCSs have drawbacks
in learning speed, this thesis investigates possible modifications by decomposing a
problem into smaller sub-problems and by learning these subtasks independently.
Furthermore, the performance of these variants of on-line LCSs are compared to the
combination of on-line learning and off-line planning capabilities, as suggested by
the observer/controller architecture.
Since the second and the third contributions are inherently domain-specific, the
following chapters provide a general specification as well as an implementation within
multi-agent test scenarios. The used multi-agent test scenarios are selected from the
predator/prey domain and can therefore be generalised to other domains. Also, work,
which has been done in [RRS08], is shortly summarised in Chapter 6. Chapters 5,
6, and 8 present results that have been published in [MRB+07, RM08, RPS08].
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1.4 Reader’s Guide to this Thesis
In Chapter 9, an extended review of the empirical results validating the major
contributions of this theses is given.
1.4 Reader’s Guide to this Thesis
To enjoy oneself reading this thesis and to identify the most relevant chapters from a
personal point of view, a general description of the contents of each chapter should
guide the reader. The presented work is structured as follows.
• Chapter 2 summarises the vision of OC, since this thesis is mainly based on OC
research topics and copes with an interdisciplinary view, unknown in literature
before, which connects different research fields, e. g., control theory, machine
learning, or multi-agent theory.
• In Chapter 3 related work concerning the topic of controlled self-organisation
is reviewed. Self-organisation and emergent phenomena have been research
topics in several areas. The most relevant ideas are summed up with regard to
this thesis.
• In Chapter 4 the generic observer/controller architecture is introduced, which
serves as a framework to build OC systems. The presented work is focussed
on the centralised variant of this design paradigm and every module of this
architecture is explained in detail. To compare the organic approach to other
regulatory feedback mechanisms, the two-level learning approach as part of the
controller is specially described.
• Since the capability to adapt to dynamically changing environments is in the
main focus of OC systems, the aspect of learning is investigated in detail. Thus,
LCSs are presented in Chapter 5. This chapter reviews the state of the art
from LCS’s literature and defines the idea of parallel classifier systems to speed
up the learning process.
• Chapter 6 introduces the domains used as test scenarios within the thesis.
A nature-inspired scenario has been implemented and serves as a testbed to
validate the learning cycle of a centralised observer/controller architecture.
• General design decisions concerning the implemented learning architectures
with respect to the nature-inspired test scenario are outlined in Chapter 7. The
actual analysis of the results is given in Chapter 8.
• Chapter 9 summarises the contributions of this thesis and outlines the most
promising directions for future work. Since several chapters of this thesis
contain their own related work sections describing the research most relevant
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to their contents, this chapter is used for a survey about OC from an LCS’s
perspective.
1.5 How this Thesis Was Written
This thesis is the outcome of several years of research with financial support by the
German Research Foundation (Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft, DFG) within the
priority programme 1183 OC. Several papers have been published with different
colleagues in a close cooperation between the research group of my doctoral adviser,
Prof. Dr. Hartmut Schmeck, and the group of Prof. Dr.-Ing. Christian Müller-Schloer
from Leibniz Universität Hannover and were taken as the basis for the following
chapters. For reasons of presentation, the chronological order, in which the articles




It is not the question, whether adaptive and self-organising systems will
emerge, but how they will be designed and controlled. [Sch05b, SMSÇ+07]
Since the work presented here is mainly based on OC research topics, this chapter
summarises the vision of OC. Motivation and challenges of this young research field
are explained in short, before the contributions of this thesis are described in the
following chapters.
As outlined in Section 1.1, the increasing complexity of technical systems calls
for research into new design principles. It is impossible for a designer to foresee all
possible configurations and to explicitly specify the entire behaviour of a complex
system on a detailed level. In particular, if the system consists of many interacting
components, it may exhibit new, emergent properties that are very difficult to
anticipate. Emergent phenomena are often identified, when the global behaviour
of a system appears more coherent and directed than the behaviour of individual
parts of the system (the whole is more than the sum of its parts). More generally,
such phenomena arise in the study of complex systems, where many parts interact
with each other and where the study of the behaviour of individual parts reveals
little about system-wide behaviour. Especially, in the area of multi-agent systems
emergence and self-organisation have been studied extensively, see [DFH+04, DGK06]
for two recent surveys.
Despite their complexity, living creatures are very robust and have the natural
ability to learn and adapt to an uncertain and dynamic environment. The idea of
OC is therefore to address complexity by making technical systems more life-like
and to develop an alternative to the explicit total a priori specification of a system.
Instead, organic systems should adapt and self-organise with respect to some degrees
of freedom. But, OC systems should be designed with respect to human needs, and
have to be trustworthy, robust, adaptive, and flexible. They will show the so-called
self-x-properties : Self-configuration, self-optimisation, self-healing, self-explanation,
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and self-protection. Such systems are expected to learn about their environment
during life time, will survive attacks and other unexpected breakdowns, will adapt to
their users, and will react sensibly, even if they encounter a new situation, for which
they have not been programmed explicitly. In other words, an OC system should
behave more life-like (organic).
This can only be achieved by adding some kind of awareness of their current
situation to the system elements and the ability to provide appropriate responses to
dynamically changing environmental conditions. The principles of OC are strongly
related to the objectives of IBM’s autonomic computing initiative, see Section 4.5.1.
But, while autonomic computing is directed towards maintaining server architectures,
which should be managed without active interaction between man and machine
[KC03, Ste05], OC’s focus is more general in its approach and addresses large
collections of intelligent devices, providing services to humans, adapted to the
requirements of their execution environment [Sch05b]. Thus, besides showing the
self-x-properties, interaction between man and machine is an essential part of OC
systems.
The term organic computing was formed in 2002 as a result of a workshop aiming at
future technologies in the field of computer engineering. The outlines of the workshop
and the OC vision were first formulated in the joint position paper [ACE+03] of
the section of computer engineering (Technische Informatik) of the Gesellschaft für
Informatik (German Association for Informatics, GI) and the Informationstechnische
Gesellschaft (German Association for Information Technology). In 2005, the German
Research Foundation (Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft, DFG) approved a priority
research programme on OC for six years (2005–2011). This research programme
addresses fundamental challenges in the design of OC systems; its goal is a deeper
understanding of emergent global behaviour in self-organising systems and the
design of specific concepts and tools to construct and control OC systems for
technical applications. Topics, such as adaptivity, reconfigurability, emergence of
new properties, and self-organisation, play a major role. Currently, the research
programme provides funding for 18 research projects with a total volume of around
EUR 2 million per year. The topics of these projects range from traffic control over
robot coordination to chip design. Information on the different projects can be found
via the OC website1.
Self-organising systems bear several advantages compared to classical, centrally
controlled systems. Amongst others, the failure of a single component should not
cause a global malfunction of the whole system. Such a system will be able to adapt
to changing circumstances. As a result, self-organisation could be described as a
method of reducing the complexity of computer systems.
In such self-organising systems the local interaction of the system elements may
result in an emergent global behaviour, which can have positive (desired) as well as
1http://www.organic-computing.de/spp
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negative (undesired) effects. Self-organisation and emergent phenomena also initiate
new problems unknown in the engineering of classical technical systems. A global
emergent behaviour usually is a nonlinear combination of local behaviours. Its design
process with both potential design directions (top-down vs. bottom-up design) turns
out to be a highly non-trivial task: For a top-down approach it is hard to deduce
adequate local rules from a desired global behaviour, and in the bottom-up direction
it quite often remains unclear how local rules go together with global behaviour,
see [KC03].
In this context and in order to assess the behaviour of the technical system and
– if necessary – for a regulatory feedback to control its dynamics, the so-called
observer/controller architecture has become widespread in the OC community as a
design paradigm to assure the fulfilment of system goals (given by the developer or
user), see Chapter 4. The observer/controller uses a set of sensors and actuators to
measure system variables and to influence the system. Together with the system
under observation and control (SuOC), the observer/controller forms the so-called
organic system. An observer/controller loop enables adequate reactions to control the
– sometimes completely unexpected – undesired emerging global behaviour resulting
from local agents’ behaviour.
However, besides this fascinating outlook, the materialisation of the OC vision
depends on several crucial factors, which are summarised in [Sch05b].
• Designers of OC systems have to guarantee that self-organising systems, based
on OC principles, do not show unwanted (emergent) behaviour. This is
particularly important, when malfunction can have disastrous consequences,
e. g., in safety critical applications. The generic observer/controller architecture,
as described in Chapter 4, seems to be a promising approach in asserting certain
functionality and additionally in keeping the system at an effective state of
operation. OC systems will only become accepted, if users can trust them.
Therefore, trust/reliability could turn out to be the most important prerequisite
for acceptance.
• Closely related is the need for the user to monitor and influence the system: It
has to be guaranteed that it is still the user, who guides the overall system.
Therefore, the system developer has to design user interfaces, which can be used
to control the system – which means that there has to be a possibility to take
corrective actions from outside the system. The generic observer/controller
architecture considers this requirement.
• Developers of OC systems have to determine appropriate rules and patterns
for local behaviour in large networks of smart devices in order to provide some
requested higher functionality. Important topics in the design of self-organising
systems are the utilisation of arising emergent phenomena and controlling the
local level in such a way that the system shows the desired behaviour at global
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level. Therefore, the task is to derive a set of behavioural and interaction rules
that, if embedded in individual autonomous elements, will induce a certain
global characteristic. The inverse direction of anticipating the global system
behaviour based on known local decision rules is also very important in this
regard.
• On interacting with humans an OC system has to show context sensitive
characteristics and has to filter information and services according to the
current situation or user’s needs. In general, an OC system has to be aware of
its environment and should act accordingly.
• Building OC systems, one has to think carefully about how to design the
necessary degrees of freedom for the intended adaptive behaviour. Certain
degrees of freedom are needed to enable self-organisation, but it is easily
imaginable that allowing the different parts of a system a broad range of
possible (re-)actions in a specific situation could result in uncontrollable chaos.
• The implementation of learning abilities as part of OC systems provides great
chances, but also bears several problems. Learning systems often learn from
mistakes. In fact, they will make mistakes, if no countermeasures are taken.
Additionally, developers can guide the learning process of a learning system
and they can assure that the system does not develop itself in an unwanted
(emergent) manner. This aspect of learning is focussed on in detail in Chapter 5.
This list could be considerably expanded, but it already represents the most





Technological systems become organised by commands from outside, as
when human intentions lead to the building of structures or machines. But,
many natural systems become structured by their own internal processes:
These are self-organising systems, and the emergence of order within them
is a complex phenomenon that intrigues scientists from all disciplines.
[YGWY88]
Self-organising systems are well known from nature and have been studied in
domains like physics, chemistry, and biology. In recent years research interest has
succeeded to apply concepts of self-organisation to technical systems. The reason is
a paradigm shift from monolithic systems to large networked systems driven by the
technological change of integrating more information processing into the everyday
life, objects, and activities. The necessity to find new approaches to cope with
upcoming problems of increasing complexity attracts awareness to the principle of
self-organisation.
OC systems should use self-organisation to achieve a certain externally provided goal.
Furthermore, the system has to adapt to changing environmental requirements and to
be capable to deal with (unanticipated) undesired emergent behaviour. Therefore, OC
systems are assumed to support controlled self-organisation. Whenever necessary, this
requires a range of methods for monitoring and analysing the system performance and
for providing appropriate control actions. The generic observer/controller architecture
– this architecture is introduced in detail in Chapter 4 – promises to provide the
necessary components for satisfying all these demands, see Figure 3.1.
Similar to the MAPE cycle (monitor, analyse, plan, and execute) of IBM’s au-
tonomic computing initiative, see Section 4.5.1, a closed control loop is defined to
keep the properties of the self-organising SuOC within preferred boundaries. The
observer observes certain (raw) attributes of the system and aggregates them to
situation parameters, which concisely characterise the observed situation from a















Figure 3.1: Simplified view of the generic observer/controller architecture
global point of view, and passes them to the controller. The controller acts according
to an evaluation of the observation (which might include the prediction of future
behaviour). If the current situation does not satisfy the requirements, it will take
action(s) to direct the system back into its desired range, will observe the effect of
the intervention(s), and will take further actions, if necessary. Using this control loop
an organic system will adapt over time to its changing environment. It is obvious
that the controller could benefit from learning capabilities to tackle these challenges.
Although the observing and controlling process is executed in a continuous loop, and
the SuOC is assumed to run autonomously, even if the observer/controller archi-
tecture is not present – even though in a suboptimal way. Furthermore, emergence
plays a central role in OC systems. Emergent and self-organising behaviour has been
observed in nature, demonstrated in a variety of computer simulated systems in
artificial life research, and it has also occurred in highly complex technical systems,
where it has quite often led to unexpected global functionality [BDT99]. Despite the
importance of a rigorous description of these phenomena, the quantitative analysis
of technical self-organising systems is still a rather unexplored area. Therefore, this
chapter describes the understanding of the basic mechanisms of self-organisation and
emergent behaviour in complex (organic) ensembles, summarises related work, and
provides appropriate (metrics and) tools for utilising controlled self-organisation.
In Section 3.1 research is summarised that has been done in the area of self-or-
ganisation and in Section 3.2 about the related concept of emergence. There may
be instances of self-organisation without emergence and emergence without self-
organisation, and there is evidence in literature that the phenomena are not the same.
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However, future research is needed to clarify the relation between these two terms.
Finally, in Section 3.3 an architectural-based approach for the design and engineering
of technical systems is proposed that makes use of controlled self-organisation, before
describing the OC approach in Chapter 4.
3.1 Self-Organisation
The dynamics of a system can tend by themselves to increase the inherent order
of a system. This idea has a long history, being first introduced by the French
philosopher René Descartes. In 1947, the term self-organisation was introduced
by the psychiatrist and engineer William Ross Ashby [Ash47]. Cyberneticans, like
Heinz von Foerster, Stafford Beer, Gordon Pask, and Norbert Wiener, took up this
concept and associated it with general systems theory in the 1960ies. In the 1970ies
and 1980ies physicists adopted self-organisation to the field of complex systems and
established the topic in scientific literature. Even if the concept of self-organisation
is very promising to solve complex problems, as explained in [Ger07], the notion of
self-organisation will remain somewhat vague, and discussion has been widespread.
The extensive FAQ-list1 is a good link to research that has been done so far.
The term self-organisation is used frequently, but a generally accepted meaning has
not emerged. As the list grows, it becomes increasingly difficult to decide whether
these phenomena are all based on the same process, or whether the same label
has been applied to several different processes. Despite its intuitive simplicity as
a concept, self-organisation has proven notoriously difficult to describe and define
formally or mathematically. Thus, it is entirely possible that any precise definition
might not include all the phenomena, to which the term of self-organisation has been
applied. In the following, it will not be attempted to give a new definition facing
the philosophical problem of defining self, the cybernetic problem of defining system,
or the universal problem of defining organisation. Instead, research is summarised
that has been done so far to characterise the conditions necessary to call a system
self-organising. Answers will be given to the following questions: What is a self-
organising system? What is it not? And what are possible approaches to engineer
self-organising technical systems?
3.1.1 Understanding Self-Organisation from the Viewpoint of Different
Sciences
As pointed out by Carlos Gershenson in [Ger07], the term self-organisation has been
used with different meanings, e. g., in computer science [HG03, MMTZ06], biology
[CDF+03, FCG06], mathematics [Len64], cybernetics [Ash62, von60], synergetics
1http://www.calresco.org/sos/sosfaq.htm
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[Hak81], thermodynamics [NP77], complexity [Sch03], information theory [Sha01],
and evolution of language [de 99]. Selected ideas, which specially contribute to the
idea of OC, are summarised from the viewpoint of different sciences.
Self-Organisation in Nature
According to [CDF+03], self-organisation in biological systems is often described as
a process, in which a pattern at the global level of a system solely
emerges from numerous interactions among the lower level components
of the system. Moreover, the rules specifying interactions among the
system’s components are executed using only local information, without
reference to the global pattern [YGWY88].
A self-organising system in nature acts without centralised control and operates
according to local contextual information. Thus, spontaneous behaviour without
external control produces a new organisation reacting to environmental changes/dis-
turbances. Natural systems often show a robust behaviour, they adapt to changes,
and they are able to ensure their own survivability. There are quite a few examples
of natural systems, which are not at all robust (in particular at the individual
level) and which cannot adapt to changes. Robustness often is a property of a
population/swarm, not of an individual. In some cases, self-organisation is linked
to emergent behaviour, as described later in Section 3.2. Individual components
carry out a simple task, and as a whole these components are able to carry out a
complex task emerging in a coherent way through the local interactions of various
components. Typical examples from nature are found in the following.
• Social insects, like ants, termites, or honey bees, where communication oc-
curs through stigmergy by placing chemical substances, pheromones, into the
environment. In 1959 the theory of stigmergy has been defined as the work
excites the workers by [Gra59]. Direct interactions between the individuals
are not necessary to coordinate a group. Indirect communications between
the individuals and the environment are enough to create structures. Thus,
coordination or regulation tasks are achieved without centralised control.
• Flocks of birds or schools of fish, where collective behaviour is defined by simple
rules, like getting close to a similar bird (or fish) – but not too much – and
getting away from dissimilar birds (or fishes) to collectively avoid predators.
• Social behaviours of humans, where emergent complex global societies arise by
working with local information and local direct or indirect interactions.
• The immune system of mammalians, where cells regenerate self-organised.
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From a very general point of view, the notion of autopoiesis is often associated
with the term of self-organisation. In the 1970ies biological studies established
autopoiesis (meaning self-production) [MV91, Var79], which describes the process
of a living system as an organisation to produce itself. An autopoietic system is
autonomous and operationally closed, in the sense that every process within it
directly helps maintaining the whole. For example, cells or organisms self-maintain
the system through generating system’s components. The cell is made of various
biochemical components such as nucleic acids and proteins, and is organised into
bounded structures such as the cell nucleus, various organelles, a cell membrane, and
cytoskeleton. These structures, based on an external flow of molecules and energy,
produce the components, which, in turn, continue to maintain the organised bounded
structure that gives rise to these components.
In computing, an analogous concept is called bootstrapping, which refers to tech-
niques that allow a simple system to activate a more complicated system, e. g.,
when starting a computer a small programme, the built in operating system (BIOS),
initialises and tests the hardware (peripherals or memory), loads another programme,
and passes control to this programme (an operating system).
Self-Organisation in Chemistry
Self-organisation is also relevant in chemistry, where it has often been taken as
being synonymous with self-assembly. To name a few, this includes research in
molecular self-assembly, which is the process, by which molecules adopt a defined
arrangement without guidance or management from an outside source [Leh88, Leh90].
Additionally, self-organisation is used in the context of reaction diffusion systems,
which are mathematical models that describe, how the concentration of one or more
substances is distributed in space changes. This occurs under the influence of two
processes that are local chemical reactions, in which the substances are converted
into each other, and diffusion, which causes the substances to spread out in space
[Fif79]. Other examples are autocatalytic networks, or liquid crystals.
Through thermodynamics studies [GP71] the term self-organisation itself has been
established in the domain of chemistry in the 1970ies. When an external energy
source is applied to an open system, this system decreases its entropy (where order
comes out of disorder, see Section 4.1.5). In other words, a system reaches a new
system state, where entropy is decreased, when external pressure is added. Compared
to the stigmergy concept, mentioned in Section 3.1.1, where self-organisation results
from a behaviour occurring inside the system (from the social insects themselves
placing pheromones in the environment), this is a fundamental difference from the
understanding in chemistry. In the latter case, self-organisation seems to be a result
of an external pressure applied from the outside.
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Self-Organisation in Mathematics and Computer Science
Self-organisation has also been observed in mathematical systems such as cellular
automata [TGD04]. In computer science, some instances of evolutionary computation
and artificial life exhibit features of self-organisation.
Research in artificial systems has been oriented towards introducing self-organi-
sation mechanisms specifically for software applications, see [BDHZ06, BDKN05,
BHJY07, DKRZ04]. These applications have been inspired by already mentioned
nature-inspired concepts like stigmergy, autopoiesis, or the holon concept introduced
by Artúr Kösztler in [Kös90]. The term holon describes systems, which represent
whole systems and parts of larger systems at the same time. Then, holarchies describe
hierarchies of such holons. Typical examples of self-organising artificial systems are
swarm-inspired techniques for routing [BDT99] or load-balancing [MMB02].
Furthermore in multi-agent systems, (software) agents play the role of self-
organising autonomous entities. Frequently, multi-agent systems are used for simulat-
ing self-organising systems, in order to get a better understanding of the dependencies
in such systems or to establish models of the simulated systems. As mentioned in
[DGK06], the tendency of initiatives like OC or autonomic computing is now to
shift the role of agents from simulation to the development of distributed systems.
Components (e. g., software agents) that once deployed self-organise in a predefined
environment and work in a distributed manner towards the realisation of a given
(global) possibly emergent functionality.
3.1.2 Properties of Self-Organisation
In general, the understanding of self-organisation seems to be widespread. According
to [DGK06] self-organisation essentially refers to a spontaneous and dynamically
produced (re-)organisation. Several, more qualitative, properties/issues should be
extracted from the different viewpoints mentioned above in the following section to
end up in a possible definition in Section 3.1.3.
Properties of Self-Organisation in Nature
According to swarm intelligence [BDT99], self-organising processes are characterised
by four properties.
1. Multiple interactions among the individuals,
2. retroactive positive feedback (e. g., increase of pheromone, when food is de-
tected),
3. retroactive negative feedback (e. g., pheromone evaporation), and
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4. increase of behaviour modification (e. g., increase of pheromone, when new
path is found).
From the more biologically-inspired viewpoint of autopoiesis, a self-organising
system could be characterised as an autopoietic machine, which is a machine that is
organised (defined as a unity) as a network of processes of production
(transformation and destruction) of components, which
1. through their interactions and transformations continuously regen-
erate and realise the network of processes (relations) that produced
them; and
2. constitute it (the machine) as a concrete unity in space, in which
they (the components) exist by specifying the topological domain of
its realisation as such a network [MV91].
Properties of Self-Organisation in Chemistry
Under external pressure, self-organising behaviour is characterised by a decrease of
entropy and satisfies the following requirements, as stated in [GP71].
1. Mutual causality: At least two components of the system have a
circular relationship, each influencing the other.
2. Autocatalysis: At least one of the components is causally influenced
by another component, resulting in its own increase.
3. Far from equilibrium condition: The system imports a large amount
of energy from outside the system, uses the energy to help renew its
own structures (autopoiesis), and dissipates rather than accumulates,
the accruing disorder (entropy) back into the environment.
4. Morphogenetic changes: At least one of the components of the system
[has to] be open to external random variations from outside the sys-
tem. A system exhibits morphogenetic change when the components
of the system are changed themselves.
Properties of Self-Organisation in Artificial Systems
In [DGK04], two definitions of self-organisation in artificial systems have been
established. Self-organisation implies organisation, which in turn implies some
ordered structure as a result of component behaviour. A new distinct organisation is
self-produced, since the process of self-organisation changes the respective structure
and behaviour of a system.
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• Strongly self-organising systems are systems that change their or-
ganisation without any explicit, internal or external, central control.
• Weakly self-organising systems are systems where reorganisation
occurs as a result of internal central control or planning.
3.1.3 Definition of Self-Organisation
The previous sections have shown that it is not trivial to give a precise definition of
self-organisation. However, a practical notion, as given in [Ger07], will suffice for the
purposes of this thesis.
A system described as self-organising is one, in which elements interact
in order to dynamically achieve a global function or behaviour.
Furthermore, this self-organising behaviour is autonomously achieved through
distributed interactions between the system components, which produce feedbacks
that regulate the system. Instead of answering the question, which are the necessary
conditions for a self-organising system, another question can be formulated: When
is it useful to describe a system as self-organising? In [Ger07], it is argued that
self-organising systems (in the sense of distributed systems) will have advantages in
dynamic and unpredictable environments, where problems have to be solved that
are not known beforehand and/or the addressed problem changes constantly. Then,
a solution dynamically arises by local interactions and adaptation to unforeseen
disturbances quickly appears. In theory, a centralised approach is also able to solve
the problem, but in practice such an approach may require too much computation
time to cope with the unpredictable disturbances in the system and its environment,
e. g., when a system or its environment changes in less time than the system requires
to compute a solution.
In [Ed08], another brief sentence has been worked out to explain the main idea
of self-organisation, being similar to the definition given by Carlos Gershenson in
[Ger07].
A self-organising system consists of a set of entities that obtains an
emerging global system behaviour via local interactions without centralised
control.
3.1.4 Summary
The investigation of self-organisation in many different disciplines of science has
advantages and disadvantages at the same time. Many definitions from different
domains have blurred the whole idea, which definitely is a disadvantage in terms
of definition and terminology. On the other hand, the many disciplines keep the
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potential for many ideas and new approaches for creating (controlled) self-organising
systems. This possibility will be even more attractive, if the research on self-organising
systems converges towards a more standardised nomenclature, probably even forming
a new field of science some day.
Several positive effects from the interdisciplinarity of self-organisation became
apparent when discussing possible ways to design the behaviour of the particular
entities that form a self-organising system. The local behaviour is an integral part
of a self-organising system, since the whole behaviour of the system emerges from
the local interactions of the entities. In [Ed08], three basic approaches have been
identified for finding a suitable set of local rules: Nature-inspired design, trial and
error, and learning from an omniscient solution.
In the case of dynamic self-organising systems, with distributed control and local
interactions, emergence appears to be some kind of structure on a higher level. Since
literature investigating self-organisation is also linked to the term of emergence, this
phenomenon is addressed in the next section.
3.2 Emergence
The phenomenon of emergence has been a fascinating topic for scientists such as
John Stuart Mill [Mil43], George Henry Lewes [Lew75], and Conwy Lloyd Morgan
[Llo23] for a long time, and the philosophical discussion of this topic is more than
150 years old. These so-called proto-emergentists consider the emergent process as a
black box, where only the inputs and the outputs at the lowest level can be discerned
without any knowledge about how the inputs are transformed into outputs.
However, in the case of designing technical OC systems more recently characterised
aspects of emergence need to be considered. A different perspective, referred to as
neo-emergentism, summarises approaches of Jochen Fromm [Fro04, Fro05], John H.
Holland [Hol98], Stuart Kauffman [Kau93], Aleš Kubík [Kub03], and others, where
the root of emergence bases on the dynamics of a system, where investigations
focus on reproducing the process, which leads to emergence, and where emergent
phenomena are less miraculous than in the black box view.
Emergence is the phenomenon occurring when a population of interconnected
relatively simple entities self-organises to form more ordered higher level behaviour
[Joh01]. Emergence can be referred to as the effect that the whole is greater than the
sum of its parts. Emergent phenomena are defined by
1. the interaction of mostly large numbers of individuals
2. without centralised control with the result of
3. a global system behaviour, which has not explicitly been programmed into the
individuals [Bea03].
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The journal Emergence2, a journal of complexity issues in organisation and man-
agement, provides the following characterisation of emergent behaviour.
The idea of emergence is used to indicate the developing of patterns,
structures, or properties that do not adequately seem explained by referring
only to the system’s pre-existing components and their interaction. Emer-
gence becomes of increasing importance, when the system is characterised
by the following features.
• When the organisation of the the system, i. e., its global order,
appears to be more salient and of a different kind than the components
alone;
• when the components can be replaced without an accompanying
decommissioning of the whole system;
• when the new global patterns or properties are radically novel with
respect to the pre-existing components; thus, the emergent patterns
seem to be unpredictable and non-deducible from the components as
well as irreducible to those components.
Good examples for emergence originate from the observation of ants and other
insects. The social insect metaphor for solving problems has become a diverse
topic during the last years [BDT99]. For example, foraging behaviour in ants is
characterised by the distribution of pheromones, thereby encouraging (but not
forcing) other ants to follow the paths. This behaviour, despite its simplicity and
distributedness, results in a very robust and efficient emergent phenomenon, i. e.,
that ants collectively find the shortest path between nest and food source. This
observation has resulted in powerful metaheuristics for solving complex problems,
called ant colony optimisation.
Another example for emergent behaviour is the (human) brain. Although the exact
function and interrelation of the different brain sub-systems is not really understood,
scientists assume underlying emergent effects, as explained in [Rot05].
Today’s neurobiology is able to investigate those processes in human and
animal brains in detail, which are responsible for the higher level cognitive
functions like object recognition, attention, memorising, thinking, problem
solving, action planning, empathy, and self-reflection, i. e., processes
usually related to consciousness. It shows that these functions can uniquely
be mapped to certain brain regions, and vice versa. This does not mean
a violation of known physical/chemical/physiological laws. Neither are
there any unexplainable gaps. Therefore, it seems necessary to view these
brain functions as emergent states of a physical system. This is not in
2http://www.emergence.org
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contradiction with the fact that the specific conditions for the occurrence
of consciousness are not yet exactly known.
Emergence and the effects of self-organisation have been looked at in various
sciences, e. g., philosophy, as mentioned above, biology, chemistry [SMR+04], physics,
or mathematics [Jet89]. But so far, only few research fields, as summarised in
[Mni09], seemed to be interested in using emergence in a systematic (quantitative)
way. This topic is again addressed in Section 4.1, when metrics are described to
quantify emergent behaviour as part of the generic observer/controller architecture.
3.3 Architectures for Controlled Self-Organisation
From the viewpoint of this thesis and OC, respectively, the main question is how to
design single components in such a way that they self-organise to achieve global goals.
The interest and the difficulty lies in having both, self-organisation and emergent
properties, being caused by low level interactions between the components. Defining
global goals and designing local behaviour so that global behaviour emerges is the
gap to bridge, since it seems to be unpredictable, how the local goals match to a
global goal. By definition, emergence is a bottom-up process whereas design and
engineering tasks typically follow top-down constraints. The combination of both
approaches results in the requirement of what is called controlled self-organisation
(which might be a contradiction by itself).
As mentioned in [SMS05], the classical top-down design process is strictly organised
hierarchically consisting of a sequence of modelling steps, since the developer is in
principle able to predict all possible system states. The top-down design process
starts with a high level specification, which is broken down through a number of
refinements to a final model. This is used to control manufacturing machines or
to generate executable code. However, because today’s technical systems become
more and more complex, it seems to be impossible to predict all system states and
designing top-down is no longer feasible.
In comparison, in the bottom-up approach the design starts with specifying
requirements and capabilities of individual components, and the global behaviour
emerges out of interactions among constituent components and between components
and the environment. As described in Section 3.1.1, examples from nature have
shown, e. g., that ants follow the pheromone traits placed by other ants, that it is not
possible to predict the exact positions of these traits between places of food and the
nest. However, from the viewpoint of technical systems, it would be highly desirable
to be able to predict the final outcome more exactly, in other words: The presented
work is interested in describing the relationship between local interactions and global
behaviour. Moreover, it is the question, how this relationship can be designed.
In [CGL08], the question is addressed, which design methodology (top-down
vs. bottom-up) is appropriate for a given engineering problem. Furthermore, a
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comparative study of the two approaches in engineering a multi-agent system is
analysed with a focus on the limitations and advantages of each approach. Thus,
criteria for the applicability of the two approaches are established.
The bottom-up approach starts with the specification of the individual agent
behaviour through a set of agent capabilities or rules of engagement, which delimit
the set of obtainable group level behaviours. The top-down approach starts with
global requirements as in a centralised control system and translates those into
necessary agent capabilities. But, the last step implicitly assumes that the global
system requirements can be delegated to individual components. In fact, in the case
of complex systems this might not be straightforward.
As in many cases, the solution seems to be somewhere between pure top-down
and pure bottom-up. Since the developers will not capitulate in setting the goals as
known from top-down approaches and it also seems to be not very realistic that a
collection of screws, metal parts, and electronic devices autonomously assemble into
a car, the requirement of controlled self-organisation or controlled emergent behaviour
is in the focus of today’s research, see [BCD+06, Ger07, Tri06].
Moreover, when coping with the vision of OC systems and addressing the problem
of increasing complexity, it is necessary to have methods and tools to enable such
systems to produce the wanted emergent phenomena and to prohibit the unwanted
ones. But, so far, there is no systematic analysis on how to achieve controlled
self-organisation. The proposed generic observer/controller paradigm might be a
possibility.
Thus, in the following, a focus on the use of an architectural-based approach is
proposed, because it offers the following potential benefits, as stated in [KM07].
Generality – To address a wide range of application domains, each associ-
ated with appropriate software/hardware architectures, the
underlying concepts and principles should be defined in a
general way.
Level of abstraction – To describe dynamic changes in a system, such as the use of
components, bindings, and composition, rather than at the
algorithmic level, an architecture can provide an appropriate
level of abstraction.
Scalability – OC focusses on solutions that could be used in the domain
of large-scale and complex applications. Varying the level
of description and the ability to build systems of systems,
architectures generally support both, hierarchical composition
and hiding techniques.
By achieving and demonstrating controlled self-organisation, several architectures
have been investigated in a broad range of research areas – not only limited to
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computer science. Therefore, a short survey is given in the following chapter. All
mentioned architectures are understood as conceptual or reference architectures (like
a framework), which identify the necessary functionality for aspects of controlled
self-organisation. They are not considered to be implementation architectures.
3.4 Summary
Based on the OC vision, this chapter has reviewed related work concerning the
topic of controlled self-organisation. Concepts like self-organisation and emergent
phenomena have been research topics in many sciences for a couple of years until
today. The most relevant ideas have been summarised, as pointed out in Sections 3.1
and 3.2.
Then in Section 3.3, the idea of an architectural-based approach has been out-
lined that enables controlled self-organisation, while the organic approach, which is





To reduce the complexity of tomorrow’s technical systems, OC systems are endowed
with self-x-properties making them flexible and adaptive. Examples motivating this
goal are frequent in nature. In contrast to natural systems, which seem to have
intrinsic goals, the technical context specifies the system goals explicitly and in many
cases even requires the fulfilment of some constraints. Therefore, reaching the stage
of endowing the system with intrinsic local goals can be seen as a long-term plan.
The design process of such an organic system will be neither a classical top-down
approach, as practised in classical system engineering, nor a bottom-up approach,
as suggested by the notion of self-organisation in general and as observed in nature.
In OC, technical systems are endowed with an observation and control layer called
observer/controller architecture, as proposed in [MS04]. This design paradigm is able
to achieve the objectives given by the user or the developer.
As shown in Figure 4.1, the SuOC accomplishes the productive work of the system
and is endowed with self-x-properties. The SuOC is similar to a multi-agent system
composed of agents communicating with each other to achieve a system-wide goal
based on local rules. The observer/controller layer monitors all components and
aggregates the results to system-wide indicators reflecting the overall situation of
the system (called situation parameters or system fingerprint). This set of situation
parameters is reported to the controller, which has the task to influence the system to
satisfy the objective function as specified by the system developer or user. Therefore,
the controller continuously searches in its rule base for the best mapping of situation
parameters to correspondent actions. Furthermore, it has to adapt to dynamically
changing environments (changes in the SuOC or changing goals). These changes
require learning capabilities, as investigated in detail in Chapter 5.
It is important to note that an organic system will continue to work, if observer
and controller stop working. Thus, the main objective of this proposed architecture
is to achieve controlled self-organised system behaviour. In comparison with classical
system design, OC systems have the ability to adapt and to cope with some emergent
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Figure 4.1: Generic observer/controller architecture with two-level learning
behaviour, for which they have not been programmed explicitly.
The development, introduction, and implementation of an observer/controller
architecture is one of the main contributions of this thesis. This chapter is based
on [BMMS+06, RMB+06], explains the principles of the centralised generic ob-
server/controller architecture, and introduces the observer in Section 4.1 and the
controller in Section 4.2, respectively. The main advantage of the controller is dis-
cussed in Section 4.3. Section 4.4 presents hierarchical and distributed variants of
the generic observer/controller architecture.
4.1 Observer
It is the observer’s task to measure, quantify, and predict emergent behaviour with
basic metrics. Therefore, the observer collects the raw data coming from the SuOC
and aggregates them to a global system-wide fingerprint. This process includes a
pre-processing of the data (smoothing, extraction of derived attributes like velocity
when observing x- and y-coordinates of agents, etc.), an analysis to determine system-
wide indicators, and a predictor to forecast the next raw data as well as the next
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system wide indicators (by using specified or statistical methods like chart analysis
methods). For this purpose, the observer needs metrics and methods to quantify
(emergent) states of the system. Finally, the aggregator collects all this aggregated
information, the so-called situation parameters, and passes them to the controller,
which appropriately influences the SuOC.
observer
controller




























Figure 4.2: Generic observer architecture consisting of a monitor, a pre-processor, a data analyser,
a predictor, and an aggregator
The observation behaviour itself is variable. The model of observation influences
the observation procedure, e. g., by selecting certain detectors or certain attributes of
interest. The feedback from the controller to the observer pays attention to certain
observables of interest in the current context. Based on the aggregate results from
the observer, the controller can benchmark the data with an objective function and
either knows or learns, which actions are best to guide the SuOC in the favoured
direction. The two main tasks of the observer can basically be summarised as in the
following.
1. Identifying and characterising the current system status, and
2. predicting the future status of the system.
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Figure 4.2 outlines the generic observer architecture, which is described in more
detail in the following sections. As shown, the observer is guided by a model of
observation, which is responsible for the following tasks.
1. Selection of observable attributes,
2. selection of appropriate analysis tools with regard to the purpose given by the
controller, and
3. selection of appropriate prediction methods.
The whole observation process involves the following listed and explained steps
and components. The data analyser and the predictor are presented in more detail
in Section 4.1.5 and in Section 4.1.6, respectively.
4.1.1 Model of Observation
The model of observation allows to focus on the observation of system parameters
with respect to requirements depending on a situation. It influences the observation
procedure, e. g., by selecting certain detectors or certain attributes of interest. The
feedback from the controller to the observer pays attention to certain observables of
interest in the current context.
In large collections with a centralised observer/controller architecture, it seems to
be impossible to observe the whole SuOC in detail. There are not enough sensors,
the communication bandwidth is not sufficient, the centralised observer is not able
to process so much data, the collection of data consumes too much energy, etc. In
the presence of such constraints, it seems to be necessary to adjust the model of
observation, either in terms of granularity (it only collects high level data rather
than every detail), in terms of scope (it only focusses on some parts of the SuOC),
or w. r. t. the sampling frequency. Therefore, the model of observation provides
mechanisms necessary to dynamically adapt the model of observation to the current
needs of the controller, in order to obtain the most relevant information needed for
controlling the SuOC.
4.1.2 Monitor
The SuOC is considered as a set of elements possessing certain attributes (or agents
in terms of multi-agent systems). The monitor samples the attributes of the SuOC
according to a sampling frequency given by the model of observation. The information
coming from the SuOC constitutes raw data (unprocessed) for the observer, which
can be classified into individual data common to all elements of the system and some
global system attributes reflecting the whole system (behaviour). From a chronological
point of view, monitoring the SuOC is nothing else but the generation of a time
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series, reflecting the current state of the system as well as its history. The sensory
equipment of the SuOC, which may also change dynamically, limits the selection of
observable attributes and the resolution of the measurement.
4.1.3 Log File
All measured data are stored in a log file for every loop of observing and controlling
the SuOC. These stored data can be used within the predictor or within the data
analyser to calculate (emergent) time space patterns.
4.1.4 Pre-Processor
The pre-processor computes some derived attributes from the raw data. E. g., an
attribute velocity can be derived from the attributes x-coordinate and y-coordinate
taking into account the history of these two attributes. The pre-processing of the
raw data also includes a selection of the relevant data, which is required to compute
aggregated system-wide parameters. The pre-processed data are passed to the data
analyser and the predictor components.
4.1.5 Data Analyser
The data analyser applies a set of detectors to the pre-processed data. These detectors
could be a kind of computation of data clustering [Ber06, JMF99], emergence following
the definition in [MMS06], or some other mathematical and statistical values. At
the end of this step a system-wide description of the current state is provided that
characterises the global system behaviour.
During operation, the observer ought to measure the current level of emergence
among the SuOC. This raises the question of how to evaluate the amount of emer-
gence. Different measurement approaches deal with this subject and several concepts
addressing this question have been developed. Although, this thesis does not provide
an extensive introduction to this field of science, it cannot ignore it totally, since
controlling and learning to control a system behaviour is based on quantified system
parameters. Without quantitative measurement it seems to be impossible to address
the topics of the presented work in later chapters. Thus, the general thoughts of
measurement theory are outlined to understand the observer/controller framework.
For more information about this domain the interested reader is referred to have a
look at [KLST06, LKST06, SKLT06], which give an extensive overview of research
that has been done in the past years1. The following statement given by Lord Kelvin
characterises the idea of the essence of measurement as well.
1A more concise outline is given by ftp://ftp.sas.com/pub/neural/measurement.html.
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When you can measure what you are speaking about, and express it in
numbers, you know something about it; but when you cannot express it
in numbers, your knowledge is of a meagre and unsatisfactory kind; it
may be the beginning of knowledge, but you have scarcely in your thoughts
advanced to the state of science (William Thomson, 1. Baron Kelvin of
Largs, (Lord Kelvin)).
The aim of the data analyser is to convert the amount of emergence in a form
of a number. This number is used to compare different system states and the
effectiveness of different control strategies or parameter variations on the controller’s
side. Therefore, designing metrics consists of two steps.
1. Firstly, the requirements on the emergence measure given by the intended use
have to be defined.
2. Secondly, metrics, which fulfil these requirements, have to be developed.
The requirements on the metric to quantify emergence are the following.
Normalisation – The metric to quantify emergence has to be normalised to
be independent of the parameters of the observed system.
Therefore, the metric can be used to evaluate changes in the
system, e. g., to vary the number of agents, with regard to
their effect on the emergent behaviour.
Limited range – The metric must have a defined range of values to be per-
spicuous and self-explanatory. Therefore, the range is often
set from 0.0 to 1.0, where 0.0 is equivalent to no emergence
and 1.0 to total emergent behaviour. No emergence would
correspond to a perfect system behaviour and total emergent
behaviour would characterise a system showing no optimal
behaviour depending on a specific objective function.
On-line measurement – The metric has to give an instantaneous view of the current
situation of emergence. This is essential, as the controller
interventions are also on-line and rely on the information
about the current system state given by the observer.
Monotony – The metric takes values in such a form that the order of the
numbers reflects an order relation defined on the attribute,
i. e., an emergence value of 0.2 represents less emergence
than a value of 0.4. However, the statement a value of 0.2
represents half of the emergence than a value of 0.4 would
be meaningless when having an order relation. Statements
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like this are not in the focus, the order relation is sufficient
for the needs of this thesis.
In general, the idea of constructing metrics to quantify emergent behaviour bases
on the comparison of an ideal system behaviour in terms of ideal parameter values
and actual parameter values obtained by an observation. Following this idea, the
deviation of the current system state from the ideal values is calculated. This
deviation is expressed as a number and indicates the current amount of emergence
present in the system.
In the context of a selected system, one has to decide, which parameters could
be utilised in order to evaluate emergence firstly. For this purpose it is necessary to
understand the characteristic traits of emergent phenomena in order to identify the
parameters that constitute these traits.
The investigation of metrics and answering the question how emergence can
be quantified in technical systems are not in the focus of this thesis. Thus, the
discussion is stopped about designing metrics or answering the question how difficult
it is to express emergent behaviour in quantified numbers. A single metric is only
summarised, which is used on the observer’s side later in this thesis and is based on
Claude Elwood Shannon’s information theory [Sha48a, Sha48b], in particular on the
information theoretical definition of entropy. For more details the interested reader
is referred to [MMS06, Mni09].
How to Quantify Emergence (in a Technical Context)
In the past years various approaches and frameworks have been investigated, which
have tried to understand and characterise emergence and/or self-organisation in a
quantitative way, see Chapter 3. The following is a brief survey of the idea how to
define emergence quantitatively, since this metric has been used within the following
chapters to evaluate the proposed generic observer/controller architecture.
Quantitative Emergence
Defining emergence is a rather controversial issue [MSS06]. In literature, several
definitions from different scientific fields are found. These definitions range from
non-explainability, non-predictability, etc. to those, which try to give a formal
mathematical definition [DGK06]. In a technical context, it is obvious that a
definition has to dissociate from the former ones and has to search for a formal – and
at the same time – practically usable characterisation of emergence. In the following
an entropy-based definition of emergence is summed up, as presented in [MRB+07].
Entropy is a measure of order and therefore potentially interesting for the purpose
of identifying emergence. Entropy is used in thermodynamics as well as in information
theory. Its definition is based on the probability of the states of a system. The
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second fundamental theorem of thermodynamics claims that the entropy in a closed
system will always increase, eventually leading to a uniform distribution. Dissipative
structures, a special form of emergent systems investigated in [PS90], show that in
complex systems far from the thermal equilibrium, order can increase, effectively
decreasing the entropy. There are several papers, which have tried to define entropy
as a metric to characterise self-organisation. In [Pol03], entropy of self-organising
systems based on its information theoretic definition is introduced. In [Ray94], the
information theoretic entropy is also used to determine the diversity of the programme
population in the tierra system [Ray92]. This definition is specific to this scenario
and not generally applicable for the purpose as used in the observer/controller
architecture.
Observations made in nature and in further emergent systems have shown that
certain ingredients seem to be necessary to call an observed phenomenon emergent:
A large population of interacting elements (agents) without (or with a minimum
of) central control leads to a macroscopic pattern, which is perceived as structure
or order. To summarise, emergence can be characterised as self-organised order.
Although the resulting order is a necessary pre-condition for quantitative emergence,
it is not sufficient. Moreover, the definition calls for an order pattern developed
without external intervention, i. e., in a self-organised way.
Figure 4.3: Example of order perception: Depending on the objective of the observer the nine balls
are perceived as orderly or unorderly (position on the left hand side vs. colour on the
right hand side)
The meaning of order as perceived by a human observer is not clear without
ambiguity. The perception of order depends on the selection of certain attributes.
Looking at the position of the nine balls in Figure 4.3, ball formation might be
perceived orderly. However, looking at the colour distribution the formation on the
left obviously is not in order. Because of the similarity of the colour of the balls, the
formation on the right seems to be characterised by a higher degree of order.
A well known metric to quantify order is the definition of entropy used in ther-
modynamics and information theory. Low entropy is equivalent to a higher system
order and the other way around. The following entropy-based method is proposed to
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quantify emergence. This method produces a fingerprint characterising the whole
system as a result of a transformation of the raw data to some higher abstract metrics.
Computing the fingerprint of a system S with N elements si is done as follows.
1. Identify a common attribute A of the elements of S with discrete, enumerable
values aj.
2. Observe all elements si and quantify each si with a value aj.
3. Transform into a probability distribution (by estimating the probability by
means of the relative frequency) over the attribute values aj (i. e., a histogram)
with pj being the probability of occurrence of attribute aj in the ensemble of
elements si.
4. Compute the entropy HA related to each attribute on the basis of Shannon’s










in which A represents a given attribute.
If the attribute values are equally distributed (all pj are equal), the maximum
entropy HAmax will be obtained. Any deviation from the equal distribution will result
in lower entropy values (i. e., higher order). In other words: The more structure there
(unequal distribution), the more order is measured, where the unit of measurement is
bit/attribute. Thus, the entropy value can be interpreted as the information content
necessary to describe the given system S with regard to attribute A. A highly ordered
system requires a simpler description than a chaotic one.
However, entropy is not the same as emergence, entropy decreases with increasing
order and emergence should increase with order. Thus, emergence is defined as the
result of a (self-organising) process with an entropy value Hstart at the beginning
and a lower entropy value Hend at the end. This leads to the following definition of
quantitative emergence, which is the difference between the entropy at the beginning
of this (self-organising) process and at the end Hstart −Hend. Finally, the degree of
emergent order of each attribute is computed according to
EA = HAmax −HA, (4.2)
where HAmax is the maximal entropy of the attribute A in case of an equal
distribution of attribute values (lowest level of order) and HA the current entropy.
Instead of the emergence E, a relative emergence e with (0 ≤ e ≤ 1) can also be
computed according to
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The list of all EA or eA (A denoting an attribute) values of the SuOC constitutes
a vector, which is called the system fingerprint. This fingerprint characterises the
whole system and evolves over time.
An emergence fingerprint can be visualised as a multi-dimensional Kiviat graph
with one dimension for each attribute. In Figure 4.4 an example is presented where
the attributes x- and y-coordinates, direction, colour, and so on are measured and














Figure 4.4: Fingerprint with different attributes at three specific times t0, t1, and t2, visualised as
a six-dimensional Kiviat graph (one dimension for each attribute)
Referring to Figure 4.3, the presented metric is summarised computing a concluding
example and focussing again on the the nine coloured balls. The attribute colour
is selected, the relative frequency of the colours red and green is observed, and the
entropy of the selected attribute colour is computed. In the first example on the left

























































= 0.471 + 0.520
= 0.991.
On the right hand side (where a higher order in the colour attribute can be seen)


















































= 0.151 + 0.352
= 0.503.
These results can also be described as a curve depending on the probability of
the colour, as presented in Figure 4.5 for the colour red. Obviously, emergence is
defined as the difference between the maximal entropy and the current entropy value.
It is shown that the maximum entropy corresponds to an emergence value of zero
whereas no entropy characterises situations with maximum emergence (all balls are
red or all are green).
Critical Remarks on Quantitative Emergence
In general, controlling a system correctly is based on situation parameters that are
aware of the system behaviour and the real situation. Measuring and analysing the
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Figure 4.5: Entropy values depending on the probability of the colour red
system behaviour should cause clear control actions/decisions, where aggregated
situation parameters are realised as definite indicators.
Now, by proposing the use of quantitative emergence the assumptions made by
this metric should be discussed. It defines self-organisation as an increase of order,
which in turn can be measured in terms of entropy. But as already mentioned
in [Ger07], entropy depends on the level of abstraction. When different system
attributes are observed with quantitative emergence, different degrees of order on
entropies may exist focussing on different attributes. In other words, depending on
the aspect/attribute that is focussed on, a self-organising system can be observed
as emergent or not. Furthermore, the same system, described in different aspects
or levels of abstraction can be modelled as self-organising/emergent in the one case,
and as self-disorganising/not emergent in another. Thus, it strictly depends on the
role of the observer, which decides on the granularity and aspects of the system to be
observed, whether a system will be called self-organising/emergent or not. In [Bee66],
this is illustrated by a simple example: When ice cream is taken from a freezer and
put at room temperature, it can be argued that ice cream disorganises, since it loses
its icy consistency. But, from a physical point of view, it becomes more ordered by
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achieving equilibrium with the room, than it had done being in the freezer. Another
drawback of quantitative emergence arises in the context of the selected test scenario
and is mentioned in Section 6.2.5.
Other Metrics
Nevertheless, using an entropy-based metric as part of the data analyser is not the
only approach to quantify emergence. Even if the presented results in Chapter 8
are limited to this view, it should be mentioned for the sake of completeness that
e. g., clustering algorithms or principal component analysis may also be possible
approaches to measure and identify relevant changes in time and space patterns.
Clustering algorithms mimic the human ability to instantaneously recognise visual
patterns in complex ensembles. They organise a set of objects into subsets (clusters)
whose members exhibit a kind of similarity. The objects could be e. g., a set of
measurements or pixels in a video sequence. Clustering algorithms have many
application fields like the grouping of similar access patterns in the internet or the
classification of plants and animals depending on common traits in biology. Although
clustering itself is not a metric, it can serve as a pre-processing step to reveal
similarities between groups of elements of the organic ensemble. Various cluster
metrics have been proposed in the literature: An unambiguously defined similarity
measure is the basic metric of all clustering algorithms, since different similarity
measures may lead to totally different cluster results. In [HTTS02], a clustering
coefficient to characterise the set of created clusters is proposed. It is defined as the
ratio of the number of element connections to the number of possible connections.
Thus, two elements of the ensemble have a familiarity, when they are similar to each
other.
Further metrics characterising the uniformity of resulting patterns and their
distribution within a certain property space are the distance between two clusters
defined as the distance between their centroids, the cluster compactness specified
as the average distance of all elements of a cluster to its centroid, or the degree of
the cluster defined as the average number of nets being incident to each component
in the cluster. While the cluster compactness is an intra-class metric, the cluster
separation is an inter-class measure. The diversity of elements within a cluster is
given by means of the cluster entropy indicating the homogeneity of the elements
in a cluster, and by the class entropy, providing information how the elements of a
class are represented by the various clusters created [HTTS02]. These cluster metrics
assume that there is a natural classification of objects, to which the output quality
of the studied algorithm can be compared. In [LRBB04], the stability of clusterings
under the influence of input data variations is investigated. Some of these proposed
measures are applicable in the context of the observer/controller architecture, others
are not, since they represent a measure of the quality of the clustering process rather
than that of the cluster patterns themselves.
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Like clustering algorithms the principal component analysis involves a mathematical
procedure that transforms a number of possibly correlated variables into a smaller
number of uncorrelated variables called principal components. The first principal
component stands for as much of the variability in the data as possible, and each
succeeding component accounts for as much of the remaining variability as possible.
Principal component analysis is mostly used as a tool in exploratory data analysis.
Furthermore, it is focussed on for making predictive models. For more information
the reader is referred to [Jol02].
4.1.6 Predictor
The predictor processes the data coming from the pre-processor and results coming
from the data analyser with the goal of giving a prediction of the future system state.
An estimation of future system behaviour is evaluated in addition to the calculation
of current emergent behaviour. It allows the controller to base control decisions not
only on historic data, but also on predicted situations.
The predictor can use its own methods [MMS06] or some methods of the data
analyser combined with prediction methods taken e. g., from technical analysis.
Prediction involves an analysis of the system history. For this purpose, the predictor
is equipped with a memory to store a given time window. Special interest is based
on the prediction of future behaviour in order to reduce the reaction time of the
controller and – hence – to increase the probability to prevent unwanted behaviour
in due time, or to perceive the success of a controller intervention at an early stage.
In order to perform the estimation, the predictor may contain a (complete) model
of the system. Based on this model the predictor is able to perform a simulation of
future system behaviour. The outcome of this simulation is the knowledge of future
system states and especially shows the desired future emergent behaviour. How such
a simulation is performed and the reasons for realising the prediction this way may
depend on the scenario and the used prediction techniques.
How to Predict (Emergence)
The best way to predict the future is to invent it. (Alan Kay)
In general, a prediction is a statement or claim that a particular event will occur in
the future in more certain terms than a forecast. In a scientific context, a prediction
is a rigorous, (often quantitative), statement forecasting what will happen under
specific conditions, typically expressed in the form of a rule: If A is true, then B
will also be true. The scientific method is built on testing assertions, which are
logical consequences of scientific theories. This is done by repeatable experiments or
observational studies.
Methods of prediction should be better than the simplest method when the actual
measured value is used as predicted value (called no change prediction). Moreover,
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the last trend, which is the difference of the last and the penultimate value, serves
as predicted value (called same change prediction). These simple strategies are often
used to validate the quality of the result of a more complex prediction method.
In general, prediction methods are divided into methods with short, middle, and
long term horizon of prediction. Furthermore, qualitative and quantitative techniques
are distinguished. Qualitative prediction methods are performed by experts and
are based on personal knowledge. Typical methods are linear extrapolation [BZ91],
opinion polls, life cycle analysis, based on market observation and market research,
Delphi method [LT75], scenario planning [Rin06, Sch96], relevance tree technique
[Fre83, Twi92], or historical analogies [Mac00]. Typical fields of application are stock
pricing, technical trends in computer science, or long term forecasts.
More interesting in a technical context like OC are quantitative prediction methods,
which are based on the use of (historical) data and result in measurable values. They
are used for prediction of tax revenue, population development, or election results.
The quality of prediction methods is often quantified by computing a forecasting
error, e. g., mean squared error [Ful87, GH06], median absolute deviation [HMT83],
or mean absolute percentage error. Quantitative prediction methods are divided into
one-dimensional and multi-dimensional methods.
• One-dimensional quantitative prediction methods use a large amount of data
and they are vague in the case of long term forecasts. But they can be applied
to different scenarios and their use is easy to understand. Common methods are
exponential smoothing [Sim98], where predicted values are based on historical
data, trend analysis of a value series into the future, and moving averages.
• Multi-dimensional quantitative prediction methods are based on causation of
predicted values with some other variables, e. g., the consumption of ice cream
or mineral water depends on the number of sunny days per year. Common
methods are regression analysis [DS98], where a causal relationship between at
least two parameters is analysed, or econometric models [DM93, Gra91, PU99].
Mathematical or simulated computer models are frequently used to describe both,
the behaviour of something and predict its future behaviour. In microprocessors,
branch prediction [SFKS02] permits to avoid pipeline emptying due to branch
instructions. An important aspect of system engineering deals with predicting failures
and avoiding their negative consequences through component or system redundancy.
Some fields of science are notorious for the difficulty of accurate prediction and
forecasting, such as software reliability, natural disasters, pandemics, demography,
population dynamics, and meteorology. To conclude, all mentioned areas of research
use their own specific methods, which have exemplarily been summarised in short.
The different approaches allow for a general idea how prediction methods could be
used as part of an observer.
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4.1.7 Aggregator
The results of data analyser, predictor, and possibly some raw data coming from the
pre-processor are handed on to the aggregator. The aggregator also has a memory, in
which current values as well as their history are stored forming a set of data vectors
(one for each given result). These vectors are needed to perform filtering as e. g., a
smoothing of the results to eliminate the effects of noise. The aggregator delivers
a set of filtered current and previous values to the controller. This constitutes an
abstract description of the current state and the dynamics of the SuOC.
4.1.8 Summary
In Section 4.1 the proposed generic observer architecture has been described. An
observer measures, quantifies, and predicts emergent behaviour with basic metrics
and consists of a monitor, a pre-processor, a data analyser, a predictor, and an
aggregator.
To conclude, it should be emphasised that the architecture has a framework
character and only puts the stress on the main components of designing an organic
system. The observer needs to be customised to different scenarios by adopting
the observation model (selection of observable attributes and tools) and the other
components. Both, data analyser and predictor, can also be regarded as a toolbox of
observation methods. The view is explicitly not limited to the metrics, prediction
methods, or approaches as presented in this thesis.
4.2 Controller
By receiving a system fingerprint, the controller will trigger control actions and
will avoid the formation of emergence states, if they are negative, and will support
their formation, if they are positive (with regard to the given objective function).
Controller actions should effect the system with minimal effort, since OC is interested
in guiding a system showing robust and flexible behaviour and not aborting and
resetting a system with hard interventions.
As depicted in Figure 4.6, the controller is mainly composed of two internal levels:
Level 1 includes a mapping, which maps situation parameters to possible actions,
and a performance evaluation unit that evaluates deployed mappings. This level
is rather statistical, since it does not provide the possibility of adaptation of the
mapping on its own. This is provided by level 2, which includes an adaptation module.
The adaptation module takes the evaluation of the deployed mappings into account,
adapts the fitness values of the mapping, and generates new mappings, e. g., using
genetic operators (like crossover and mutation, see [Mit97]) or an off-line simulation
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Figure 4.6: Generic controller architecture with two-level learning
However, the controller will only interfere when necessary, as for example when
an observed situation parameter is detected to be outside of its destinated range or
exceeds a certain threshold. As explained in [RMB+06], OC explores possibilities
to influence the emergent behaviour of complex systems, assuming that the system
consists of a large number of relatively simple, interacting elements (or agents). Then,
three possible options exists.
1. The controller influences the system in a way that a desired (emergent) be-
haviour appears,
2. it disrupts an undesired (emergent) behaviour as quickly and efficiently as
possible, and
3. it constructs the system so that no undesired (emergent) behaviour can develop.
It is the controller’s task to guide the self-organisation process between the elements.
At least three general types of control can be identified to generate or disrupt emergent
behaviour.
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1. Influencing the local decision rules of the simple agents modifies the local
behaviour of the individual.
2. Influencing the system structure assumes that the elements base their actions
on local information, where local is defined by a neighbourhood and an intercon-
necting network. The modification of this network, in particular with respect
to global characteristics, will change the global behaviour of the system. Addi-
tionally, changing the absolute number of elements influences neighbourhoods
and finally the behaviour of the SuOC.
3. Influencing the environment allows indirect control of the SuOC. This will
only work, if system elements have sensors to measure and react to a modified
environment and the controller has actuators to influence the environment. In
this theoretical discussion, it is necessary to mention that the environment
cannot be controlled at all. Moreover, it is not clear, where the environment of
the SuOC starts and ends in fact. One possibility would be to declare some of
the actuators to be part of the controller, not of the SuOC. Then the controller
can actually modify the environment to change the overall behaviour of the
SuOC.
There are certainly more types of control imaginable, but these three represent
the most general ones.
Trying to direct the self-organising process of the SuOC, the controller periodically
decides what action has to be taken regarding to the situation parameters received
from the observer. In the following, a generic architecture of the controller is
presented, which has to be customised to each individual scenario. As depicted in
Figure 4.6, the controller has three interfaces.
1. The aggregated data are obtained from the observer.
2. The objectives are imposed on the controller by the developer using the second
interface. This global objective function defines the goal of the controlled
self-organising process and is also used for the evaluation routine of further
actions.
3. The third interface contains all information needed for interaction and recon-
figuration of the SuOC. Every controlled system provides a number of different
parameters and interfaces for manipulation. This information is predetermined,
depends on the scenario, and is not learned by the controller.
4.2.1 Level 1
The decision module called action selector and the mechanisms of machine learning
are the most important components. Three main loops of planning and learning are
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distinguished. The first loop receives the observed data, selects the best weighted
action Ai that is the most appropriate for the current situation Ci (a mapping
function assigns each rule (Ci, Ai) a fitness value Fi), and the action selector forwards
the chosen action to the SuOC. This loop simply applies the best action out of a
given set of actions and does not involve learning. It aims at quick reaction.
The second loop concurrently proceeds to the first one and keeps track of history
data. For every action at time t, the situation at t+ ∆t is measured by the observer
and written to a memory. These tuples of actions and resulting situation parameters
are used for evaluation and calculation of new fitness values Fi, which are updated
in the mapping. In order to avoid overcontrol a fixed time delay ∆t is defined to
assign results to preceding actions.
4.2.2 Level 2
Additionally to an observation based update of the fitness values Fi for a known
rule (Ci, Ai), the controller can also generate completely new rules and actions by
applying mechanisms of machine learning. Adaptation can occur on-line and/or
by a model-based internal learning process, which is introduced by the simulation
model in combination with the adaptation module in a third control loop. Since the
generic architecture does not specify the mechanisms of machine learning in detail,
methods like artificial neural networks, LCSs, reinforcement learning, or evolutionary
algorithms [Mit97] are possible.
E. g., if the observer reports unknown situation parameters, no matching action will
be found by the action selector in the first instance. However, by using a simulation
model, the adaptation module could either evaluate a suitable action for the current
situation from the set of known actions (i. e., create a new control rule) or generate a
completely new action. In any case, if new rules and actions are created, a simulation
model will be used to predict the possible outcome of the modification before actually
applying them to the real system. OC scenarios are mostly real-time systems with
hard time restrictions. Thus, pure off-line planning is often not feasible, but e. g.,
evolutionary algorithms could be used for generating completely new rules, and
for modification of existing rules with genetic operators (mutation and crossover).
Simulation would be needed to predict the success of control actions.
4.2.3 Summary
Below, the different decisions are listed, which have to be taken for every control
loop. The workflow may differ with respect to the scenarios and may depend on
implemented mechanisms of machine learning.
• Is there an action of the controller expected? Is there some kind of unanticipated
behaviour observed? Are there some indicators exceeding their predefined
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thresholds? The decisions are based on local reference values for the indicators
and degradation of the objective function.
• In order to avoid repeated action and overshooting control, the system has to
remember recent responses to a situation. Furthermore, it has to wait some
time ∆t for the effect to appear.
• What is the best action for the observed situation parameters? The mapping is
browsed for a best matching tupel consisting of condition (Ci) and action (Ai).
• If no suitable control rule exists in the mapping, the adaptation module will
generate a new one. If the controller has access to a system model, it will
rate such new control actions in a simulation model before actually applying
them to the real system. If time permits, such a model will allow an internal
response optimisation.
• What is the reward for the action responsible for the present situation(s)? The
corresponding fitness value is changed depending on the success of the rule.
However, the presented controller architecture has a framework character. Practical
implementations do not have to contain all functionalities described above. A
controller only consisting of an action selector and a mapping table is possible, but
very limited in its possibilities to control a system. This type of controller would
not be able to adapt to changing environmental situations on its own. Moreover, it
would not be able to adjust the mapping table to different system goals. Actually, it
could not react to changes of system objectives at all. In Chapter 8 different types
of controllers will be investigated ranging from non adaptive controllers to adaptive
ones that learn both, on-line and off-line.
4.3 On-Line Learning and Off-Line Planning Capabilities
What will happen, if the organic system or only the SuOC suffer from changes in its
requirements specification or changes in use, changes in resource availability, faults in
the environment, or faults in the system itself? The aim of self-adaptation/learning
is that the system is able to reconfigure itself in order to satisfy any situation of
disorder. These dynamic changes tend to imply an off-line/planning process, in which
the system evolves through a number of releases, where each release could make
use of self-configuration. However, dynamic changes, which occur while the system
is operational, are far more demanding and require that the system dynamically
evolves, and that the adaptation occurs at runtime.
As shown before, an observer/controller architecture has been developed to enable
controlled self-organisation in technical applications, which has the capability to adapt
to changes on two levels: At the on-line level (level 1) the proposed architecture learns
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about the environment, and about the performance of its control strategies. Level 2
implements a planning capability based on a simulated model of the environment.
At this level the agent can test and compare different alternative strategies off-line,
and thus plan its next action without actually acting in the environment. Fixed,
basic, and periodical tasks that can be learned outside the real system should be
learned off-line. In fact, off-line planning is necessary for these tasks as agents do
not get enough training evaluations in real situations to learn all tasks on-line.
This off-line planning capability of basic skills is similar to chunking [New94]
something done by human experts in many domains. E. g., human athletes spend a
lot of time acquiring basic skills so that they can automatically execute them during
competition. Human tennis players learn to control and pass a ball over the net for
hours and hours (for many years) of practice outside game situations.
The proposed two-level architecture (theoretically) has several important advan-
tages.
1. The off-line planning allows to find appropriate actions without actually having
to test different alternatives in the real world. The latter could be detrimental,
as testing out potentially bad strategies in the real world can initiate tremendous
costs and cause the system to fail permanently.
2. Level 1 acts as a kind of memory, and allows to react quickly. If a situation
close to a previously encountered situation reappears, the system will respond
immediately.
3. A model-based planning as on level 2 is always limited by the necessary
simplifications made in the model. Thus, the best action with respect to the
model is not necessarily the best action with respect to the real world. In this
architecture, level 1 thus is allowed to slightly fine-tune the solutions from the
planning module.
The proposed architecture has similarities with model predictive control [CB04],
which only uses level 2 planning and an on-line adaptation of the level 2 simulation
model, as mentioned in Section 4.5.5. It also has similarities with pure on-line
learning mechanisms like LCSs or reinforcement learning, which only act on level 1.
And there is the idea of anytime learning, presented in [GR92, RG94, SG94]. An
evolutionary algorithm is equipped with a case-based memory, which can be seen as
a two-level structure. However, no off-line planning takes place.
In model predictive control the model is continuously calibrated using prediction
and comparing it with measurements that are received (on-line) from the process. The
generic observer/controller architecture proposes a planning capability on level 2 of
the two-levelled learning architecture based on a simulated model of the environment.
At this level, different alternative strategies can be tested and compared off-line, and
thus next actions are planned without actually acting in the environment. In other
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words, the off-line planning allows to find appropriate actions without the need to test
different alternatives in the real world. This is beneficial, since testing out potentially
bad strategies in the real world can cause the system to fail permanently. But,
model-based planning as on level 2 is always limited by the necessary simplifications
made in the model or by incomplete model calibration due to the fact that the
modelled environment changes dynamically/continuously. Thus, the best action with
respect to the model is not necessarily also the best action with respect to the real
world. In this case, it is argued that level 1 of the observer/controller architecture
is allowed to slightly fine-tune the solutions received from the planning module.
However, if fine-tuning is not sufficient, the simulation model and the reality will
differ too much, then the used simulation model has to be updated.
In general, calibration is the process of establishing the relationship between a
measuring device and the units of measure. This is done by comparing a device or
the output of an instrument to a standard having known measurement characteristics.
For example the length of a stick can be calibrated by comparing it to a standard one
that has a known length. Once the relationship of the stick to the standard one is
known the stick is calibrated and can be used to measure the length of other things.
Model calibration consists of changing values of (simulation) model parameters in
an attempt to match real world conditions within some constraints. This requires
real world conditions to be properly characterised. Lack of proper characterisation
may result in a (simulation) model that is calibrated to a set of conditions, which
are not representative of actual real world conditions.
In [BZL06], a robot is described that autonomously recovers from unexpected fail-
ures, by continuous self-modelling. This robot uses actuation-sensation relationships
to indirectly infer its own structure, and it uses self-models to generate forward
locomotion, e. g., if a leg is removed or not functioning properly, the robot will adapt
its self-model. This leads to a generation of alternative gaits. Other fault tolerant
robots are described in [GWTS05, MB06].
In [Ant07], several modified, nonlinear Kalman filter methodologies [Kál60] are
used (e. g., extended Kalman filter (EKF), iterated EKF, and limiting EKF) for traffic
estimation and prediction (or dynamic traffic assignment) models to contribute to the
reduction of travel time delays. An on-line calibration approach that jointly estimates
all model parameters is presented. The methodology imposes no restrictions on the
models, the parameters or the data that can be handled, and emerging or future data
can easily be incorporated. The modelling approach is applicable to any simulation
model and is not restricted to the application domain of traffic.
Continuous parameter calibration of microscopic traffic models in on-line simula-
tions is also discussed in [LW05]. An algorithm is described, which uses unscented
Kalman filter. The algorithm is supplied with data of loop detectors and, of course,
with a model. The model parameters are continuously adapted to the incoming data
in order to keep the on-line simulation as realistic as possible.
In most cases of model calibration, the data available for calibration (usually
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consisting of labelled data points) are provided externally, and have to be accepted
as they are. More recently, researchers have started to consider cases where the
system can decide, which data points out of a large set of possible data points should
be labelled, i. e., the system can actively influence the data set available for model
calibration. This research field is known as active learning or also optimal learning.
Since the learner chooses the examples, the number of data points needed to calibrate
a model can often be much lower than in normal supervised learning. One of the
first papers on active learning is [CGJ96]. Typical heuristics used are to query data
points close to the decision hyperplane, e. g., [TK01], or to choose data points with
the greatest reduction in estimated generalisation error probability [RM01].
In summary and with respect to the known literature, the proposed two-level
learning approach as part of the observer/controller architecture is new in the field
of (collaborative) multi-agent systems. The architecture has the advantage of on-line
adaptation and prevents the disadvantage of testing bad solutions in the real world
by using a model of the reality for validation of promising new actions.
4.4 Architectural Variants of the Observer/Controller
Architecture
The generic architecture needs to be customised to different scenarios by adapting
the various components of the observer (including the observation model) and the
controller. As stated in [ÇMMS+07], the architecture may be realised in the following
ways, see Figures 4.7 and 4.8.
The choice of the appropriate observer/controller realisation is a design decision
that has to be made by the developer in the design phase of the technical system.
Many distribution possibilities exist and vary from fully centralised to fully distributed.
In the former case, only one observer and one controller is taken for the whole system,
see Figure 4.7(a), whereas in the latter case one observer and one controller is
established on each agent, see Figure 4.7(b), in the system. The fully centralised and
the fully distributed architectures define the two extreme points in the design space.
Other distribution possibilities like a multi-levelled architecture are sited between
these two extreme points, see Figures 4.8(a) and 4.8(b).
In particular, e. g., in larger and more complex systems (where the objective space
drastically increases) it will be necessary to build multi-levelled and hierarchically
structured OC systems instead of trying to manage the whole system with one
centralised observer/controller.
In the case of multiple observer/controller levels the SuOC at the bottom of
the whole system will consist of simple elements like single software or hardware
modules. However, at higher levels a SuOC will comprise sub-systems, where each
of these sub-systems represents an OC system including an observer/controller on
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SuOC
observer controller
























(b) Distributed: An observer/controller on each
system element
Figure 4.7: Centralised and distributed variants of the generic observer/controller architecture
its own. Goals of the controller become more abstract and general on further steps
up in the hierarchy. As described in [Rib07], this corresponds to the management
of a company, where high level administration units are not bothered by low level
decisions. In the business world, it is necessary to separate low level from high
level management tasks to handle the complexity of management tasks in the way
mentioned above. This paradigm can be transferred to the field of OC systems:
Regarding to [ÇMMS+07] the need for multi-levelled observer/controller architectures
is based on complexity in terms of variability. Variability is the number of possible,
by an observer detectable configurations of a SuOC, and will be apparently larger, if
an SuOC contains more elements. Implementing multi-levelled observer/controller
architectures is a mean of greatly reducing variability and by that complexity. E. g.,
the investigation of hierarchical structured observer/controller architectures is in
the focus of [LS06, LTS08, TLS07], where OC principles are integrated into service-
oriented architectures.
In [ÇHMS08b, ÇHMS08a], a resource sharing problem [IK98] as a common bench-
mark problem in multi-agent scenarios is implemented, which is used to evaluate
assets and drawbacks between a centralised and a distributed observer/controller
architecture, coping with this problem domain. To provide a more quantitative
comparison of the two selected architectures, four different test scenarios with in-
creasing conflict levels are developed. As comparison criteria the system performance
is measured. The centralised observer/controller architecture should work at least
as well as the distributed one in all scenarios. However, the experimental results
show instead that the system endowed with the distributed observer/controller is
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Figure 4.8: Multi-levelled or hierarchical variant: An observer/controller on each system element
as well as one for the whole technical system
more efficient than the centralised observer/controller in scenarios with increasing
conflict level in spite of its limited view. Thus, the centralised observer/controller
architecture provides a better system performance than the fully distributed one in
the low-conflict scenario only. Since the optimal strategy can neither be implemented
on the centralised nor on the fully distributed level, the results suggest an adap-
tive architecture. This architecture incorporates both architectures in the system
simultaneously and allows to switch between the centralised and the distributed
architectures. Thus, it benefits from the advantages of both architectures depending
on the current conflict level in the system.
In general, systems with a centralised observer/controller instance, where the
controller influences the behaviour of each component of the SuOC explicitly, cannot
scale with the increasing number of components. If the controller has limited
resources, e. g., a limited central processing unit (CPU) or a limited memory that
cannot be expanded accordingly, these limitations will prevent the controller from
influencing the system as necessary. The overall system could produce unwanted
(emergent) system behaviour. Thus, in such large scale multi-component systems
the behaviour of each component cannot explicitly be determined by a centralised
instance. Therefore, a system developer can either implement a distributed control
mechanism or modify the centralised controller in such a way that it performs its
control functionality on a higher abstraction level determining (or influencing) the
behaviour of groups of components instead of the behaviour of every single component.
Thus, the controller can save resources like CPU or memory and is able to work with
a large number of components.
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Moreover, a distributed observer/controller architecture has been adapted to a
scenario of organic traffic control within another research project [PRT+08, TPR+08].
Organic traffic control has served both, as a provider of requirements and as an
additional experimentation platform. In particular, the need for a two-levelled
learning architecture is originated in this project. In close cooperation the advances in
the development of a generic observer/controller architecture have been incorporated
into the organic traffic control architecture, and insights gained by adapting the
architecture to traffic control have in return helped to extend the generic architecture.
As a result, both architectures map nicely, a detailed description can be found in
[BMMS+06].
While these are the general design options, it is emphasised that OC systems will
always need some external high level control, possibly by the user. It is not intended
to build fully autonomous systems because the system developer must always be
able to guarantee the ultimate human control, which might be necessary in case of
unanticipated emerging behaviour. Therefore, the centralised observer/controller
architecture is investigated and the other variants are disregarded in the following
chapters.
4.5 Related Architectures
Since OC is by no means the first domain, where regulatory feedback mechanisms are
introduced to achieve controlled self-organisation, other architectures are summed
up and compared to the organic approach in short.
4.5.1 Autonomic Computing
One of the most famous exponents is IBM’s MAPE (monitor, analyse, plan, and
execute) cycle [KC03, Ste05], designed as an architectural paradigm for the autonomic
computing initiative, where the equipment and software of IT-infrastructures is
endowed with self-managing capabilities. This architecture has also served as a great
source of inspiration for developing the observer/controller architecture. Autonomic
computing aims at facilitating and automating system management tasks currently
performed by humans. An autonomic computing system is supposed to be self-
healing, self-optimising, self-protecting, and self-adapting. It has the ability of
self-configuration and reconfiguration. In this respect, the complexity of the system
is hidden from the user.
Designing local and global architectures in a manner that allows self-organisation
and at the same time robust, controlled, and predictable system behaviour is a key
challenge not only in current OC, but also in autonomic computing research. An
autonomic computing architecture [IBM06] consists of one or more MAPE closed








Figure 4.9: Structure of an autonomic element, which interacts with other elements and with
human programmers via its autonomic manager, see [KC03]
the system and its policies, and is defined as an autonomic manager, see Figure 4.9.
The autonomic manager has four functional areas. It monitors the managed element
using embedded sensors, followed by analysing the resulting measured data. If
this analysis results in necessary activities, the autonomic manager will plan and
execute any specific action needed. These functionalities define a control loop,
which is referred to as MAPE. The autonomic manager is guided by business goals
manifested in the form of policies, which describe what needs to be accomplished.
The manageability interfaces between the autonomic manager and the manageable
unit basically consisting of sensors and effectors is called touchpoint. The autonomic
manager will react – if necessary – to the circumstances observed in the system. It is
possible to arrange the autonomic manager in a hierarchical manner, some autonomic
managers manage other autonomic managers, which directly manage resources, and
the upper manager – called orchestrating manager – is guided by high level business
goals, which are translated into goals and objectives for the lower manager(s). Lower
managers pursue the fulfilment of these goals by the managed resource.
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While the underlying ideas of autonomic computing show great similarities to OC,
the application field differs. In general, autonomic computing deals with the problem
of IT-systems, which have become more interconnected and diverse. Architects
are less able to anticipate and design interactions among participating components,
leaving such issues to be dealt with at runtime. Systems are too massive and complex
for the most skilled system integrators to install, configure, optimise, maintain, and
merge, as argued in [KC03].
Thus, autonomic computing aims at solving these problems by computer systems
that can manage themselves in a predefined framework, which allows self-optimising
behaviour with some degree of freedom. Elements of an autonomic system contain
resources and deliver services to humans and autonomic elements. They can manage
their internal behaviour and their interactions to their environments in accordance
with strategies established by humans. So it becomes apparent that autonomic com-
puting focusses on the learning process of technical systems. IBM has implemented
its autonomic architecture in its DB2 universal database [ZE04]. In comparison to
OC, autonomic computing’s focus lies on monitoring and analysing enterprise server
architectures.
But, while autonomic computing is directed towards maintaining server architec-
tures, which should be managed without active interaction between man and machine,
OC’s focus is more general in its approach and addresses large collections of intelligent
devices providing services to users adapted to the requirements of their execution
environment [Sch05b]. In other words, OC’s focus is more on technical applications.
Thus, besides showing the self-x-properties, interaction between man and machine is
an essential part of OC systems. In particular, the two-level adaptation and learning
architecture of the observer/controller is a powerful mechanism to autonomously
adapt system behaviour to a continuously changing environment. Neither the need
for autonomous learning capabilities on every level of the management architecture,
nor a systematic investigation of patterns for collaborative behaviour is emphasised in
autonomic computing. Another important OC aspect is controlled self-organisation,
which is not addressed in autonomic computing.
4.5.2 Operator/Controller Module
The operator/controller module, as depicted in Figure 4.10, has been investigated in
the collaborative research centre 6142 to realise self-optimising systems of mechanical
engineering [BGM+08, HBN01, HO03, OHKK02].
While the information processing unit of a mechatronic system has to perform a
multitude of functions, the number of errors increases accordingly [HOG04]. E. g.,
control code works in a quasi-continuous mode, it controls motions in the plant,




















































Figure 4.10: Structure of the operator/controller module, see [HOG04]
analysis software monitors the plant in view of occurring malfunctions, or different
systems are interlinked. To cope with these increasing requirements and to allow
safety and self-optimising systems, a new structure of the information processing of
a mechatronic function module has been proposed.
The controller addresses the innermost loop (called motor loop), processes mea-
surements, and produces control signals to directly affect the plant on the lowest level
of the operator/controller module. Software that is processed on this level works
in a quasi-continuous mode. Under hard real-time conditions the controller reads
measured values, processes them, and outputs them continuously. This lowest level
can be made up by one or by several controllers offering the possibility of switching
and fading over in one time step between the different controllers.
The second layer, the reflective operator, complements the first layer. It executes
monitoring and controlling routines, which do not affect the system directly, but
modifies and switches between different configurations of the controller(s) on the low-
est level. The reflective operator operates in an event-orientated manner under hard
real-time constraints. Therefore, it uses quasi-continuous functions and adaptation
algorithms.
The reflective operator is the connection layer between the upper layer, the cognitive
operator, which asynchronously works to real-time requirements in software, and
the controller operating under hard real-time constraints in hardware. It filters the
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incoming signals from the cognitive level and passes them through to the subordinate
levels. Of course, the cognitive operator has to respond within a certain time limit.
Otherwise and due to a dynamic changing environment, self-optimisation would
hardly find useful results.
Using a cognitive loop, the cognitive operator gathers information on itself and
its environment by applying various methods, e. g., learning, knowledge-based opti-
misation, and model-based optimisation. These methods are used to improve the
cognitive operator’s behaviour, but other cognitive functions are possible to achieve
self-optimisation. In [HOG04], model-based and behaviour-based self-optimisation is
divided. Model-based optimisation uses prediction for optimisation and is decoupled
in time from the real system. Behaviour-based optimisation utilises functions for
planning and evaluating the current objectives, see [HO03, OHKK02].
To conclude, the operator/controller module is divided into two loops. Both
loops affect the system, the first directly operates in hard real-time (operator), the
second does it with respect to soft real-time constraints indirectly (controller). In
[GMM+06], the operator/controller module is compared to an early version of the
organic observer/controller architecture.
A related practical approach, explained in [SMS05], is the observer/con-
troller architecture for OC systems. Similar to the operator/controller
module it is inspired in the brain system as low level structures, which
reacts to sensory inputs and the limbic system as a high level structure,
which observes and manipulates the first one. In contrast to this work, the
operator/controller module also supports higher cognitive behaviour, which
matches the planning layer of the touring machines [Fer92] (autonomous
agents with attitudes) and tries to reach the goal of a general model for
autonomous cognitive agents, as stated in [DF98],...
This statement is misleading, since in [GMM+06], an early paper of the obser-
ver/controller architecture is used for the comparison of these two architectures.
Comparing the operator/controller module with the generic observer/controller
architecture, the following should be mentioned.
• In general, both architectures address similar goals investigating an adaptive
regulatory feedback mechanism to control complex technical systems.
• Since the operator/controller module is focussed on mechatronic systems with
a strong focus on real-time standards, the organic approach is more general
where methods of quantifying emergent behaviour as part of the observer and
learning as part of the controller have a strong relevance.
• As depicted in Table 4.1, the operator/controller module makes a difference
between adaptation in hardware on level 0 and in software on level 1. The
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Table 4.1: Comparison of the different levels in the observer/controller architecture vs. the opera-
tor/controller module
Level Observer/controller architecture Operator/controller module
0 SuOC, adaptation with fixed rules Controller: Adaptation is done in
hardware and follows fixed rules.
1 On-line (reinforcement) learning Reflective operator: Adaptation is
done in software and follows fixed
rules.
2 Off-line planning using a model Cognitive operator: Model- and be-
haviour-based learning
observer/controller architecture does not propose a separation of hard- and
software. Thus, level 0 and level 1 from the operator/controller module could
be mapped on level 0 of the observer/controller architecture.
• Furthermore, on-line learning, characterised as getting a reinforcement sig-
nal from the real SuOC, as proposed on level 1 of the observer/controller
architecture, seems to be not included in the learning approach of level 2 of
the operator/controller module. But, learning as part of the real system is
important to slightly fine-tune the solutions produced by the planning module.
When acting in changing environments the planning module on level 2 in both
architectures cannot match the reality in all details or needs for customisa-
tion. Thus, the observer/controller approach allows more adaptation on level 1,
thereby being advantageous in comparison with the operator/controller module.
4.5.3 Sense, Plan, and Act (SPA)
The SPA architecture is another approach, which was the predominate control
methodology through 1985 in the area of (mobile) robotics. In SPA, a mobile robot
has to perform complex information processing tasks in real-time and operates in
an environment with rapidly changing boundary conditions. Typically, the problem
has been decomposed into a series of functional units, as described in Figure 4.11.
Firstly, gather all the information from the sensors. Secondly, create the world model
using all the information and plan the next move. Thirdly, act as the plan dictates.
After the acting phase, the sensing phase follows again [Nil86]. The SPA approach
has two significant architectural features: First, the information flow from sensors
to world model to plan to effectors is unidirectional and linear, never in the reverse
direction. Thus, SPA proposes an open control loop, simple to understand. Second,
the execution of an SPA plan is analogous to the execution of a computer programme.
Both are built of primitives composed of partial orderings, conditionals, and loops.
Altogether, SPA has tried an approach as simple as possible.
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Figure 4.11: A mobile robot control system is decomposed traditionally into functional modules,
see [Bro86]
However, in the mid of the 1980ies it became clear that the proposed simplicity,
and at the same time SPA, has different drawbacks in planning and world modelling,
which turned out to be very hard problems. In addition to that, executing open-loop
plans turned out to be the wrong technique to cope with environments that are
uncertain and unpredictable. Several approaches have been proposed to solve these
shortcomings. One of these manifold approaches is the so-called subsumption archi-
tecture, as proposed by Rodney A. Brooks in [Bro86], which is based on the analysis
of the (often limited) computational requirements for mobile robots. Thus in [Bro86],
a decision is provided to use task-achieving behaviours as primary decomposition
criterion of robot’s tasks, as illustrated in Figure 4.12.
sensors actuators
reason about behaviour of objects







Figure 4.12: Task achieving behaviours as decomposition criterion for mobile robots, see [Bro86]
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Each slice is explicitly implemented and forms a whole robot control system
together with the other slices. This decomposition strategy is different to the work
done before in terms of behaviours rather than in terms of functional modules and it
is argued that it has plausible advantages concerning robustness, modularity, and
testability. It follows nine dogmatic design decisions, made in [Bro86], e. g., things
should be simple and complex behaviour is not necessarily a product of an extremely
complex control system.
Since SPA decomposes the problem of building a robot into subsets of sensing,
mapping sensor data into a model representation of the real world, planning, task
execution, and motor control, decomposition forms a chain where information flows
through the robot’s logic/cycle. An instance of each subset has to be built in order
to run the robot at all and later changes have to be done with respect to the whole
functionality. Therefore, task-achieving behaviours split the problem on the basis
of desired external manifestations and prefer levels of competence, which are an
informal specification of the desired robotic behaviour. Each level of competence
includes a subset of earlier subsets of level of competence. Furthermore, higher levels
of competence provide additional constraints on the underlying levels. Thus, layers of
a control system can be build that correspond to levels of competence. If a new layer
is added to an existing set of layers, the system will move to the next higher level
of competence. This hierarchically structured subsumption architecture is described
in Figure 4.13. Building the first layer this framework provides a working control
system for a mobile robot at a very early implementation step. Additional layer






Figure 4.13: Control is layered in a hierarchy of levels of competence, where higher layers subsume
lower layers in the case of taking control, see [Bro86]: Partitioning the system is
possible at every level, the lower layers form a complete operational control system
Building each single layer includes decomposition in the traditional SPA manner,
but the difference between SPA and the subsumption architecture might be that
the designer does not need to account for all desired perceptions, processing, and
generated behaviours in a single decomposition. For different sensor- and task-set
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pairs the designer can choose different decompositions. Last but not least, the
subsumption architecture has shown some drawbacks in practice, too, as mentioned
in [HP91].
The most important problem we found with the subsumption architecture
is that is it not sufficiently modular. The other problems described below
are really side effects of this one. Because upper layers interfere with
the internal functions of lower level behaviours they cannot be designed
independently and become increasingly complex. This also means that
even small changes to low level behaviours or to the vehicle itself cannot
be made without redesigning the whole controller.
Thus, more modern approaches of designing mobile robots combine hybrid re-
active and deliberate behaviour and are inspired by a three-layered architecture
[Fir89, Gat98] that consists of three main components: A reactive feedback control
mechanism (controller), a reactive plan execution mechanism (sequencer), and a
mechanism for performing time consuming deliberate computations (deliberator).
As described in [Gat98], the controller acts on the lowest layer of the three-layered
architecture and consists of one or more threads of computation that implement one or
more regulatory feedback control loops, respectively, where each loop matches sensors
to actuators. At runtime the controller can change these sensor-actuator-mappings,
the so-called transfer function(s), which are stored in a library of hand-crafted transfer
functions. Getting an external input the controller is determined, which transfer
action is active at any given time and which not. Since the controller works on real
hardware, several constraints have to be considered: First, computing one iteration
of a transfer function should be executable in a constant amount of time and limited
space complexity. This constant amount of time should be small enough to provide
enough bandwidth to afford stable closed loop control for the desired behaviour.
Second, an algorithm as part of the controller should fail recognisable. In other
words: An algorithm should be designed to detect any failure to perform the transfer
function, for which it has been designed. Since it is impossible to design algorithms
on real robot hardware that never fail to detect a failure, the architecture allows
other components of the system (the sequencer and deliberator) to take corrective
actions to recover from a failure.
The sequencer performs its job on top of the controller in real-time. It selects the
transfer function that is executed by the controller at a given time, and it supplies
parameters for the transfer functions. By changing transfer functions at strategic
moments the robot is induced to perform useful tasks. But, the resulting problem is
that the outcome of selecting a particular transfer function in a particular situation
might not be the intended one. In this way a simple linear sequence of transfer
function is unreliable. Thus, the sequencer must be able to conditionally respond to
the current situation, whatever it might be. Furthermore, the sequencer should not
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perform computations that take a long time in relation to the rate of environmental
change at the level of abstraction presented by the controller. Usually, this constraint
implies that the sequencer should not perform any computational intensive tasks,
like search and optimisation tasks.
The deliberator acts on top of the sequencer performing time consuming computa-
tions, e. g., which includes planning and other exponential search-based algorithms.
The key architectural feature of the deliberator is that several transitions of transfer
function(s) can occur between the time a deliberate algorithm is invoked and the time
it produces a result. The deliberator runs in parallel and as one or more separate
threads of control. The architecture proposes no architectural constraints on algo-
rithms in the deliberator, which are invariably written using standard programming
languages. The deliberator can interface to the rest of the system in two different
ways. It can produce plans for the sequencer to execute, or it can respond to specific
queries from the sequencer.
[Gat98] mentions that the three-layered architecture is not derived from funda-
mental theoretical considerations. Instead, empirical observations of the properties
of environments, in which robots are expected to perform, and of the algorithms
that have proven useful in controlling them have led to this framework. Similarities
with the before introduced operator/controller module could be mentioned. Both
architectures provide regulatory feedback on technical systems and focus on real-time
control, where hard- and software layers are distinguished and based on different
constraints.
Table 4.2: Comparison of the different levels in the observer/controller architecture vs. the three-
layered architecture from the area of (mobile) robotics
Level Observer/controller architecture Three-layered architecture
0 SuOC, adaptation with fixed rules Controller: Fixed transfer func-
tions acting in real-time in hard-
ware
1 On-line (reinforcement) learning Sequencer: Selection and modifica-
tion of transfer functions in real-
time
2 Off-line planning using a model Deliberator: Time consuming com-
putations
Furthermore and summarised in Table 4.2, the three-layered architecture is char-
acterised by a hierarchy of control layers, each responsible for different tasks and
equipped with different methods. This also seems equal to the proposed obser-
ver/controller architecture, even if the organic focus is more general and specially on
the controller’s side on different learning loops (no learning, on-line learning, and
off-line planning). The term learning is still ignored in [Gat98].
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4.5.4 Component Control, Change Management, and Goal Management
As in the area of robotics, similar three-levelled architectures exist in the area
of software engineering to design self-managed systems consisting of component
control, change management, and goal management [KM07, KM09], see Figure 4.14.
Other termed approaches are described in [GS02, OGT+99]. Self-managed systems
cope with a similar vision as OC systems do. For instance, goals, properties, and
constraints, which a system is expected to achieve or preserve, and furthermore, a set
of software components exist, which implement the required functionality. Then, the
aim of self-managing means that the components should either configure themselves












Figure 4.14: Three-levelled architecture for self-managed systems, see [KM07]
At the bottom of self-managed systems, component control is established by a set of
interconnected components that provide the system functionality. Including facilities
to report the current status of components to higher layers, this layer supports
component creation, component deletion, or component interconnection. It contains
behaviours to adjust operating parameters of components, e. g., the timeout values in
a component implementing a communication protocol, e. g., the transmission control
protocol. In summary, the bottom layer includes some kind of self-tuning algorithms,
event and status reporting to higher levels, and operations to support modifications.
If a situation is met that the current configuration of components is not designed to




The middle layer, the change management, reacts to changes in the underlying
component layer in response to new reported states or in response to new required
objectives given by the layer above. Given a new situation, this change management
executes a single action or a sequence of actions to handle the new situation. Using
a set of predefined plans, which are activated in response to modifications of the
underlying layer, it introduces new components, reconfigures failed components,
changes component interconnections, or modifies component operating parameters.
Since plans are predefined, response and execution time of change management
quickly adapt to new situations. If no plan exists to cope with a reported situation,
the services of the higher goal management layer will be engaged. The same happens
in the case of new goals involving new plans.
The highest layer is called goal management. In response to requests from the
layer below and in response to the introduction of new high level goals this layer
produces change management plans to achieve these goals using time consuming
computations. Research issues on this level focus on how to represent high level
system goals, how to synthesize change management plans from these goals, and how
general or domain specific this layer should be?
Table 4.3: Comparison of the different levels in the observer/controller architecture vs. the three-
levelled architecture for self-managed software systems
Level Observer/controller architecture Three-levelled architecture
0 SuOC, adaptation with fixed rules Component control: Immediate
feedback actions
1 On-line (reinforcement) learning Change management: Activating
of predefined plans according to
reported and well known situations
2 Off-line planning using a model Goal management: Synthesizing
new plans from high-level goals in
time consuming computations
Summarising this architecture as described in Table 4.3, immediate feedback
actions are located at the lowest level, which has similarities to level 0 of the
observer/controller architecture. Similarities on level 1 are also obvious, even if
the controller’s view on level 1, as described in detail in Section 4.3, needs not be
limited to predefined plans. Since reinforcement learning may be an option that
can be utilised on the controller’s level 1, reinforcement learning methods specially
include the risk of making mistakes in new and unknown situations. In comparison,
change management will report new and unknown situations to level 2, if no plan
exists to cope with this reported situation. Analogously, the longest actions requiring
deliberation and time consuming computations take place on the highest level, which
is the same in both approaches, see Section 4.3. In favour, the controller’s view
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on level 2 utilises a simulation model. Moreover, the description, how the goal
management produces change management planned by high level system goals, is
not done precisely.
Thus, the predominant criterion of placing functions on different layers of the
three-levelled architecture for self-managed software systems is specially guided by
a view regarding the time scale. But, in comparison with the proposed organic
architecture, the observer/controller architecture clearly covers a second criterion
while the distinction of different time scales is also included. The observer/controller
architecture explicitly sees differences in observing and controlling. Both tasks utilise
different methods, which are not kept apart in this three-levelled architecture.
4.5.5 Control Theory
As stated in [Bro91], control theory is an interdisciplinary science of engineering and
mathematics. It deals with the behaviour of dynamical systems, where the desired
output of a system is controlled using closed-loop controllers. If one or more output
variables of a system do not satisfy a certain predefined reference value, a controller
will dynamically manipulate the input values of a system to obtain the desired effect
on the output of the system. Every control system has to guarantee the stability of
the closed-loop behaviour. By directly defining the lower and upper boundaries a
closed-loop behaviour is easy to satisfy in the case of linear systems. However, more
complicated in controlling are nonlinear systems, where control normally bases on
specific theories, i. e., in most cases on Aleksandr Lyapunov’s theory [Ele07]. The
possibility to fulfil different specifications varies from the model considered and the
control strategy chosen. E. g., the main control techniques include adaptive control
or model predictive control.
Adaptive Control
In the 1950ies adaptive control [ÅW08] was applied for the first time in the aerospace
industry, where it was successfully adopted. By obtaining strong robustness proper-
ties, adaptive control uses on-line identification of the process parameters. It involves
modifying the control law used by the controller to cope with the fact that the
parameters of the controlled system vary in time or are uncertain. For example, as
an aircraft flies, its mass will slowly decrease as a result of fuel consumption. Thus,
a control law is needed that adapts itself to such changing conditions. Adaptive
control is different from robust control in the sense that it does not need a priori
information about the bounds on these uncertain or time varying parameters. Since
robust control guarantees that, if the changes are within given bounds, the control
law will not need to be changed, while adaptive control is precisely concerned with




Guaranteeing closed-loop stability two optimal control design methods have widely
been used in industrial applications. These are model predictive control and linear-
quadratic-Gaussian control.
Since the 1980ies model predictive control [CB04, DP04] has been an advanced
method of process control that has been used in the process industries such as
chemical plants and oil refineries. It explicitly takes into account constraints on the
signals in the system, which is an important feature in many industrial processes.
Model predictive controllers rely on dynamic models of the process, most often linear
empirical models obtained by system identification. Model predictive control provides
a multivariable control algorithm that uses an internal dynamic model of the process,
a history of past control moves, and an optimisation cost function over the prediction
horizon to calculate the optimum control moves. The generic observer/controller
architecture has similarities with model predictive control, which only uses level 2
planning and an on-line adaptation of the level 2 simulation model.
Prediction also plays a role in the context of model predictive control. Models are
used to predict the behaviour of dependent variables (i. e., outputs) of a dynamical
system with respect to changes in the process independent variables (i. e., inputs).
The model predictive controller uses the models and current plant measurements
to calculate future moves in the independent variables that will result in operation
that takes concern of all independent and dependent variable constraints. Then,
the model predictive controller sends this set of independent variable moves to the
corresponding regulatory controller setpoints to be implemented in the process.
Despite the fact that most real processes in chemical plants or oil refineries are
approximately linear within only a limited operating window, linear model predictive
control approaches are used in the majority of applications [GPM89, MRRS00].
When linear models are not sufficiently accurate because of process nonlinearities,
the process can be controlled with nonlinear model predictive control [DBS+02]
utilising a nonlinear model in the control application (e. g., artificial neural networks)
directly. Together with proportional integral derivative controllers, model predictive
control is the most widely used control technique in the area of process control.
4.5.6 Other Related Approaches
Architectures, which are mostly related to the generic observer/controller architecture,
as proposed in this thesis, have been described before. Other related approaches are
only mentioned shortly.
• The organic robot control architecture is developed in another OC project,
which specially focusses the aspect of fault tolerance [ELM08]. Traditional fault
tolerance relies on explicit fault models, which seem to reach their limits caused
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by increasing complexity. However, during their evolution living organisms
have developed effective and efficient mechanisms, like the autonomic nervous
system or the immune system, to adapt and self-organise in case of new
unforeseen situations. These systems unconsciously operate in an emergent way
to make them self-protecting, self-healing, self-optimising, and self-configuring.
Using this nature-inspired principles the organic robot control architecture
continuously monitors the health status of the system by so-called organic
control units, which are closely attached to basic control units implementing
the regular behaviours. Based on techniques like adaptive filters, the organic
control units are able to learn on-line and thus adapt to new unforeseen
(fault-) situations. The organic robot control architecture is evaluated on real,
autonomous, mobile climbing robots.
• Other OC projects develop system on chip architectures [BZS+06], which are
inspired by and have similarities to the generic observer/controller architecture.
• As part of (simulated) robotic soccer [RGH+06] or self-organising smart fac-
tories [Par98] agent-based approaches are investigated to realise controlled
self-organisation.
• The viable system model [Bee72, LTS08] is a recursively defined model of
the organisational structure of any autonomous system and is established in
management cybernetics. This model is inspired by the architecture of the
brain and the nervous system and describes organisations as adaptable systems
to cope with changing environments.
4.6 Summary
The vision of OC systems is based on the urgent necessity to find methodologies for
managing the complexity and controlling the behaviour of large scale distributed
embedded systems. To build such systems, the generic observer/controller design
paradigm has been introduced consisting of two architectural parts, an observer and
a controller. This chapter shows how observer and controller should be designed,
which functions should be implemented, and how the loop consisting of the SuOC,
an observer, and a controller should work together. The observer, as presented
in Section 4.1, measures and analyses the behaviour of the SuOC in terms of well
defined system parameters. The controller has been explained in Section 4.2 and
selects adequate actions to optimise the system behaviour with respect to certain
global objectives. Furthermore in Section 4.3, the two-level learning approach as part
of the controller has been especially explained. Although, this thesis focusses on the
centralised variant of this design paradigm, the other variants have been summarised
in Section 4.4. Finally in Section 4.5, related architectures and frameworks have been
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described that also propose regulatory feedback mechanisms to enable controlled self-
organisation. As mentioned before, the components of the proposed OC architecture
strongly relies on other established scientific areas e. g., data mining, time series
analysis, machine learning, or control theory. Results and methods from these
areas are used to extend the observer/controller toolbox. Based on the experience
made in [MRB+07], this architectural framework will be evaluated for the control of





Imagine that it is the year 2091 and your moon-Jeep is being repaired by
a swarm of microscopic machines to fix some serious moondust damage.
Do you trust them to do the job right? Now, imagine that it is the
year 2061 and the city of New York launches a new surveillance system
consisting of a swarm of autonomic microflyers. Do you feel secure?
Imagine that it is the year 2031 and there is the first android team that
challenges a human soccer team for the ceremonial opening game at the
world soccer championships. Which team do you put your money on?
These future scenarios have one common denominator: They all involve
complex systems consisting of (many) interacting parts that are self-
organising and collectively intelligent. [Sch07]
It does not make any difference whether a swarm of microscopic machines is focussed
on, a swarm of autonomic microflyers, the first android team, or any other futuristic
idea, which is inspired by collective intelligence. Dynamically adaptive systems have
to change their behaviour at runtime to operate in volatile environments. They
alter their behaviour or composition in response to changes in their less predictable
and less stable environment, they monitore, reconfigure, reconstruct, heal, and tune
themselves at runtime. As summarised in Chapter 2, OC is specially interested
in technical systems that fulfil the self-x-properties. Thus, this thesis is based on
the question, how to design and build technical systems with greater autonomy
establishing controlled self-organisation.
For all scenarios in the following sections, the requirement of dynamic adaptation
is considered, which is imposed by the environment, in which the organic system
has to operate. In terms of this thesis, dynamic adaptation is a strategy when
the observer/controller recognises that the behaviour of the SuOC is incomplete,
fails, or shows unwanted (emergent) observations. Situations serve as an indicator,
where the environment is volatile, but understood sufficiently well to allow the
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observer/controller to anticipate, how it will change. Coping with fully unknown
environments might be at the extreme end of the spectrum of dynamic adaptive
systems.
Here, the environment is characterised as a set of discrete and stable states and
the environment can change between theses states. Environments are typically not
discrete or stable. For simplification, discrete and stable states are assumed. Thus, a
dynamically adaptive/organic system can be understood to comprise a set of target
systems and each target system is designed to operate within one of these states. It
is the job of the observer/controller architecture to specify each target system and
the adaptation behaviour, which defines, when the SuOC adapts from one target
system to another target system.
Adaptation and learning capabilities seem to be key aspects of OC systems in
general and of the generic observer/controller architecture in particular, as already
mentioned in Section 4.2. In OC systems, the monitored agents of the SuOC and
the controller itself could be endowed both with the capability of learning and
adaptation. Agents of the SuOC learn to act in a dynamically changing environment.
Moreover, the controller learns to control and to guide the behaviour of the SuOC.
For this thesis, the learning capability of the controller is considered and discussed,
as constituted in Section 4.3.
This chapter is structured as follows: After some general remarks about learning
with a focus on challenges concerning learning in OC scenarios in Section 5.1, an
introduction into the area of machine learning is given in Section 5.2. Then, LCSs
are introduced as a machine learning technique that is specially investigated. But,
LCSs have drawbacks in learning speed, as described in Section 5.4. The number of
reinforcement learning cycles, an LCS requires for learning, largely depends on the
complexity of the learning task. A straightforward way to reduce this complexity
is to decompose the task into smaller sub-problems and learn the sub-problems
in parallel. This idea of parallel and hierarchical structured classifier systems is
explained in Section 5.5. Finally in Section 5.6, a second approach is introduced,
how to apply the generic two-level learning architecture on an LCS. Therefore, a
new covering mechanism is specified, which has not been used in traditional LCSs’
implementations before.
5.1 General Thoughts on Learning
The research on (distributed) artificial intelligence is intensifying. A growing number
of national and international conferences, workshops, and journals supports this
trend1. Agents use machine learning techniques to adapt to changes in dynamic
environments. They individually act in a coordinated or competitive way to achieve
individual or common goals, as described later in Section 6.1.6.
1A comprehensive list is found on http://www.aaai.org.
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In general, an agent or a system has the capability to learn, if it can autonomously
improve its response to input values from some set X. That means, given time values
t1 and t2 > t1 such that for any t > 0 the response to an input from the set X at
time t2 + t has a higher quality than the response to the same input at time t1.
This learning capability requires some learning mechanism or learning algorithm,
which may modify the behaviour of the system by
• changing the values of some attributes of the system or of its environment, or
• changing the behavioural repertoire of the agent’s/system’s control mechanism
(which corresponds to the observer/controller architecture).
There is a broad range of possible learning mechanisms, reinforcement learning,
neural networks, or meta-heuristics like genetic algorithms, ant colony optimisation
[DS04], or simulated annealing, to name a few. These mechanisms could make use
of learning by experience or trial-and-error.
In the case of the generic controller, see Section 4.3, the advantages of on-line
learning on level 1 (the capability to tackle the real-time requirements of organic
systems) are combined with the advantages of off-line planning on level 2 (that
minimises the possible mistakes that may arise during on-line learning). By that,
the main challenges of learning in OC scenarios may be summarised as follows, well
knowing that the list is not complete and could be extended.
• OC systems act in highly dynamic (and nonlinear) environments and try to
maintain a flexible and robust system behaviour. If components break down
or produce fatal errors, OC systems should demonstrate their full technical
power and intelligence. When components interact with each other, learning
algorithms have to cope with these dynamics.
• Dynamic environments require learning algorithms that support quick decision
making and provide fast response.
• The structure of the SuOC is often characterised by incomplete knowledge.
Thus, learning has to cope with noisy environments and only partially observable
system states.
• Furthermore, to control and to trust the output of a learning algorithm the
learned solutions should be understandable by humans. This seems to be
a more practical constraint, since OC focusses on the design of technical
systems. However, human-readable learning processes (and results) are not in
the focus of all machine learning techniques, e. g., artificial neuronal networks
or evolutionary algorithms. The result of an artificial neuronal network can be
human-readable, e. g., a value f(x) for an input x, but the computed function
f is hidden in the network.
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Since it is a hard task to cope with all challenges simultaneously, the investigations,
as presented here, are limited to level 1 of the proposed two-level learning architecture,
as explained in Section 4.3. Especially, LCSs are in the focus of this thesis and are
investigated as a special machine learning technique, since the idea of rule-based
learning fits well into the observer/controller framework, see Section 5.3.
5.2 Machine Learning
Machine learning explores ways to get a machine agent to discover on
its own, often through repeated trials, how to solve a given task. [HTP+05]
In general, machine learning [Mit97] is concerned with methods and algorithms
that allow machines/computers to learn (autonomously). From a limited number of
observations or a description of the task and its goal, machine learning algorithms
are able to classify data, learn about relations between entities, or achieve certain
goals with a sequence of actions.
The use of machine learning algorithms is manifold, including handwriting and
speech recognition, fraud detection, object recognition, game playing, natural lan-
guage processing, path planning for robot locomotion, medical diagnosis, and many
more. Machine learning provides no universal method to handle all these tasks and a
large set of different approaches exist, which in the majority of cases are specialised
for particular problem classes. Probably, the most distinct differences within the
manifold machine learning methods are the type of task that they can handle, the
approach that they are designed for, and the assumptions that they are based upon.
E. g., an interesting mechanism for learning by modifying parameters of the
environment is the stigmergic use of pheromones by ant colonies, as shortly mentioned
in Section 3.1.1. This aggregation of individual experiences combined with some
degree of evaporation leads to the extraordinary capability of constructing shortest
path ant roads even in a dynamically changing topography. As described in [DS04],
this has inspired a whole range of new design patterns for optimisation algorithms.
Furthermore, the design of an organic traffic control system may serve as an
example for a second type of learning method, see [RPB+06]: A modified LCS for
selecting parameter settings for a traffic light controller (in the real traffic system)
is combined with off-line planning. The LCS uses on-line learning by associating a
fitness value to classifiers based on the performance of their parameter settings in
real traffic situations. The off-line planning produces new classifiers for inadequately
handled traffic situations by using a genetic algorithm, which generates new classifiers
of some minimum quality level by evaluating their performance in a traffic simulator.
In this way, the learning mechanism manages to improve the system performance on
known traffic situations and it is also capable of generating adequate responses (i. e.,
control actions) to previously unknown traffic situations. This scenario adapts the
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proposed two-level learning approach, see Section 4.3, and is again focussed on in
Section 6.2.5.
As a very general and powerful paradigm for acquiring knowledge through experi-
ence in an environment, reinforcement learning [SB98] is a widely studied area of
machine learning, which is inspired by different techniques, e. g., temporal difference
learning [Sut88], Q-learning [Wat89, WD92], or LCSs [Hol86]. In general, applica-
tions of reinforcement learning range from the design of situated agents (e. g., robotics
or control of complex systems) to problem solving and pattern recognition, where
an agent learns on-line. This means learning goes on forever and no preliminary
training/learning phase exists that produces a generalised agent, which is capable to
act when confronted with similar problems not explicitly learned.
By executing an action and receiving a feedback from the environment, an agent
learns on-line about acting in the unknown environment. Using this feedback the
agent modifies its behaviour and improves its performance over time. This is achieved
by generalising past experiences using inductive methods. The feedback given by the
environment does not specify the desired output, it has no instructive character, but
it evaluates the agent’s behaviour, how appropriate the agent has acted/performed,
computing a scalar signal, called reinforcement. Thus, the agent tries to maximise
the reinforcement improving its performance.
In several cases, the given feedback of the environment is sparse. The reinforcement
is received at the end of long sequences of actions. In the context of LCSs the problem
is addressed by modelling a learning task as a single-step or a multi-step problem,
as explained in Section 5.3.2. Getting a reinforcement for a sequence of actions
considerably increases the complexity of learning. An agent must correctly evaluate
actions that are essential to behave in the right order, but do not receive an immediate
reward.
This thesis focusses on LCSs and specially investigates their usability in the context
of the presented observer/controller architecture. As described in the following, LCSs
are a machine learning technique that combines genetic operators [Hol75] with
reinforcement learning to evolve a set of rules, so called classifiers, which consists
of condition and action parts that determine the behaviour of a learning agent. A
classifier is activated when its condition part matches the sensory input of an agent.
5.3 Learning Classifier Systems (LCSs)
The field of LCSs, introduced in the 1970ies [Hol75, Hol76, HR78], is one of the most
active and best-developed form of genetic based machine learning [KL00, Kov02,
Lan08]. As mentioned above, much of learning classifier’s theory is inherited from
the reinforcement learning literature. The following section provides a brief overview,
what an LCS is. In Section 5.3.4 a special LCS, the extended classifier system (XCS)
[Wil95], is described, which is widely accepted as one of the most reliable LCSs.
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As explained in Chapter 4, the controller uses some kind of mapping to choose an
appropriate parameter set to configure the action that prevents (negative) emergence
or enhances (positive) emergence, as measured by the observer. To keep the problem
manageable, the input space is partitioned so that situations, which are sufficiently
similar to allow usage of the same parameter set, will be covered by the same
mapping entry. Since it is hard to anticipate, which situation can be handled by
which action, and since a human developer would need tremendous effort to develop
good (hard-wired) control strategies for all situations that can be imagined, the
means for generating mapping entries have to be provided by the controller. To
combine, these tasks are what LCSs are supposed to do: Classify input, find an
appropriate action, and learn by gaining experience [HBC+00].
The architecture of an LCS has been modified over the past decades. Furthermore,
an LCS is simple to study and the knowledge is encoded and stored in so-called
classifiers. These classifiers consist of a condition part, which is matched against the
input from the environment, an action part, and some kind of fitness or strength
value. The rule syntax is very simple and a classifier can represent very fine-grained
knowledge. This simple representation allows the LCS to use genetic operators for
rule discovery.
The strength value is used to decide, which classifier should be chosen, if more
than one classifier matches the current input. The encoding of conditions is done in
such a way that different levels of generality are possible, hence the range of input
values each classifier matches against may vary from a single point to the entire
search space. In a step that is called rule discovery new classifiers are generated using
genetic operators, like crossover and mutation, on existing classifiers, changing both,
condition and action. Furthermore, every time no classifier matching the current
input is available, one or more classifiers with a matching condition and randomly
chosen action are created (this is called covering).
After a classifier has been generated, the system has to determine its strength
value. Every time a classifier’s action is chosen, the strength value of this classifier
is updated using some objective function. Usually, the effect of an executed action
cannot instantaneously be measured, therefore the current value of the objective
function is used to update the value of the classifier that was active during the
previous time step. The simplest way to increase performance would be to try and
find classifiers, which maximise the objective function’s value. This has also been
the dominant approach, before the XCS has been introduced by Stewart W. Wilson,
which uses another approach more suitable for complex problems. An XCS is also
used within this thesis and described in detail in Section 5.3.4.
5.3.1 Pittsburgh vs. Michigan Style
Literature on LCSs falls into two broad categories: Pittsburgh and Michigan style
classifier systems. The Pittsburgh style has been inspired by research done at the
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University of Pittsburgh and introduced in [de 88, Smi80, Smi83]. This type of LCSs
has a look on learning as an off-line optimisation process rather than an on-line
learning process, as done in [Hol76, HR78]. The on-line learning approach has mainly
been inspired by the University of Michigan.
The Pittsburgh style is characterised by a genetic algorithm, which is applied to a
population of individuals, where each individual represents a complete set of rules.
At each cycle, a reward is assigned to each rule set to obtain a performance measure
that is then used by the genetic algorithm to guide the exploration of the solution
space. Michigan style classifier systems have a different view. The whole population
is a complete set of rules and an individual in evolution is only a single rule.
In [Lan08], it is discussed, which classifier style is the better design decision. But,
no reasonable answer to such a question exists, since Michigan and Pittsburgh
classifier systems are radically different in structure and no literature is known,
which has bridged the two approaches. Furthermore, a fair comparison seems to be
impossible and the competition between Michigan and Pittsburgh is still going on2.
The Michigan style is usually considered as being more general, since it has tackled
a larger variety of domains. Also, Michigan style has attracted most of research.
Pittsburgh models on the other hand were awarded for their human-competitive
results [BSH+07, LRMB07] and have recently gained more visibility.
5.3.2 Single-Step vs. Multi-Step Problems
Literature about Pittsburgh or Michigan style LCSs is also divided into single-
step and multi-step approaches. This separation is based on, how to solve the
reinforcement learning problem, and addresses a design decision, which has to be
taken, when implementing an LCS. Some environments predefine this design decision,
e. g., Maze environments, as explained in the following. This design decision refers to
the question, when a reinforcement signal (reward) is achieved from the environment
and how this reward is distributed to the past action(s).
In single-step environments, the external reward is received for every action and
the environmental input for each time step has completely been independent of the
prior time step. When a decision is made, the reinforcement is directly received
and measures the quality of the decision. Single-step environments generally involve
categorisation of data examples. A typical single-step benchmark problem is the
boolean multiplexer problem [BKLW04, Wil95].
In multi-step environments, the external reward may not necessarily be received
for every action, since the environmental input on a time step depends on at least
the prior input and the system’s last action. Typical multi-step environments are
known as sequential environments or so-called Maze problems, e. g., Wood1 [Wil94]
2A series of international workshops on LCSs (IWLCS 1999 to IWLCS 2009) or several books
[But06, LSW00] support this trend.
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or Wood2 [Wil95]. These examples model the adaptive interaction of an agent with
its environment and have been studied using a variety of methods. Most often, a
Maze is defined as a given number of neighbouring cells in a grid-world. A cell is a
bounded space and is the elementary unit of a Maze. When a cell is not empty, it
can contain an obstacle, food, a so called animat, and eventually a predator of the
animat.
An animat is randomly placed in the Maze environment (which could be some
kind of a labyrinth) and it tries to set its position to a cell containing food, which
is sparsely located in the environment. To perform this task, it possesses a limited
perception of the environment. The animat’s viewpoint is often limited to the eight
cells surrounding the animat’s position and it can also only move to an empty cell
of this set of neighbouring cells. Moving step by step through the Maze in order to
fulfil its goal the animat searches for a strategy (or adopts a policy), which minimises
the effort undertaken to find the food in the selected Maze environment.
Maze environments offer plenty of parameters that allow to evaluate the complexity
of a given environment and also to evaluate the efficiency of a learning method. A
full description of these parameters is available in [BZ05].
More complex Maze environments are investigated in [BGL05] and the question
is addressed, how to get a better learning performance in environments like Maze6
and Woods14 using XCS in combination with gradient descent methods. But,
characterising the selected environments as more complex here means that the
animat needs more steps to reach the food than it needs in other Mazes, e. g., in
Woods2. The difficulty of searching and observing moving objects, e. g., well known
by the predator/prey domain, as explained in Section 6.1.1, is not focussed.
Moreover, some Maze problems also offer perceptually similar situations that
require different actions to reach the goal/food. This problem is often studied in the
context of non-Markov environments, see [Bel57, How60, Mar54, Put05].
E. g., Woods101 is a non-Markov environment, since it has two distinct positions,
as indicated by the arrows in Figure 5.1, where the agent senses the environment
as identical, but two different actions are required to solve the problem optimally.
When the agent is in one of these two positions, it cannot decide, which is the correct
action exclusively considering its current inputs. In the left aliased position, the
optimal action is go south-east, and in the right aliased position, the agent should go
south-west to achieve an optimal behaviour. The cell, marked with food F , denotes
the animat’s goal.
If the agent could remember, from which part of the grid it entered the aliased
positions, the agent would be able to solve the problem, i. e., entering the aliased
position from the left, the correct action will be go south-east and entering the aliased
position from the right, the optimal action will be go south-west, respectively. Since
it may not possible to enhance the agent’s sensors to fulfil the Markov property in
this environment, the agent needs some kind of memory to cope with the lack of
information provided by its sensors.
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Figure 5.1: The Woods101 example is a non-Markov environment
Woods101 is a typical example of a partially observable Markov decision process
(POMDP), where a single-agent cannot distinguish different situations due to a lack
of global environmental information. Using records of past situations/actions by
adding temporary memory is a widespread approach to cope with such environments,
as investigated in [Lan98, LW00].
A second non-Markov property is still embedded in multi-agent environments and
this is related to a change of an agent’s internal state. In scenarios with more than
one learning agent, an agent has to evaluate actions that may be caused by its own
internal state or that are the result of other agent’s actions. It is difficult to recognise
an environmental change, which is caused by the change of another agent’s internal
state, due to a lack of the other agents’ information. Even if an agent stays in the
same location, the agent cannot evaluate the environmental changes. In [TTS01],
this second non-Markov property is defined as the non observable Markov decision
process (NOMDP). Thus, since multi-agent scenarios often include both non-Markov
properties (POMDP and NOMDP), learning in multi-agent environments is more
complex than learning in single-agent environments.
Furthermore, a concluding comparison of Michigan style XCS and an adapted
Pittsburgh style classifier system in different Maze environments containing non-
Markov situations is provided in [EP08].
5.3.3 Different Implementations
For LCSs a wide variety of different implementations, see [Kov02, MH06], has been
proposed, most of them are based on [Wil95], which is an LCS implementation that
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maintains separate prediction and fitness values and where the fitness of a classifier
is based on the accuracy of the prediction reward. While in [Wil94, Wil95] a binary
coding of the stimuli for these rather simple LCSs is used, different approaches to
represent real-valued input have been examined [DAL05a, SB03, Wil00a]. The rule
representation depends on the problem being solved: Binary or ternary alphabets
{0, 1,#} are most common, the # is known as the don’t care symbol, integers, integer
intervals [Wil00b], real intervals, or fuzzy rules [Bon98, Bon00, CFM96] are suitable,
too. Since the investigations, as presented in Chapter 8, mainly bases on the XCS
reference implementation [But00], more details about this special LCS are presented
in the next section.
5.3.4 The eXtended Classifier System (XCS)
The extended classifier system (XCS) has been invented in [Wil95]. It is widely
accepted as one of the most reliable Michigan style LCSs, which is able to handle
both, single- as well as multiple-step tasks. The typical schematic overview of an
XCS is depicted in Figure 5.2, which is described in the following. For a detailed
algorithmic description the reader is referred to [But00, BW00, BW02].
environment
C     A   ρ  ε  F
#011 : 01   43  .01  99
11## : 00   32  .13    9
#0## : 11   14  .05  52
001# : 01   27  .24    3
#0#1 : 11   18  .02  92
1#01 : 10   24  .17  15
…
#011 : 01   43  .01  99
#0## : 11   14  .05  52
001# : 01   27  .24    3
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Figure 5.2: Schematic overview of an XCS, see [Wil98]
Generally, an LCS is an adaptive system that learns to perform the best action
for a given situation (i. e., a vector of numerical values), where best is meant as
an action that will receive the highest reward or reinforcement from the system’s
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environment. The best action is chosen from a set of available actions, which depend
on the investigated context. If the system is a mobile robot [WHRL03], the available
actions may be physical and specifying actions like turn the robot left or turn it right.
In a classification context, the available actions may be yes, no, etc. In a decision
context, for instance a financial one, the actions may be buy or sell something. In
a game theoretical context [SWd05], the actions may guide the players to play a
cooperative or a competitive strategy.
The ability to choose the best action is improved with experience, which is realised
as known from reinforcement learning. The environment provides a reinforcement,
a so-called payoff, which may be 1.0 for a correct classification task and 0.0 for
an incorrect decision. In a robotic context, e. g., the payoff could be a number
representing the change in distance to a destination, which should be reached.
Getting closer to this destination may be represented by larger positive numbers and
the other way around. Receiving a reinforcement for a given action, the LCS is able
to alter the likelihood of taking that action in similar situations again. Thus, the
LCS consists and operates on sets of hundreds of rules, so-called classifiers, where
every classifier represents a single condition-action-mapping.
A Classifier in XCS
Each classifier consists of a condition part and an action part. This mapping is
expanded by some attributes that characterise the mapping and that are needed
inside the XCS algorithm, as described in [But00, BW00, BW02].
• The condition C specifies the observed situation of the environment, in which
the classifier can be applied.
• The action A ∈ {a1, . . . , am} specifies the action the classifier proposes.
• The prediction p estimates the payoff expected, if the classifier matches and its
action is executed in the system. The payoff refers not solely to the expected
reward p, but is a combination of p and the payoff prediction of the best
possible action in the next state.
• The errors made in the predictions are kept in the prediction error .
• The classifier’s fitness is denoted by F . It is used to find classifiers suitable as
input for the generation of new classifiers using genetic operators.
• The number of times since its creation a classifier has belonged to an action
set [A] is counted by the experience value exp.
• The time step of the last occurrence of genetic operators in an action set [A],
to which this classifier belonged is stored in ts.
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• The average size of the action sets [A] this classifier belongs to is stored in as.
• n reflects the number of micro classifiers this macro classifier represents. Clas-
sifiers in XCS are always macro classifiers, each classifier represents a number
of micro classifiers having identical conditions and actions. This is done for
practical reasons. Instead of having n identical classifiers (i. e., the condition-
action-mapping is the same) XCS only contains one classifier with numerosity
n.
The Different Sets in XCS
As depicted in Figure 5.2, an LCS operates on different sets of classifiers, which could
be distinguished as follows.
• The population [P ] collects all classifiers that belong to a learning problem,
which is solved using an XCS. When XCS is started from scratch, [P ] is
initialised. This can be done in two ways and the two methods only slightly
differ in their effect on the learning performance: [P ] can be empty or [P ]
can be filled with randomly generated classifiers. In Figure 5.2 a population
is shown that consists of six classifiers where each line is one classifier. The
condition C is composed of four bits that are encoded using a ternary alphabet
{0, 1,#}. The action A consists of two bits.
• The match set [M ] is a subset of the population and includes all classifiers that
match the measured situation.
• The action set [A] is a subset of the match set and includes all classifiers that
propose the executed action.
• [A]−1 denotes the previous action set, which was active in the last execution
cycle.
In the following section, a survey of the main functionality of an XCS is presented.
For more details the reader is referred to the literature [BW02].
Functionality of an XCS
XCS perceives the environment by its sensors and encodes its observations into an
environmental message. Then, the so-called match set [M ] of classifiers is formed,
when a particular input occurs. This match set contains all classifiers of the population
[P ], which satisfy the particular input value. A classifier’s condition will match an
input vector x, if a truth function t(x) is satisfied t(x) = 1 (true). E. g., x2 is a
component of x and the truth function will return true, if b1 < x2 < b2 is satisfied
with b1 and b2 being lower and upper boundaries. In general, a classifier’s condition
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consists of more than one constraint and the truth function will usually refer to
all of them. All classifiers, which join the match set, influence the system’s action
decision. If the population is empty or no classifier(s) of the population match the
observed situation, new classifiers will be generated using the covering mechanism.
The condition is produced by encoding the observed situation and the action is
generated randomly. Another covering operator has been introduced in [BW02], it
inserts a new classifier for every possible action that is not covered by the classifiers
in the match set, see Section 5.6.
For the example in Figure 5.2, the match set [M ] is composed of all classifiers
from the population [P ] that match the input value 0011 coming from the detectors.
Typically, classifiers being in the match set will differ in their actions. Some will
advocate an action a1, others will advocate a2, and so on. (This is also shown in
Figure 5.2. Some classifiers advocate the action 01, others advise 11 as an action.)
Furthermore, each classifier possesses an attribute that contains a prediction value
p of the amount of payoff a classifier thinks it will receive, if the system takes the
advocated action. But, how can the LCS decide, which action to take?
It is convincing that the system should execute the action, which in turn receives
the highest payoff. Thus, XCS introduces a mechanism (the so-called prediction
array) that decides, which prediction is the best, and computes for each action
in the match set an average of the prediction values and chooses the action with
the largest average. Furthermore, the computed prediction average is weighted by
another classifier quantity, its fitness, which will be described later, but is intended





every action in the match set, where j are those classifiers having the same action.
All classifiers, which advocate the action with the largest prediction average, form
the so-called action set [A]. Referring to the example in Figure 5.2, an average of the
prediction values is only computed for the actions 01 and 11, since no classifiers with
an action 00 and 10 belong to the match set [M ]. Thus, action 01 advocates the
highest value in the prediction array and all classifiers of the match set facilitating
this action are taken to the action set.
Then, the selected and best weighted action is executed in the environment and
the LCS receives some amount of payoff P , which is used to alter the predictions of
the classifiers being in the action set. To increase the classifier’s accuracy κ, each
classifier’s prediction p is mathematically changed to bring it slightly closer to the
received payoff using a Q-Learning-like algorithm [DB94, Wat89, WD92, She94],
which is implemented as shown in Figure 5.2 by the combination of taking the
maximum of the prediction array and discounting it by multiplying by a factor.
Moreover, each learning cycle (receiving a payoff) is used to adjust each classifier’s
prediction error  and fitness F . The prediction error describes the error of the
classifier’s prediction. The fitness value F is based on the accuracy of the classifier’s
payoff prediction and is arrived at in four steps. First, the classifier’s accuracy
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κ is computed. Then, the accuracies of all other classifiers in the action set are
calculated. Third, the relative accuracy is calculated for each classifier in the action
set by dividing its accuracy by the sum of the accuracies of the classifiers in the
action set. Finally, the classifier’s fitness value F is updated according to the relative
accuracy value. Thus, the fitness value F of a classifier represents the accuracy of the
classifier’s payoff prediction relative to the prediction accuracies of other classifiers
that typically occur in joint action sets. This provides the basis for the selective
pressure in XCS towards more accurate classifiers.
However, an LCS is more than adjusting classifier attributes (p, , and F ) in
reinforcement learning cycles. I. e., classifiers evolve and the population of classifiers
gradually changes over time. Classifiers with high accuracy values are reproduced
more frequently than less accurate classifiers and the offspring are created using
genetic operators. Evolution takes place each time an action set is formed and a
predefined threshold ΘGA is reached. Then, two classifiers are selected from the action
set with probabilities proportional to their fitnesses. The two selected classifiers
are copied and with certain probabilities the copies are mutated and recombined
(crossed). Mutation and crossover are always customised with respect to the encoded
information depending on the scenario. Mutation is interpreted as slight change of
a classifier’s condition and action. The crossover operator exchanges parts of the
two selected classifiers and is often restricted on the condition. After mutation and
recombination, the changed classifier copies are inserted into the population, where
they have to compete with their parents. To keep the population size on a constant
level, the maximal population size is always checked when new classifiers are inserted
into the population. To add offspring can imply the deletion of other most inaccurate
classifiers.
The effect of classifier evolution is to modify their conditions so as to increase the
overall prediction accuracy of the population. This occurs because genetic operators
are based on accuracy. In addition, however, the evolution leads to an increase
in what can be called the accurate generality of the population [Wil98]. That is,
classifier conditions evolve to be as general as possible without sacrificing accuracy.
Here, general means maximizing the number of input vectors that the condition
matches. The increase in generality results in the population needing fewer distinct
classifiers to cover all inputs, which means (if identical classifiers are merged) that
populations grow smaller, and also that the knowledge contained in the population
is more visible to humans – which is important in many applications. The specific
mechanism, by which generality increases, is a major, if subtle, side-effect of the
overall evolution.
Concluding Remarks
Summarising, a LCS is an adaptive system that learns from external reinforcement
and by an internal structural evolution derived from that reinforcement. In addition
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to adaptively increasing its performance, the LCS develops knowledge in the form of
rules that respond to different aspects of the environment and capture environmental
regularities through the generality of their conditions. Research has shown that XCS
evolves accurate, complete, and minimal representations on different problem domains.
The learning of boolean functions is well explored [Kov97]. Furthermore, XCS has
been investigated on several other problems, as mentioned in Section 5.3.2, but more
research has to be done in complex environments. As mentioned at the beginning,
LCSs are in the focus of many OC projects (e. g., [BFR08, PRT+08, ZBSH08]) and
they fit well into the observer/controller architecture. One of their great advantages
is that classifier systems aim at the autonomous production of potentially human-
readable results (if this condition is met, then this action is applied). This helps
in understanding, how the system is adapting to a specific problem or to a varying
environment.
However, as the experimental results in Chapter 8 will show, LCSs have drawbacks
in learning speed, especially in high-dimensional complex problems. The number
of reinforcement cycles for learning a given task depends on the complexity of the
classifiers (i. e., on the number of encoded condition and action parameters), which in
turn depends on the complexity of the learning task. This problem is explained in the
following section and solutions are also proposed. Furthermore, LCSs have drawbacks
in dynamically changing non-Markov environments as multi-agent scenarios, where
the answer to the problem does not uniquely depend on the actions by the agent
itself, but by all the agents.
5.4 Drawbacks of LCSs
In LCS, learning a set of classifiers with high prediction values and low prediction
errors requires a substantial amount of computation time, this includes even simple
learning tasks. As the complexity of the task – the dimension of the condition-action-
mapping – increases, the demand of computational time to solve a problem becomes
more and more a bottleneck, because theoretically, every possible condition has to be
mapped to each possible action. The mapping has to be applied to the environment.
Moreover, the utility of the mapping has to be tested, rewarded, and evaluated over
time. In other words, the number of learning cycles increases dramatically, when
the complexity of the learning task increases. As a matter of fact, the strength
of a classifier can only be updated by a small amount at each cycle, in order to
preserve the stability of the whole system. Furthermore, the genetic operators
(crossover and mutation) are also used as background operators to avoid drastic
changes in the population, which in turn could affect the stability. Consequently,
the high computational costs required to get to a population of classifiers with high
performance turns out to be a major drawback.
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5.5 Parallelism in LCSs
I am working to improve my methods, and every hour I save is an hour
added to my life. (Ayn Rand)
To speed up the learning process (in terms of the number of learning cycles to
solve a problem) different strategies could be useful. In the following, it is specially
focussed on parallelism, so that LCSs can be applied to more complex learning tasks.
Parallelism is distinguished as follows.
1. Parallelism as part of a centralised single-agent learning approach.
a) Parallelism is based on the implementation onto parallel architectures. An
LCS is decomposed into a set of parallel activities that run on distinct
processing elements of a parallel architecture. Thus, speed up is achieved
by running the problem on parallel hardware. The number of learning
cycles will be equal to the sequential algorithm.
b) Moreover, the learning task of an LCS can be decomposed into a set of
parallel learning subtasks that are solved in parallel. Then, speed up
is achieved by modifying the learning problem, which may decrease the
number of learning cycles.
2. Parallelism as part of a multi-agent learning scenario, where agents periodically
interact and exchange classifiers: The exchange of knowledge that is represented
in classifiers constitutes a kind of cooperation, which can help running the
search towards the fittest elements of the search space – the best condition-
action-mappings. (An agent of this multi-agent learning approach could also be
extended by the aspects of the single-agent approaches, as mentioned above.)
5.5.1 Single-Agent Learning Approach
An LCS is normally implemented as a sequential algorithm. Designing parallel LCSs
is often analysed by thinking of how to parallelise the sequential implementation by
executing it in a parallel architecture to speed up the computation. In general, the
overall behaviour of the algorithm is not modified. Parallel hardware only reduces
the amount of time to learn a problem, but does not affect the process. The amount
of time, which may be saved by a parallel implementation, depends on the number
of independent parallel tasks, the amount of time that is used to synchronise the
independent tasks, and the number of parallel processing units.
As described in [Gia97], LCSs exhibit some sources of data parallelism. Most
operations, e. g., building match and action sets, or computing a strength update,
can be independently performed on each classifier or can be done in parallel by using
standard parallel algorithms. The genetic operators can be independently applied
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on distinct classifiers, or on sets of classifiers. Since data parallelism is a natural
programming paradigm for single instruction and multiple data (SIMD) architectures
[Fly72], it can also be applied to multiple instruction and multiple data (MIMD)
machines, which allow many simultaneously active flows of control operating on
different classifier sets. Moreover, control parallelism can be exploited in an LCS by
overlapping distinct activities that can be recognised as independent. This could be
achieved by decomposing an LCS into concurrent processes, which focus on different
data. One process may operate on the classifiers, the other on the detectors, and
the third on the effectors. Since some techniques usually adopted in sequential LCSs
are not totally suitable for parallel implementations, it is sometimes not practical to
parallelise a given sequential algorithm. Thus, a parallel LCS is designed by adopting
new algorithms that are more suitable for a parallel implementation, which may
result in algorithms that are not equivalent to the original sequential algorithm.
Decomposing a Learning Problem
The second single-agent learning approach to design parallel LCSs is based on
the higher level idea of decomposing a problem into several modules/sub-problems,
which can be solved independently. Difficult learning tasks are tackled in a modu-
lar/hierarchical way and the performance is improved by decreasing the number of
learning iterations. Figure 5.3 summarises the different ideas of designing parallel
implemented LCSs. The choice between a monolithic and a modular approach is
orthogonal to the parallel implementations mentioned before. A modular LCS can
also be implemented in parallel.
Related Work Concerning the Single-Agent Learning Approach
Parallelly implemented and hierarchically arranged LCSs have been investigated
to reduce the number of reinforcement cycles, necessary for learning a given task.
However, the problem of increased convergence times, i. e., the increased number
of learning cycles, in the case of big search problems still does not seem to be fully
solved. A survey of work that has been done before 1996 is available in [Bar96], more
recent work is briefly reviewed here.
Hardware
First parallel hardware implementations on early versions of LCSs have been investi-
gated in [Rob87], where each process of the parallel implementation on a connection
machine (CM–2) [Hil85] manages a data structure that references a single classifier.
As a result independent operations on distinct classifiers are independently computed.
A similar approach is investigated in [Rio88]. Investigations on LCSs on parallel
hardware are also presented in [Gia97]. A general framework is defined in order
to exploit the computational power of parallel hardware architectures to speed up
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for each LCS 































Figure 5.3: Variants of parallel LCSs as part of the single-agent learning approach: Parallelism is
distinguished on different levels, see [Gia97]
the learning process. The experiments were run on a parallel system, where each
processing node is a complete computer and an interconnection network supports
the exchange of information among the nodes.
Robotics
In [Dor95, DS93], LCSs are investigated as a tool for building adaptive control systems
for real robots. It has been investigated that it is possible to let the AutonoMouse,
a small real robot, learn to approach a light source under a number of different
noise and lesion conditions. A modular/hierarchical approach is merged by a parallel
implementation of each module. In [Dor95], this is called high level and low level
parallelism, respectively. On the lower level, each module/LCS is implemented on a
transputer-based MIMD architecture providing both, data and control parallelism.
On the higher level, different LCSs are organised in a hierarchical architecture,
where each LCS is responsible for solving a simpler sub-problem or for coordinating
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decisions learned by other LCSs. An idea to enhance the learning speed of complex
simulated robot behaviours is also presented in [BST07]. The work seems similar to
that, presented before in [Dor95]. Five hierarchically arranged LCSs are used, where
three LCSs learn basic robot behaviours (chasing, avoidance, and escaping) and two
other LCSs combine these basic behaviours to more complex behaviours.
An interesting example of the modular approach is also proposed in [BFS95], where
a quadrupedal robot is controlled. Distinct LCSs learn the behaviour of one leg of the
robot. The modular approach promotes the formation of behavioural niches in order
to obtain modular and scalable structures to deal with more real world applications.
Data Mining
In [DAL05b], an XCS is used in combination with a client/server architecture for
distributed data mining. Each client has its own XCS that learns classifications
based on a local database and reports the learned classification model to the server.
The server aggregates the models to its own XCS and additionally learns all unsolved
problems that could not be locally solved by the clients. This distributed XCS
architecture is compared to a traditional XCS implementation and the performance
evaluation shows that the distributed XCS is competitive to the traditional XCS,
when the disturbance level is small. When the level of noise in the data is increased,
the distributed XCS needs more time to converge.
In [GS07], a similar idea is proposed. The authors try to improve global XCS
performance by solving smaller sub-problems and combining the solutions. Results
are demonstrated on the binary coded multiplexer problem.
The idea of data parallelism is investigated in [SQN06]. An LCSs is implemented
as an agent-based system on parallel hardware. The performance of the agent-
based system is compared on grid data mining tasks (like character recognition and
classification) with a monolithic implementation to perform these tasks. Thereby, the
whole population of classifiers is distributed among a number of so-called knowledge
agents. The study compares the execution time of several operations on populations
from 120 up to 20 400 classifiers, which are distributed among two up to ten different
knowledge agents, and determines the attained speed ups. A measurement of the
system efficiency is used, which implicitly incorporates the latency times in relation
to the global execution time. The results show that the amplitude of the gains
increases in the direction of a bigger number of classifiers, and a bigger number of
knowledge agents. On the other hand it is visible that for a number of classifiers less
than 2 000 the use of parallelism is not computationally advisable in this scenario.
Furthermore, the variation of the global speed up in comparison to the number of
classifiers and the number of knowledge agents points to a linear growth.
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Concluding Remarks on the Single-Agent Learning Approach
To solve a global learning problem and to improve the learning speed, all cited papers
mainly follow the idea of parallelism related to the single-agent learning approach.
Two aspects can be distinguished. Firstly, a learning problem is decomposed into sub-
problems, which are separately learned and afterwards combined into a global result.
However, no work on distributed Michigan style LCSs using the XCS algorithm
[But00] is known that uses decomposition and focusses on real- or integer-valued
inputs instead of binary coded classifiers. This thesis will specially make contributions
to this lack of research. Investigations of task decomposition are done on integer-coded
classifiers.
Secondly, the single-agent learning approach has been examined from a viewpoint
of parallel hardware in literature. While previous work has focussed on learning
in robotic environments or data mining problems with parallelism on hardware
level, the provision of a fast on-line learning mechanism is here investigated that
can be integrated in the general observer/controller architecture. This general
view is independent of hard- and software constraints, since the evaluation of the
observer/controller architecture is done as a start in simple multi-agent scenarios
using simulated environments.
The single- and multi-agent LCSs’ approaches differ in one specific aspect. Agents,
equipped with an LCS, can communicate. Thus, they can cooperatively solve a
learning problem in parallel, e. g., in [FB95], a multi-agent Pittsburgh style classifier
system as part of a two-tracked vehicle is investigated to find trails (as ants) as part
of the tracker task, where each motor of the robot is controlled using a single LCS.
Each LCS learns actions for one motor moving the robot forward, backward, or doing
anything to stay, where it is. Then, coordinated behaviour of the two motors depends
on the sum of both separated motors and is achieved using communication between
the two LCSs. Rule sets of the left LCS are exchanged with the LCS on the right side
and vice versa. A comparison of the performances between the two-agent approach
and a monolithic LCS that learns the whole problem in a single system significantly
shows that the robot will learn the tracking problem faster, if the problem is learned in
parallel using cooperation between the two rule sets. The reason for these significant
differences is that the fitness landscapes of the communicating classifier systems are
smaller and probably less complex than the global landscape of the equivalent single
system. Thus, progress for the parallel LCSs is less difficult within the defined niches
of left and right. More parallel multi-agent learning approaches are presented in the
following.
5.5.2 Multi-Agent Learning Approach
To improve the sequential models regarding learning speed as well as execution time,
the multi-agent learning approach is based on the idea of several independent LCSs
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that work in parallel on the same learning problem. Moreover, they cooperate by
sharing their learned knowledge. Then, the system is characterised by a collection of
(homogeneous) agents, where each agent interacts with an instance of the environment
that represents the global task to be learned. No agent will outperform all the other
agents. The principle of this multi-agent learning approach is to cooperatively
combine the output of several agents to find an overall solution that makes use of
the strength of the constituents and compensates the individual weaknesses. Similar
(cooperative) approaches, as introduced here in the case of LCSs, are known from
the research on genetic algorithms, when non-trivial problems have to be solved,
which forces computationally expensive solutions. Parallel implementations of genetic








cl11 cl12 cl13 … cl1j
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(b) Fine grained
Figure 5.4: Population structures for parallel multi-agent LCSs
Coarse grained parallel genetic algorithms assume a population on each processor
node and periodical migration/sharing of individuals among these nodes. This
approach is depicted in Figure 5.4(a) and is also well known under the term island
model, e. g., [CHMR87, NG95]. Each node independently evolves a population
of individuals and periodically interacts with other nodes. Then, some selected
individuals are exchanged and introduced into the other population. I. e., focussing a
Michigan style LCS, each node independently evolves its own population of classifiers.
When nodes interact with each other, classifiers are exchanged and introduced into the
population of a neighbouring node. In some coarse grained models a neighbourhood
relationship is imposed among the nodes. Each node may only interact with a fixed
subset of neighbouring nodes. The figure depicts a complete neighbourhood. This is
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similar to a global communication pattern, where each agent can communicate with
each other agent.
Fine grained parallel genetic algorithms assume an individual on each processor
node, which acts with neighbouring individuals for selection and reproduction. Good
solutions diffuse by localised breeding, e. g., [FPS00, MS89]. This is depicted on
a two-dimensional grid with a typical neighbourhood in Figure 5.4(b). I. e., one
classifier is evolved on each node assuming a Michigan style LCS. After some time
the classifiers with high fitness diffuse across the grid. Thus, the population tends to
become homogeneous.
In [CP00], it has been shown that performance improvements can also be obtained
by such parallel approaches, along with reductions in execution time, due to an
increased level of diversity within the global population from the restricted mating
schemes.
As stated in [BSBW07], the multi-agent learning approach as a whole will receive
many more reinforcement learning cycles as the traditional single-agent LCS, caused
by multiple learning processes on each agent. But, under a parallel implementation
this increased number of reinforcement learning cycles is not the main concern. With
very large data sets and complex problems, the actual data processing time – the
time that is needed until an LCS converges to a steady result – to build effective
models is the critical factor.
Furthermore, a coarse grained model of parallel (Michigan style) classifier systems
consists of independent LCSs, which run in parallel, which operate on the same
problem, which periodically interact with each other, and which exchange learned
knowledge. Each LCS interacts with an instance of the task environment and the
instances of the environment are identical. I. e., the same chosen action in the
same situation has the same effect. Additionally, an action in an instance of the
environment does not manipulate the other instances. In other words, the multi-agent
learning approach replicates the whole learning agent and is based on cooperation, as
depicted in Figure 5.5. By comparison, the single-agent learning approach decomposes
the learning problem or exploits the parallelism among the internal structure of one
agent.
Each LCS searches for a complete solution of the problem. The multi-agent
learning approach does not include any explicit decomposition of the learning task.
If the problem can be decomposed into sub-problems, an agent will likely find a
partial solution. The cooperation between the agents allows to exchange partial
solutions. Agents can communicate parts of the whole solution and they can focus
on subtasks in parallel. Thus, task decomposition seems to be possible, but is not
statically imposed. The main advantage of this multi-agent learning approach is that
parallelism is potentially unlimited. A problem can be solved with the cooperation
of one up to n agents, where each agent can be implemented in parallel as stated in
Section 5.5.1. A further advantage of this multi-agent learning approach is agent
polymorphism. I. e., each agent can be internally structured in different ways. Thus,
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Figure 5.5: Multi-agent learning approach
several agents can explore a problem in different ways. This will be of advantage,
if little knowledge about the whole learning problem is available and agents start
learning from scratch.
Cooperation Strategies between LCSs
Any learning process is an iterative process that calls for progressive refinements.
Then, the desired global solution may be a piece of a classifier, a whole classifier, or a
set of classifiers. Using the multi-agent learning approach, distinct agents may search
in parallel for partial solutions of the problem. As outlined before, one agent may
discover a classifier or a set of classifiers, which respond to one situation presented
in the environment. Another agent may discover a classifier or a set of classifiers
that covers another situation. Thus, agents focus on partial solutions. Parallel
cooperative agent behaviour is achieved, when already found partial solutions are
exchanged between the agents. In this way, the effort of an agent’s search to find
a complete solution to a problem is lower than that of an isolated single-agent.
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The time that is needed to solve a problem should be significantly decreased. But,
the cooperation mechanism has to be aware of the problem of preserving and
integrating the knowledge coming from other agents. If proper cooperation strategies
are defined, useful knowledge will be shared each time, when agents cooperate,
which increases learning speed. However, knowledge exchange can be hindering, if
exchanged classifiers are not suitable in the context of the new classifier set. Thus,
cooperation between LCSs is characterised by a cooperation strategy among the
incorporated agents. This depends on several constraints. A theoretical survey is
given in the following.
Firstly, the genetic granularity concerns the kind of material that is changed, when
agents cooperate. Pittsburgh and Michigan style LCSs learn on different granularities
and therefore require special cooperation strategies. The Pittsburgh approach evolves
individuals, where each individual is a whole population of classifiers. The Michigan
approach evolves individuals, where each individual is equal to a single classifier. A
fruitful integration depends on the utility of the exchanged material.
Secondly, the cooperation mechanism describes, how the genetic material is ex-
changed between the agents.
• Simple cooperation is achieved, when genetic material is periodically migrated
from one agent to another agent. This approach corresponds to the island
model. This cooperation strategy is also related to other parameters. When
LCSs cooperate by migration, both, the migration rate (number of migrated
individuals) and the migration interval (interaction frequency), determine the
quality of the final solution and the learning speed.
• Complex cooperation describes population merging. Two or more agents
1. merge their populations into a single larger population,
2. e. g., apply a genetic algorithm to the resulting population, and
3. redistribute the offspring among the agents according to some criteria.
The interaction frequency is also important in this case of merging.
Thirdly, the cooperation strategy is based on a communication pattern between
the agents. The interconnection topology might be either complete, i. e., each LCS
can cooperate and communicate with any other LCS. Moreover, the interconnec-
tion structure can be partial, i. e., an LCS can only cooperate with a fixed set of
neighbouring agents, since a spatial distribution may define the structure of the
neighbourhood.
Not depending on genetic granularity, migration or merging, and complete or
partial topologies, the question has to be addressed, which classifiers are selected to
participate in cooperation. In other words, which individuals are good enough to be
exchanged?
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The choice of the Michigan approach poses different problems. The fitness value
F of a classifier depends on the overall population, a classifier belongs to. Thus, this
value is not an absolute measure of the classifier’s utility. I. e., a good classifier may
not be useful in every population, when it is exchanged. A consequence could be
that a set of classifiers is exchanged and not only a single classifier. If a classifier
belongs to a cooperating subset (a multi-step chain of classifiers) and is migrated
as a single classifier from one population to another one, then it may not find any
cooperating classifiers in the new population. Hence, the migrated classifier will not
be chosen and will be replaced after some time. Moreover, cooperation happens
without effect on convergence and learning speed. In other words, to be effective the
cooperation among LCSs should preserve the cooperation among classifiers (which
are part of one set).
The relationship between cooperation and premature convergence is also worth
mentioning. High interaction frequency or large numbers of migrated classifiers
forces premature convergence. Both effect diversity among the affected populations.
Moreover, the import of a large number of classifiers may result in instability, since
the internal structure of a population is drastically changed.
The discussion highlights the diverse problems, when classifiers are exchanged
among populations. It seems to be the designer’s choice to speed up the learning
process and to preserve the stability of an LCS using a cooperation strategy. Thus,
promising related work on the multi-agent learning approach is summarised in the
following.
Related Work Concerning the Multi-Agent Learning Approach
In [BSBW05, BSBW07], different classifier migration mechanisms are investigated to
improve learning speed in comparison to equivalent single-agent learning approaches.
Improvements in learning speed are demonstrated on the 20-bit, the 37-bit, and
the 70-bit multiplexer problem using an island model as the basic rule migrating
mechanism. Studies have been conducted on one hand with a simple accuracy-based
derivative of XCS, which is named YCS [Bul05], and on the other hand with a simple
payoff-based LCS, which seems to be equal to the zeroth-level classifier system (ZCS)
[Wil94].
With some predefined probability, some fraction of the population is chosen, based
on fitness, to be migrated. A recipient LCS is chosen at random from the other
ensemble members. The recipient inserts the new rules into its population. Thus, as
in island model systems, the learning process is augmented by the influx of diverse
classifiers selected based on their good (local) fitness to be used in further search by
a given LCS. This is opposed to purely relying upon the standard stochastic search
operators.
The effects from varying the rate, at which rule migrating occurs, and the amount
of rules then shared have been examined in a scenario of ten agents on the multiplexer
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problem and have shown that rule sharing is beneficial. Furthermore, a niche-based
rule migrating mechanism is investigated, where migration is only applied within
the current action set when the average number of system cycles since the last rule
migrating in the set is larger than a predefined threshold. If this condition is true, a
single rule will be chosen according to the fitness using the standard roulette-wheel
selection, before being inserted into the population of another member of the ensemble
as described above. Again, this only occurs on explore trials. Investigations on the
different multiplexer problems have also shown that time necessary to reach optimal
behaviour is reduced. When task difficulty increases (37-bit and 70-bit multiplexer
problem), it could be shown that an increase in the relative difference in performance
is obtained by the rule migration scheme; the speed up is better than linear here.
In multi-agent scenarios, where the environment is highly dynamic, where infor-
mation is limited, where response is immediately required, where agents cooperate
to reach a common goal, and where agent’s specialisation is necessary, other rule
migration and rule reuse mechanisms may be needed to increase the learning speed
and to keep the agent’s diversity, respectively. Thus, a more complex mechanism is
provided in [LTSK06, TNS02, TTS01].
Agents administrate local/individual learned populations on one hand, and con-
tribute to global/shared rule sets on the other hand. In multi-agent scenarios, this
may be useful, when agents have to cooperate with and contribute to their local
behaviour to a global goal fulfilling different roles. In dynamic environments, agents
have to cope with changes, which require different behaviour. This corresponds to
different roles an agent can take. Global rule sets, which contain the whole knowledge
of all agents, are stored on a centralised node (or with redundancy on every agent). In
[TTS01], the idea of so-called organisational-learning oriented classifiers is presented.
All classifiers of all agents are stored on every agent and are used to administrate
different roles of agent’s behaviours. Thus, classifier sets can be shared and reused be-
tween the different agents. This rule reuse mechanism depends on the local situation
of an agent and specially on the task, which is fulfilled by this agent. In [TNS02],
the organisational-learning oriented LCS is investigated on a space shuttle crew task
scheduling problem (similar to a job-shop scheduling problem under hard resource
constraints) as a real world application. It demonstrates robustness in finding good
solutions at small computational costs, even after disturbances occur.
In [BN06], another cooperative multi-agent learning approach using LCSs is
investigated, where agents aim at learning the same rules as the others and where
agents attract other agents to an unexplored region in the search space. The idea is
that agents learn until a consensus between the agents is reached, which means, e. g.,
that all agents have the same opinion on a classification problem. Since agents attract
each other an action-reaction-effect may appear, which leads to an equilibrium status.
This effect is implemented using direct communication between the agents, on one
hand a result-based cooperation is established and on the other hand a rule exchange
mechanism is used. At each learning cycle a sample from the learning set is given
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to all agents. Every agent tries to classify this sample and decides, which action to
chose. Each agent sends its chosen action to all other agents. Thus, an agent can
compare the decisions of the other agents with its own decision. If the degree of
agreement between the other agents and itself is greater than a predefined threshold,
agents will have the same knowledge and can stop learning on this sample since
an equilibrium status is reached. The second cooperation mechanism is based on
knowledge sharing. When an agent receives a sample and covering should occur,
since no knowledge exists (no classifier of the population matches the given sample),
an agent asks other agents for help. When another agent receives such a request and
can provide the needed help, it responds with the needed classifier.
A similar rule exchange mechanism is also investigated in [EE99] and focusses
on distributed elitism. Pittsburgh style LCSs are used to learn the control of nine
junctions in a Manhattan network. Each junction is realised as one (homogeneous)
agent and agents exchange best classifiers using a centralised pool. The pool is filled
with the best individuals of each agent, where best means the global strength of each
agent. Then, the redistribution occurs according to rules. The worst agents take the
best individuals from the pool and the best agents take the worst of the best of the
pool. Experimental results show that distributed elitism provides robust learning in
the case of changing traffic flows.
Since cooperation in multi-agent scenarios is not only limited to rule migration
and rule merging, other approaches using LCSs are introduced in short.
Other Multi-Agent Learning Approaches
Another multi-agent learning approach adopting a Michigan style LCS for each agent
is presented in [SCK95]. The simulation uses a simple ring-game environment with
eight agents, where each agent has two neighbours, one on the left hand side, another
on the right hand side. At each time step all agents are active and all agents are
allowed to observe the actions of their direct neighbours. Depending on a predefined
observation horizon an agent is able to observe the number of played games (as
state representation of a classifier). Furthermore, all agents simultaneously have to
generate an action according to their current decision policy and receive a reward
from the game environment at each time step. Then, two experimental studies are
compared, one with reward shaping among neighbours as local cooperation strategy,
the other one without reward shaping. Reward shaping defines a mechanism that a
reward, which is achieved in response to an action, is passed to the two agents in
the local neighbourhood. The results suggest in the case of this investigated game
with limited interactions (i. e., where states of a game are defined in terms of actions
executed by neighbouring agents) that reward shaping results in better convergence
properties to the global maximum payoff point.
In [HF02b, HF02a], XCS is investigated for modelling social problems. E. g., the El
Farol bar problem [Art94] is introduced, where agents learn in parallel a cooperative
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behaviour in studies of ten up to hundred individuals. The El Farol bar problem
is based on a bar that weekly offers entertainment. But, the place inside the bar is
small and uncomfortable, if overcrowded, and boring, if not full. Thus, a comfort
threshold is defined, at the number of people, which makes the place an enjoyable
one. Now, the agents have to decide, based on their local strategies, whether or not
to go to the bar each week. If an agent decides to go to the bar and the comfort
threshold is not exceeded, then the agent will be rewarded. Additionally, if an agent
decides to stay at home and the threshold is exceeded, then it will be rewarded, too.
Otherwise an agent is not rewarded. Different global reward functions are compared
that differ in their influence on a cooperative vs. selfish agent behaviour. Thus, this
work proves the feasibility of using XCS in a multi-agent scenario, where agents
learn to adapt to a complex environment. The focus is not on rule exchange or profit
sharing to enhance convergence, but instead global reward functions are investigated.
In [ITS05], a simplified multi-agent soccer game is investigated, where one or
two XCS agents have to learn to kick a ball against zero or one randomly moving
opponents. The goal is reached, when the ball is kicked over the vertical line of the
right or the left side of the 5 × 9 grid-world. The agents have limited sensors to
observe teammates in the upper, lower, left, and right direction, and also sensors to
observe the ball, respectively. Learning in this cooperative multi-agent scenario is
not improved by rule sharing, but instead by a kind of reward/profit sharing. If a
team consisting of two agents gets a goal, a reward of 1.0 will be given to the agent,
which kicks the ball last, and 0.9 will be given to the other.
Concluding Remarks on the Multi-Agent Learning Approach
LCSs have been investigated on manifold problems. However, their drawback of
learning speed has not often been solved. Specially, research on LCSs in the context
of cooperative multi-agent scenarios seems to be open for more research. Cooperation
has been presented as rule migration and rule merging mechanisms. Moreover,
cooperation has been achieved through local reward shaping or global reward functions.
Accordingly, the capabilities of multi-agent based LCSs have not consistently and
comprehensively been investigated yet. Due to this lack of cumulative processes
of proposed ideas, it has been difficult to determine the applicable ranges of these
manifold approaches. This dilemma prevents industry from employing such ideas
for given problems, which is a serious problem, when research results should be
transferred to real engineering techniques. To overcome this problem step by step,
more research is certainly needed on problems, which do not fulfil the Markov
property. Then, it could hopefully be shown that LCSs have the following potential:
Generality to show a good performance on more real world problems, scalability to
maintain the same level of performance in large-scale problems, and high performance,
which corresponds to better results than could be achieved with traditional LCSs.
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5.6 Level 2 and Another Covering Method
Since speeding up the learning behaviour of LCSs is in the focus of this thesis,
another approach is introduced in the following. The proposed idea adopts the
generic observer/controller architecture from the viewpoint of LCSs.
level 1
environment
C     A   ρ  ε  F
#011 : 01   43  .01  99
11## : 00   32  .13    9
#0## : 11   14  .05  52
001# : 01   27  .24    3
#0#1 : 11   18  .02  92
1#01 : 10   24  .17  15
…
0100 : 00 10  .0  0.01
0100 : 10 10  .0  0.01
0100 : 01 10  .0  0.01












(a) XCS with covering on level 1
level 1
environment
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#011 : 01   43  .01  99
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0100 : 01 10 .0  0.01















00, 10, 01, 11 experience
(b) Covering uses an simulation model on level 2
Figure 5.6: Two-level learning architecture is applied to an XCS
As depicted in Figure 5.2, two discovery mechanisms coexist in an LCS. The
genetic operators are inspired by evolution and have been mentioned in Section 5.3.4.
The other mechanism, so-called covering, is not inspired by evolution. Covering
will generally occur, when the minimal number of different actions that must be
present in a match set [M ] is not achieved. This mechanism provides classifiers for
every possible action, whose condition matches the detected situation. In general,
the action is randomly chosen. When the parameter, which controls covering, is set
to the available number of different actions, full covering takes place. A classifier
generated by covering can be directly added to the population, since it must differ
from all current classifiers. The default value of the covering operator of the XCS
reference implementation [But00] is equal to the number of available actions, in
other words, full covering takes place. In the example depicted in Figure 5.6(a),
the input value 0100 coming from the detectors is not known to the population.
Thus, full covering generates new classifiers in the case of all possible actions (00,
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10, 01, and 11) and introduces these classifiers to the match set [M ]. New covered
classifiers are initialised with default prediction, prediction error, and fitness values.
These default values are often badly initialised and many reinforcement learning
cycles are necessary to adapt these predefined default values. The inherent problem
is that little is known about new classifiers. The LCS randomly covers missing
condition-action-mappings and evaluates this relationship by trial and error on the
real problem.
In Section 4.3 the organic two-level learning architecture has been introduced to
overcome this trial and error behaviour using a simulation model on level 2. Thereby,
it has been argued that an agent can test and compare different actions off-line, and
thus can plan its next actions without actually acting in the environment. This
approach has the advantage that testing potentially bad strategies does not occur
in the real world, which can initiate tremendous costs and cause the system to fail
permanently.
Thus, it seems possible to extend the default covering operator and to add some
kind of off-line planning, as depicted in Figure 5.6(b). When covering occurs, new
classifiers are evaluated through simulation on level 2 and initialised through this
simulated experience instead of worse default initialisations. Since model-based
planning is always limited by the necessary simplifications made in the model,
the best action with respect to the model is not necessarily the best action with
respect to the real world. However, investigations, as presented here, are limited to
simulated scenarios and therefore, the model on level 2 is equal to the real (simulated)
world. This new mechanism is investigated in Section 6.2.4, experimental results are
presented in Section 8.4.
5.7 Summary
This chapter has introduced the idea of learning as part of an organic controller.
Many machine learning techniques coexist that are applicable on the controller’s side
to implement its proposed functionalities. Thus, a limited view on LCSs has been
presented, because they fit well into the observer/controller framework.
Since LCSs have drawbacks in learning speed, the idea of parallel LCSs is explained.
Different approaches of parallelism are discussed that depend on the instance that is
suitable for learning. A single-agent learns on its own and parallelism on a single-
agent is limited to a parallel implementation or task decomposition. A learning
problem is decomposed into sub-problems that are solved in parallel. The multi-agent
learning approach is based on the idea of several independent LCSs that work in
parallel on the same learning problem. Moreover, these independent LCSs cooperate
by sharing their learned knowledge. Experimental results will specially focus on
the single-agent learning approach. Furthermore, the two-level learning architecture
proposes another learning approach to speed up learning, which combines on-line
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learning and off-line planning capabilities. In the following chapter, test scenarios






In order to evaluate the proposed observer/controller architecture as a framework
to build organic systems and specially the learning task as part of the controller,
some simple test scenarios are required for demonstration of the achievements. To
allow for a generalisation of the results, the test scenarios should exhibit a variety of
emergent phenomena. On the other hand, they should be rather simple to implement
and easy to understand.
This chapter starts with a general introduction to the area of multi-agent systems
in Section 6.1 and summarises concepts that have been achieved by other scientists
(concerning the aspect of learning). The (quick) reader’s thought can concentrate
on the nature-inspired chicken scenario in Section 6.2, which is in the focus of
most experiments, as presented in Chapter 8. Other test scenarios, as described
in Section 6.3, only serve as a pool of inspiration. Experimental results of these
scenarios are directly summarised in Section 6.3.
6.1 Multi-Agent Systems
In order to live, man must act; in order to act, he must make choices;
in order to make choices, he must define a code of values; in order to
define a code of values, he must know what he is and where he is – i. e.,
he must know his own nature (including his means of knowledge) and the
nature of the universe, in which he acts... (Ayn Rand)
In general, for less than two decades distributed artificial intelligence has existed as
a sub-field of artificial intelligence and is mainly characterised by systems that consists
of multiple independent entities that interact with each other in a domain. Multi-
agent systems [Woo02] are an emerging research field, which provides principles for
construction of complex systems consisting of multiple agents. In the same way, multi-
agent systems offer mechanisms for cooperation and/or coordination of independent
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agents’ behaviour. Thus, it is assumed that an agent acts in an environment and
is considered to be an entity, e. g., a robot, with objectives, personal/individual
actions, and private knowledge – since there is no generally accepted definition of
agent [RN02]. The way an agent (inter-) acts in the observed environment or with
other agents in the environment respectively is called the agent’s behaviour.
It has several advantages to concentrate on multi-agent systems as a possible
domain of test scenarios for research on OC systems. Reasons for that are shortly
listed in the following.
• OC requires multi-agent technologies. In particular, OC systems consists of
a number of (homogeneous or heterogeneous) components with different (or
possible conflicting) objectives. These components interact and communicate
with each other in a self-organised way and form together the SuOC, which
is controlled regarding to some higher objectives. Technical components act
in an environment and this dynamics can be observed by other components.
In addition to the uncertainty of sensing the other components, a technical
component can affect the environment and other components in unpredictable
ways. Multi-agent systems seem to be an adequate approach for the design
and engineering of such dynamically changing OC systems. This relieves
studying the resulting emergent behaviour. Each component could be modelled
as a single-agent, which reflects its own capabilities and priorities. Then, a
multi-agent system is needed to handle the interactions between the different
sub-systems. Furthermore, the collective, collaborative, or emergent behaviour
is studied using multi-agent simulations.
• A common objective of OC systems is the capability to maintain a reasonable
system performance by adapting to different situations in case of disturbances
occurring in the environment. The standard notion for this issue is robustness.
The requirement to modify the behaviour because of certain changes in system
objectives would correspond to the notion of flexibility.
Robustness has different meanings depending on the context. Typical definitions
include the ability of a system to maintain its functionality even in the presence
of changes in their internal structure or external environment [CNSW00], or the
degree, to which a system is insensitive to effects that have not been explicitly
considered in the design [SL90]. In engineering, robust design generally means
that the design is capable of functioning correctly, (or, at the very minimum,
not failing completely) under a large range of conditions. It is also often related
to manufacturing tolerances, and the corresponding literature is immense,
see [Tag92]. In scheduling, robustness of a plan generally means that it can be
executed and will lead to satisfying results despite changes in the environment




Robustness in multi-agent systems can be achieved by having redundant agents.
If control and responsibilities are sufficiently shared among different agents,
the system will tolerate failures by one or more agents. A single point of failure
may not occur.
• OC systems are no monolithic systems. Since they are compositions of many
components, they can flexibly adapt to new situations and changing environ-
ments. Multi-agent systems are inherently modular. Therefore, it should be
easier to add new agents with different capabilities to an environment than
adding new capabilities to a monolithic system. Thus, being scalable is an
advantage that can be used in OC systems.
• From the viewpoint of a programmer’s perspective the modularity of multi-
agent systems can lead to simpler programming. A programmer can identify
subtasks and can assign these subtasks to different/distributed agents, which
decreases the complexity of the whole task on the one hand and speed up
possibly a system’s operation by providing a method for parallel computation
on the other hand. Several independent tasks could be handled by separate
agents that run in parallel on different machines. Multi-agent systems support
modularity, parallelism, and distribution.
• Finally, multi-agent systems are often used as test scenarios to validate concepts
before engineering real world applications and systems. Therefore, they have
benefits in terms of the work/cost ratio. This cost effectiveness is not a specific
characteristic in the domain of OC systems, but rather a general advantage.
The remainder of this general overview about multi-agent systems follows in its
argumentation the work done in [HTP+05, SV00], and highlights, how multi-agent
systems are often used to build complex systems.
However, many possible ways exist to divide and characterise research that has been
done in the field of multi-agent systems, see [Dec87, Les95, Par96]. The overview,
as presented in the following, is limited and organised along to main dimensions –
agent heterogeneity and amount of communication among the agents. Thus, it starts
with the simplest multi-agent scenario, homogeneous and non-communicating agents,
followed by a summary of the full range of possible multi-agent systems, through
highly heterogeneous and communicating agents. Thereby, communication is not
described as the aspect of communication protocols that are available to the agents.
It characterises the degree of communication between the agents. E. g., do the agents
directly communicate with each other? Or do they not? Furthermore, communication
may be limited to a local neighbourhood, where agents only communicate with agents
that act in a limited visibility range. Global communication is also possible.
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6.1.1 The Predator/Prey Example
As an example of a multi-agent approach, the predator/prey domain is an appropriate
example that has successfully been studied in a variety of instantiations. It does
not serve as a complex real world domain, but as a test scenario for demonstrating
and evaluating manifold research ideas. Introduced by [BJD86], researchers have
investigated different instantiations of its original formulation in the context of
different application areas. Usually, the predator/prey domain is studied with four
predators and one prey acting in a two-dimensional grid-world. However, different
numbers of predators and preys are possible. Both, predator and prey, can move
typically into four different directions – north, east, south, and west. Additionally,
diagonal instead of horizontal moves are a possible variation. Mostly, predators follow
a capturing strategy as a goal, while the prey randomly moves or stays still with a
certain probability in order to simulate slower movements than the predators. An
active escaping strategy, where the prey adapts and learns its behaviour, may also be
possible. A cell of the two-dimensional grid-world can only be occupied by one agent.
Worlds with other shapes as spaces (e. g., hexagons) or continuous/toroidal worlds
without edges (predators and prey can move off one end of the world and come back
on another end) are possible. The predators try to capture the prey in such a way
that the prey cannot move to an unoccupied position. If the grid world has edges, it
might be possible that fewer than four predators can catch the prey by surrounding
the prey against an edge of obstacles or in a corner of the world. Other parameters
of the predator/prey domain are: Do the agents move simultaneously or successively
– one after the other? Is the local view of an agent limited or does an agent see
the whole environment? And last, but not least, is direct communication between
the agents allowed? While predators and prey(s) have limited actions and follow
well defined objectives, the predator/prey domain is simple to understand, easy to
implement, and flexible enough to demonstrate a range of different scenarios, which
have been emerged over the past decades. The general approach of the predator/prey
example, the possibility to customise and adopt the scenario to manifold applications,
or the widespread experience that is documented, not only in multi-agent literature,
result in the assumption that the predator/prey example can be used as a valid
testbed for OC scenarios.
6.1.2 Homogeneous and Non-Communicating Agents
In homogeneous and non-communicating environments all agents have the same
structure, which consists of same goals, sensors, actions, and domain knowledge.
Agents follow the same objectives. They have the same procedure for selecting the
next action/movement, but they decide on their own. Agents do not communicate
with each other directly. They only differ in their sensory inputs and the actions
they take in their individual situations, respectively. Thus, agents have limited
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information about each other’s internal state and sensory input. Moreover, they
may not be able to predict each other’s actions. As illustrated in Figure 6.1(a),
the homogeneous and non-communicating version of the predator/prey example is
characterised by one identical agent per predator.
The dominant characteristic of homogeneous and non-communicating environments
is that agents have different sensor input and effector output, since they are identical
in their structure. Based on the position in the environment and the local observation
the agents decide on their own, which actions to take. If all agents act as a unit,
they will essentially show the behaviour of a single-agent. In other words, different
effector output serves as a necessary condition for multi-agent systems. In order
to realise this difference in output, homogeneous agents must have different sensor
input as well. Otherwise they will show an identical behaviour.
6.1.3 Heterogeneous and Non-Communicating Agents
Heterogeneous agents combine the advantage of having a great deal of potential power
being heterogeneous with the drawback of having more complexity (in developing
and controlling heterogeneity in such systems). Agents might be heterogeneous in a
number of different ways. Similar to the homogeneous case, the agents are differently
situated in the environment, which causes them to have different sensory inputs
and necessitates taking different actions. Moreover, they could differ in goals, in
actions, or in domain knowledge. As explained in Section 6.1.6, agents can show a
cooperative or a competitive behaviour. Even if agents follow different goals, they
will cooperatively act to each other’s goals, or they will compete and will actively
try to inhibit each other.
Figure 6.1(b) depicts a heterogeneous and non-communicating predator/prey
scenario, where every predator is controlled by a separate agent. It is shown that
agents differ in goals, actions, and domain knowledge (every agent has a different
colour, which denotes this context) and cannot be subsumed by one identical agent.
Additionally, the prey can be modelled as a single-agent with a different goal compared
to the predators’ goal.
As described in [SV00], numerous issues arise in this scenario and deal with
topics like cooperation vs. competition, static vs. learning agents (problem of credit-
assignment), or modelling of other agent’s goals, actions, and knowledge.
6.1.4 Homogeneous and Communicating Agents
In this third category, multi-agent systems with directly communicating agents
are described. Communication is not interpreted as simply part of an agent’s
interaction repertoire with the environment. Equipped with communication skills,
agents have the ability to coordinate much more effectively than they would act
without communicating with each other, even if communication introduces several
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challenges. As in the homogeneous and non-communicating case, the predators are
identical agents except that they are differently situated in the environment and that
they can directly communicate with other agents. From a practical point of view,
communication might be realised as broadcast, as posting on a blackboard for all to


























(d) Predators are heterogeneous and communi-
cate with each other
Figure 6.1: Variants of the predator/prey example, see [SV00]
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As illustrated in Figure 6.1(c), communication creates new possibilities in the
predator/prey scenario. In a scenario having only one prey, the prey cannot profit
from communication. But, the predators can exchange information and more effective
capturing strategies can emerge.
In Section 6.2, a nature-inspired multi-agent scenario is described that belongs to
this category of homogeneous and communicating multi-agent scenarios. Certainly,
OC focusses on the problem of increasing complexity in technical scenarios, and
it is admitted that this nature-inspired chicken scenario has no obvious technical
relevance on its own. But, this scenario can also be seen as an instance of the
predator/prey example with a more technical background, where e. g., robots explore
unknown environments, robots observe and control other robots, or autonomous
swimming robots operate in inner harbours and clean the water from oilslick using
swarming techniques. The resulting problem of clustering, see Section 6.2, where all
agents move and meet at one place of the two-dimensional grid world, is a general
problem from the investigated point of view and does not only depend on the selected
application domain.
6.1.5 Heterogeneous and Communicating Agents
Heterogeneous and communicating agents in the predator/prey example are shown
in Figure 6.1(d). The agents can differ in any number of ways, including the
sensors, the goals, the actions, and the domain knowledge. These heterogeneous and
communicating multi-agent systems can be very complex and powerful. They reflect
the full power of multi-agent systems.
6.1.6 Cooperative and Competitive Multi-Agent Learning
The presented categories above do not cope in detail with the issue of cooperation
and competition in multi-agent learning scenarios. Thus and following the reasoning
of [HTP+05], two major types of cooperative and competitive multi-agent learning
approaches should be added – which may result in a third dimension of categorisation
of multi-agent systems in addition to degrees of heterogeneity and communication.
Main concepts are only summarised, and the link between multi-agent systems
and (evolutionary) game theory [Smi82] is skipped, which is a common standard of
modelling cooperative and competitive multi-agent behaviour.
In cooperative learning systems agents pursue a common goal and the group utility
is maximised. Designers of multi-agent systems are free to design (cooperative) agents.
The algorithm that learns the cooperative agent’s behaviour is fully controlled. Thus,
extensive knowledge of the system can explicitly be built into the agents, which can
always anticipate and expect cooperative behaviour and good intentions from other
agents.
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In comparison, agents in competitive multi-agent scenarios are solely focused on
maximising their own utility having selfish goals. Competitive settings are often
created by separate designers, where all affected parties try to achieve their own goals.
As a result, cooperation between selfish agents seems to be a more difficult and risky
task. A designer of competitive agents must also expend effort in considering the
types of exploitive behaviour that will be encountered. This increases the range of
strategies the agents can choose and the complexity of programming and controlling
competitive settings.
Cooperative Team Learning
Cooperative team learning summarises approaches, where a single-agent searches
for new behaviours for the entire team of agents. Such approaches are equal to
traditional machine learning techniques and straightforward, but they have unsolved
scalability problems within increasing team sizes. Team learning can be divided into
homogeneous and purely-heterogeneous team learning (the aspect of communication
is skipped). Homogeneous agents develop a single-agent behaviour that is used by
every individual. A single behaviour of every agent drastically reduces the search
space of new rules and is well studied for cellular automata [MCD96]. Purely-
heterogeneous agents (e. g., typical in the case of robotic soccer) learn a unique
behaviour for each agent. This has the advantage of agent specialisation, and the
disadvantage of a larger search space.
Cooperative Concurrent Learning
Reducing the joint search space into n separate spaces, multiple concurrent agents
search for new behaviours, and every agent has its own learning process to modify
its behaviour. This field requires new learning methods, because multiple learning
agents make the environment dynamic, and this is contrary to the assumptions of
most traditional machine learning algorithms (which is also known as the Markov
property, see Section 5.3.2). Concurrent learners adapt their behaviour depending
on other adapting agents, and they have no control on this process of coadaptation.
Even the agents’ own adaptation to the dynamically changing environment can
change the environment itself. This makes learning complex and divides research of
concurrent learning into three research areas: Firstly, the credit assignment problem
(How to divide team reward among the individuals?), secondly, the dynamics of
learning (How to cope with the problem of coadaptation?), and thirdly, modelling of
other agents (How to model other agents to improve collaboration?).
Competitive Learning
Competitive multi-agent learning systems are characterised by agents, which do not
share the goal to work together. The overall utility of all agents is not in the focus
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of these systems. The agents compete, they have their own, possibly conflicting
goals, and they search for local optimisation. Competitive agents are often used in
business scenarios, where negotiation and auctioning play a role between competing
companies or autonomous departments within bigger organisations.
Competitive multi-agent scenarios are based on the principles known from the
field of economics, where game theory is broadly used to mathematically analyse
the strategies of competing players. Typically, research has covered scenarios coping
with e-commerce, market-based games, markets and market mechanisms, auctions,
or matrix games.
6.1.7 Concluding Remarks
Multi-agent scenarios have been used widespread and successful in research. Therefore,
the use of multi-agent scenarios is anticipated in order to evaluate the proposed
observer/controller architecture. Especially, this thesis is interested in and focus on
the learning task of the controller.
Evaluating the observer/controller architecture completely, all variants of this
architecture, as proposed in Section 4.4, have to be tested in all mentioned multi-agent
categories starting with a scenario of homogeneous and non-communicating agents,
and tackling then the full range of possible multi-agent systems, through highly
heterogeneous and communicating agents. Since this may be overwhelming, the
investigations are started with the case of applying the centralised observer/controller
architecture to homogeneous and communicating agents.
6.2 Chicken Simulation
The multi-agent system described below and used for the experimental validation of
the observer/controller architecture in Chapter 8 is inspired by nature and shows
clustering from a macroscopic point of view as an emergent behaviour of local
interactions. The simulation reproduces the collective cannibalistic behaviour of
densely housed chickens in cages and tries to explain the unwanted behaviour of
clustering, also known as feather pecking [BA84, JPF06, RKE+08, RvB+04]. This
behaviour is frequently observed, when a chicken is wounded. Moreover, it leads to a
major loss of animals (up to 50% of the animals).
If chickens perceive a wounded chicken, they will chase this chicken and pick on it,
until it dies [MRB+07]. Chasing and picking wounded chickens leads to the emergent
building of chicken swarms (or clusters), see Figure 6.2. A swarm disperses, when
the wounded chicken is killed. The emergent behaviour is spatial, but swarms move
over time. This is a case of negative, i. e., undesired, emergence.
While simulating this behaviour, order patterns emerge as expected in form of
chicken swarms. Currently, in agriculture these patterns are interpreted by human
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(a) No cluster (a chasing situation) (b) A cluster situation
Figure 6.2: Snapshots of the chicken simulation: Unwounded chickens are white, wounded chickens
are dark (red), and feeding troughs are represented by four bigger (yellow) circles.
experts. But, from the viewpoint of OC it is the goal to observe, classify, and
control (global and macroscopic) system behaviour automatically. To achieve this
goal and to reduce the chicken death rate, the observer/controller paradigm is used,
as introduced in detail in Chapter 4. A quantified context of the underlying system
is reported to the controller, which evaluates the situation and reacts with adequate
control actions to disperse chicken swarms or to prevent their formation.
Referring to Section 6.1.4, the organic approach is evaluated in a homogeneous
and communicating predator/prey example, where healthful chickens (predators)
search and chase wounded chickens (preys). To be a predator or prey depends on
the individual energy level of each chicken, as outlined in Section 6.2.1. It is a
scenario with communicating agents, since chickens know about the internal state of
all chickens in their local neighbourhood. As explained in the following, a chicken
can be a following chicken, which means that it perceives a wounded chicken and
other chickens follow this following chicken.
The scenario has been taken from an interdisciplinary research cooperation between
the Leibniz Universität Hannover and the University of Veterinary Medicine Hannover.
In its first implementation without an organic observer/controller architecture the
multi-agent scenario shows that very simple local rules suffice to explain the global
complex behaviour and reproduces the swarming behaviour well known from nature,
see [Ost04, von05]. The simulation followed the goal to assign the nature behaviour to
a technical multi-agent scenario, which is explainable by human beings. A snapshot
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of this Eurovent1 simulation is presented in Figure 6.3. But, the outlined original
simulation programme does simply simulate a chicken population showing clustering
behaviour without providing any means for the user to intervene in the course of
the simulation. Within the limits of this thesis, the existing simulation programme
has been rebuilt and extended to incorporate additional functionality. The scenario
has been uncoupled from the nature context and OC research questions have been
focussed. The major requested modifications are listed in the following.
Figure 6.3: An Eurovent cage with 60 chickens
• Controlling and learning to control the unwanted behaviour of the chickens a
control mechanism has been implemented, which bases on the generic obser-
ver/controller architecture. Even if both, an observer and a controller, were
implemented, the focus will be on the controller’s side, specially on the (on-line)
learning task using LCSs.
• The observer should be able to recognise and to quantify clustering. The
quantification is necessary, because it is the prerequisite for the interventions
of the controller. Additionally, the observer is provided with the capability to
predict the near future. This ability presumes either the existence of a system
model within the observer or competence to approximate the future course
of the system. Work on the observer’s side is shortly described and for more
details the interested reader might have a closer look at [Mni09].
• The controller should be able to intervene somehow in the course of the system,
if clustering is detected by the observer. Interventions of the controller or its
control strategies should reduce clustering and as a direct consequence the
number of killed chickens should decrease.
Implementing an observer/controller architecture on top of the chickens creates an
instrument to observe the development of clustering in the system in a quantitative
1http://www.bigdutchman.de
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way (i. e., to measure clustering). On the other hand, controlling the clustering
behaviour improves the whole system performance. System performance is expressed
in terms of life times and number of killed chickens. The observer and the controller
have to satisfy the general guidelines of OC. Thus, these components are realised
with respect to certain constraints, which are mainly the properties of the generic
observer/controller architecture.
• The controller should never be a centralised authority, as known from classical
and centrally organised control systems. Therefore, the interventions of the
controller have only a guiding nature (the autonomy of the agents is not
compromised). In Section 6.2.4 these interventions are described in detail.
• Ordinary operation of the chickens should be guaranteed, if observer and
controller are turned off. This constraint results from the principle that the
chickens (i. e., the SuOC) do not rely on the actions of the controller. Most
certainly, the number of killed chickens will increase in absence of the controller,
however, the agents are able to fulfil their strategy further on, where they are
explicitly programmed for.
6.2.1 Agent Behaviour
It should be mentioned that the notions of agent or chicken have the same meaning in
the here presented context. The item chicken is used in analogy to the nature-inspired
paradigm and abstract from the animal to presume that the single chicken is an
autonomous technical agent, which shows no life of its own and instead reacts as
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In the simulation, every chicken can move to eight different directions (north, north-
east, east, south-east, south, south-west, west, and north-west) at the speed of one
movement per simulation tick. A chicken is characterised by the attributes heading,
position (x-, y-coordinates), and energy/vital force. As depicted in Figure 6.4, a
chicken is directed by a predefined fixed finite state machine and it will be influenced
by the behaviour of other chickens in its local neighbourhood or by changes in the
environment, e. g., noise that frightens the chickens, see Section 6.2.4. Chickens are
considered as autonomous agents with simple fixed rules and local goals, they aim to
survive as long as possible, and they are attracted by wounded conspecifics.
Whether a chicken is wounded or not depends on its personal energy level. Five
different internal states of a chicken have been defined – the scenario has been
simplified and the effects of food have been blinded out. Because of this the finite
state machine, as pointed out in Figure 6.4, is quite simple.
Idle – In this state a chicken is not wounded. The chicken moves according
to a simple mobility model, is initially placed at a random position in
the cage, a two-dimensional grid, and randomly chooses a new position
to move to in its direct neighbourhood. Arrived at its destination the
chicken chooses another random destination for the next simulation
step. One simulation step is characterised by a movement from one
field to another one in the direct neighbourhood. Typically, a chicken
can choose its new position from a set of eight possible positions.
Alternatively, it stays, where it is.
Follower – A chicken will move to this state, if a wounded chicken or a following
chicken is perceived (the distance to this chicken is lower than a fixed
perception horizon given as simulation parameter, see Table 6.1). Then
the chicken tries to get as near as possible to the wounded (or the
following) chicken using the Euclidean distance. If it is immediately
close to the wounded chicken, it will begin to pick on it (and the
wounded chicken will loose energy).
Wounded – A chicken will get to the wounded state, if its energy level passes a
threshold that is lower than a given energy level, which is set by a
simulation parameter, see Table 6.1. In this case, the wounded chicken
tries to escape attacks, it maximises the distance between itself and the
chickens in its direct neighbourhood, and the energy level will increase
with each tick of the simulation, only if it is not picked.
Frightened – A chicken will be frightened, if it is confronted with noise. It moves as
fast as possible (one field per simulation step) outside the fields that
are affected by noise. If the chicken has been in the state of a follower,
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Table 6.1: Parameters of the chicken simulation
Number of agents 40
Size of the two-dimensional grid 30× 30 fields
Simulation time Varied (maximal 1 000 000 ticks)
Generation of wounded chickens Every 60 ticks, after a wounded chicken
is killed or healed
Maximal energy level in the case of a
wounded chicken
100 energy units
Energy level of a randomly generated
wounded chicken
70–80 energy units, which are uniformly
distributed
Energy lost per received pick One energy unit
Healing rate One energy unit/tick
Radius of the perception horizon of a
chicken
15 fields
Number of moving directions Eight plus one (stay at position)
Disturbance duration of a chicken after
a controller intervention
Five ticks
Number of feeding troughs Four
it will try to maximise the distance between the wounded chicken and
itself.
Disturbed – After leaving the noise affected fields a chicken changes to the disturbed
state for a fixed duration, see Table 6.1. A chicken does not react to
wounded chickens and randomly moves as it does when being idle.
The simulation environment is set up with the parameters, as listed in Table 6.1.
A scenario of 40 chickens is observed that randomly move on a two-dimensional grid,
which has a dimension of 30× 30 fields, see Figure 6.2. The two-dimensional grid is
limited through the borders on the left, on the top, on the right, and on the bottom
side. Thus, the agents cannot move outside the grid or they cannot move out of the
grid on the right side and enter the grid on the left side (like a torus). If a chicken is
set to a border or it reaches an edge of the playground, it will be obvious that five or
three possible movements are not possible for these special situations.
Each cell of the grid can only be occupied by one agent or by one feeding trough.
The feeding troughs have the function of obstacles. To achieve endless simulation
runs, a new chicken is generated and randomly placed in the cage, when another




6.2.2 General Simulation Structure
As mentioned before, the simulation programme is an implementation of an ob-
server/controller architecture following the generic model. The SuOC is formed
by the chickens moving on the grid. The programme itself runs in form of a loop;
during operation, the loop is cycled once every tick. After programme initialisation
the simulation begins iterating trough the loop. At first, (a) the chickens act, i. e.,
move to another position on the grid or pick a wounded chicken, then (b) the task
of observing starts, and (c) the task of controlling is executed. The focus of the




















Figure 6.5: Operational sequence of the chicken simulation, the contained observing and controlling
steps are shown in Figures 6.7 and 6.12
Before starting the simulation the user is able to turn on or off the observer/con-
troller functionality (via a parameter file). Deactivating the controller does also
deactivate the observer as the monitoring process of the observer is a necessary
prerequisite for the controller. (There exists no functionality for deactivating the
controller only.) As postulated before, the simulation will technically run flawless
without an observer/controller. Of course, there will be more clustering without
an observer/controller. Nevertheless, the simulation is runnable without an obser-
ver/controller. The just outlined course of operations is shown in Figure 6.5. In the
following section the actual implementation of the observer/controller architecture is
introduced.
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system under observation and control (SuOC)
Figure 6.6: The generic architecture is applied to the chicken scenario
6.2.3 Observing the Chickens
The primary task of the observer is to monitor the system behaviour, to aggregate,
and to generate the system parameters based on the current system state. In the
chicken scenario the relevant system state for the controller is mainly determined by
the present degree of clustering, as the controller has to alleviate it. Therefore, the
observer has to measure clustering and quantify it. In the following, the procedures
taking place within the observer as well as the actual parameters being monitored
by the observer are outlined.
The generic observer/controller architecture is applied to the scenario, as depicted
in Figure 6.6. The observer fulfils its task on-line, i. e., the status of all relevant system
components (the chickens) is checked at every simulation tick within the observing
process. For this purpose, the observing process is made up of five steps: Monitoring,
pre-processing, data analysing, predicting, and aggregating. The whole process is
illustrated in Figure 6.7 and explained step by step in the following. E. g., monitoring
is limited to the number of killed chickens, the x-coordinates, the y-coordinates, and


















Figure 6.7: Steps of the observing process
Observation Range
In order to develop metrics to quantify the clustering behaviour of the chickens,
all parameters have to be specified, which can actually be observed and that are
relevant for attaining the objective. However, before the observer is able to monitor
or pre-process raw data, the intended data have firstly retrieved. Data retrieval raises
the question, which parameters of the SuOC can actually be seen by the observer,
i. e., how far does the observer’s visibility range reach? The visibility of parameters
is certainly not a serious constraint in the present straightforward test scenario, but
it could be a rather important factor at more comprehensive real world applications.
The visibility of model parameters to the observer seems to be ambiguous. Within
this test scenario all parameters could be made visible to the observer easily. However,
in real world systems of larger scale such a request would be infeasible in many cases.
E. g., in large collections it may be impossible to observe all components of the SuOC
in detail. There may not be enough sensors, the communication bandwidth may
not be sufficient, the used hardware may not be able to process so much data, the
collection of data would consume too much energy, etc. As described in Section 4.1.1,
it may be necessary to adjust the model of observation in the presence of such
constraints in terms of granularity. In the chicken scenario the parameters, as listed
in Table 6.2, may be observable.
Since Table 6.2 potentially shows all observable parameters, the observer’s view
has been limited in the chicken scenario to some special parameters. These could be
measured by observing the cage with a simple camera from a global point of view,
where the camera is installed above the cage. Such a simple camera would be able
to identify the moving agents, but not to view inside a chicken. The camera has no
information about the individual energy level or the local destination of a chicken.
I. e., the energy value is an intrinsic property of the agents, which is not available to
an external observer. Thus, a camera can only decide, if a chicken is wounded, if a
chicken is killed, or if a chicken is completely healed.
Model parameters like the dimension of the grid or the total number of chickens
will definitely remain constant during operation. Other parameters as the number
of wounded chickens or the position of the agents will vary over time, e. g., when a
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Table 6.2: Observable parameters
Agent parameters Model parameters
Position (x- and y-coordinates) Horizontal and vertical dimension of the
grid (number of fields)
Heading Position of feeding troughs
Energy level Number of feeding troughs
Destination Total number of chickens
... Number of wounded chickens
Number of killed chickens
Position of clusters
Number of involved chickens in a cluster
...
noise signal is applied. It is suggested that these constant parameters will not be
observed, but rather known by the observer, if their observation is desired.
Therefore, in the monitoring task data are collected from the system at a fixed
sampling rate (one data set each simulation tick). As depicted in Figures 6.6 and
6.7, this data set consists of a system-wide attribute (the number of killed chickens
in the last sampling period, denoted with #kc) and of individual attributes of each
chicken (x-coordinate, y-coordinate, and heading).
Observation Functionality
During operation, the observer is ought to measure the current level of clustering
among the chickens. In the chicken scenario the focus on the observer’s side has
strongly been set on a validation of the methods of the data analyser, see Figures 6.6
and 6.7,
The functionality of the pre-processor is reduced to passing the individual parame-
ters to the data analyser and the number of killed chickens to the aggregator. The
data analyser determines the emergence fingerprint of the system by computing the
(relative) emergence indicators (ex, ey, eh) of the collected three chicken attributes
at every simulation tick, as described in more detail in [MMS06] and summarised
in Section 4.1.5. Additionally, the data analyser determines the coordinates of the
population centroid (xc, yc). The results of the data analyser (three emergence
indicators and the population centroid) are passed to the aggregator.
Predicting is an optional step, which has not been investigated in detail. Therefore,
prediction is left out of this thesis. Instead, the reader is referred to [MMS06], where
a trajectory-based prediction method of chicken positions is presented, which can
be used to predict and prevent future unwanted clustering. By extrapolating the
trajectories of the chickens, this prediction method measures the positions of every
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chicken at two consecutive points in time. Based on these two points and the heading
of each chicken the trajectory of a chicken is computed by extending the line between
them, as illustrated in Figure 6.8. This method results in an early indicator of
clustering and allows to react in time.
x
y
v = l / Δt
d = v × τ
Δt := observation period
τ := prediction period
Figure 6.8: Method to predict clustering, see [MMS06]
The aggregator forwards the situation parameters St = (ex, ey, eh, (xc, yc),#kc),
composed of the computed data analyser values and the number of killed chickens,
as a combined vector to the controller. E. g., typical values of the relative emergence
indicator of the x-coordinates can be seen in Figure 6.9.2 The figure shows the trend
for one run of simulation and the recurrence of a cycle is observed that constitutes
of three phases: The formation phase of clustering (the curve increases from values
around 0.25 to 0.6 or higher), a clustering phase (the values oscillate on a high
level), and a dispersion phase (the curve decreases from high level to low level). The
interpolated values show a more exact disjunction of the three phases, as depicted in
Figure 6.10.
During the absence of a wounded chicken, the chickens are uniformly distributed
over the area. When a chicken becomes wounded, a cluster is formed after a short
delay and the emergence indicator increases. After each clustering phase a chicken is
killed, as depicted in Figure 6.11. Then, a short distribution phase follows and a new
2Typical values of the relative emergence indicator of the y-coordinates and the heading are not
presented. However, they show a similar behaviour.
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Figure 6.9: Emergence value of the x-coordinates over time without any control action
cycle begins. E. g., a chicken is killed at time 280. Similarly, a cluster decreasing
phase starts as well as at time 280, see Figures 6.9 and 6.10.
Figure 6.10: Interpolated emergence value of the x-coordinates over time without any control
action
The figures indicate that there is a correlation between the different emergence
indicators, the clustering behaviour of the chickens, and the total number of killed
chickens. Furthermore, the observations suggest that an optimal control intervention




Figure 6.11: Number of killed chickens #kc over time (every peak denotes a killed chicken) without
control action
6.2.4 Controlling the Chickens
After the observer has finished evaluating the current system state including the
unwanted clustering behaviour, the controller becomes active. As stated before,
the task of the controller is to maintain a proper system behaviour. The controller
assesses the system’s situation, based on the information given by the observer.
Afterwards the controller intervenes in the course of the SuOC, whether a control
action is considered as necessary or not.
Like the observer, the controller acts at every tick and the process of controlling
directly starts after the observer has submitted its situation parameters to the
controller. The process consists of a receiving and an action selecting step. Between
these two steps on-line learning and off-line planning may take place. The whole








number of killed chickens
emergence values ex, ey, eh
cluster centroid (xc, yc)
noise signal (dj, ij)
Figure 6.12: Steps of the controlling process
Within the receiving step the controller assesses the situation. Based on the
situation parameters, it will decide, if the situation is in accord with the desired
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course of the system or if it is not. In the present case, the decision is based on
three emergence indicators (ex, ey, eh), reported by the observer, as the task of the
controller is to prevent the clustering behaviour of the chickens (or to minimise the
number of killed chickens). The situation will be considered as undesirable, if the
number of killed chickens drastically increases or if the clustering behaviour surpasses
a certain predefined threshold. Thus, if the observations reach a critical situation,
the controller will intervene using the cluster centroid (xc, yc). If otherwise, the
process of control will come to an end without further intervention. The controller
checks the clustering behaviour every tick, so it will decided at every tick anew,
if interventions have to be started, ended, continued, or to be omitted further on.
Finally, when no learning steps are implemented the action selector step will follow,
if the controller decides to intervene. Within this step the controller performs its
interventions. The actual form of the interventions depends on the implemented
control actions. Different control actions are possible in this chicken scenario.
1. The controller can change the local decision rules of the agents, which modifies
the local behaviour of the individual. Doing so the controller has to know the
encoded dependencies about the finite state machine that allows the chickens
to move and behave on the grid. In this nature-inspired scenario such an
intervention seems not realistic, the genes of a chicken cannot be modified.
Thus, this way of control has not been addressed in this scenario.
2. The controller can influence the system structure. As assumed in Chapter 4,
the elements of a SuOC base their actions on local information, where local
is defined by a neighbourhood and an interconnection network. Modifying
this network, in particular with respect to global characteristics, will change
the global behaviour of the system. Also, changing the absolute number of
elements influences neighbourhoods and at last the behaviour of the SuOC. In
the chicken scenario this would mean, e. g., that the controller could introduce
new wounded chickens to the population or that chickens, which pick too
much on a wounded chicken, are directly wounded by the controller. Since
the controller should rescue and not kill the chickens, such actions seem not
reasonable. Placing more feeding troughs or some other kind of blinds on the
grid to distract the chickens from a wounded chicken may assumed to be a
better and more realistic strategy of control.
3. At least, the controller can influence the environment, which allows indirect
control of the chickens and will only work, if the agents have sensors to measure
and react to a modified environment.
Thus, it has been decided to control the chickens with some kind of noise signal.
A noise signal with variable intensity i and duration d can be applied at an arbitrary
position in the cage to frighten the chickens and scare them off, which leads to the
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dispersion of a possible existent cluster. Moreover, the noise signal also has a negative
effect: If the noise is too loud or occurs too long, then chickens will (eventually) be
killed through noise intervention. Therefore, it is not beneficial to continuously apply
a noise signal to prevent clusters.
A powerful light source or putting food in the cage may have similar consequences
on the group behaviour. The powerful light source may blind the chickens and
scare them off. Food may also attract them and lure them away from a wounded
chicken. More strategies of control may be possible, but this thesis will concentrate
on frightening the chickens with applying a noise signal.
As shown in Figure 6.13, in the course of noise control with duration d some fields
of the playground around the population centroid (xc, yc) and within a radius that
depends on the intensity i are highlighted with a noise flag. A chicken reacts to
this flag and uses this information within its decisions of movement and behaviour
during the duration of noise control. A chicken will change its status to frightened,
if it perceives noise. The personal energy value of the chicken decreases with the
noise level depending on the field of the grid, where the chicken is positioned. A
frightened chicken moves one field per simulation step outside the fields highlighted
with noise. All chickens try to maximise the distance between the wounded chicken
and themselves, move as fast as possible to fields, which are not highlighted with
noise, and change their personal status to disturbed.
Figure 6.13: Snapshot of the chicken simulation with noise control
The actions taken by the controller have the form A = (d, i, (xc, yc)), which
can be simplified to A = (d, i), because the duration d and the intensity i of a
noise intervention only need to be defined, since the centroid (xc, yc) of the chicken
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population has already been determined by the observer. The controller will only
interfere, if the observer measures a critical clustering situation. However, what is
a critical situation? Which clustering behaviour seems to be critical? When can
the controller rescue a chicken and when is the controller’s intervention applied
too late? Which level of computed emergence indicators seems to be critical? To
validate the observer/controller architecture, different controller types have been
developed varying from completely static ones using fixed rules to control the
clustering behaviour, see Figure 6.14, to adaptive ones using both, on-line learning















Figure 6.14: Controlling with fixed single rules
Single Fixed Rules Controller
As shown in Figure 6.14, using a freely applicable noise emitter with interim fixed
duration and intensity, the chickens are frightened and the cluster will disperse, if a
predefined threshold is exceeded that indicates critical clustering behaviour.
In comparison with Figure 6.9, the emergence values with noise intervention show
no possible separation into three phases any more, see Figure 6.15. The interpolated
curve in Figure 6.16 shows this effect in detail. The values are characterised by
continuous increasing and decreasing phases. The cluster phase is skipped.
Comparing Figure 6.11 with Figure. 6.17, a significantly lower number of killed
chickens is observed. Thus, the total number of killed chickens has decreased due
to the control interventions. However, not all interventions have been successful,
and for some cases many control interventions have been necessary to deal with the
emergent situation. Whether a controller decision is successful or not depends on the
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Figure 6.15: Emergence value of the x-coordinates over time with control action
energy status of the wounded chicken. The odds that a chicken will heal during the
duration of a controller intervention depend on how many other chickens randomly
run away in the same direction as the wounded chicken does, so that they can attack
it again after getting out of the intervention area and after the disturbance time has
elapsed. Furthermore, the relationship between critical values of emergent clustering
indicators and applied noise interventions has been investigated in parameter studies,
as described in Section 8.1.2.
Figure 6.16: Interpolated emergence value of the x-coordinates over time with control action
Adaptive Controllers
With respect to the proposed generic observer/controller architecture and especially
having a focus on the two-levelled learning aspect of the controller, different adaptive
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Figure 6.17: Number of killed chickens #kc over time (every peak denotes a killed chicken) with
control action
variants are investigated, corresponding to different implementations. As depicted
in Figure 6.18, the investigations have been started with a limited on-line learning
controller and left out the second level, which focusses on off-line planning capabilities
and is based on a simulation model. This controller uses an XCS, which will only
be triggered, if predefined critical emergence values are exceeded. In other words,
learning only takes place in situations, which are recognised as critical and where



















Figure 6.18: If a predefined threshold exceeds, learning will start using an XCS
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Secondly and as described in Figure 6.19, the adaptive controller has been modified,
and the barrier of surpassing a predefined threshold has been removed. Thus, the
XCS will learn on its own, if a noise intervention is needed or not. If an action is
triggered on the chickens, then the XCS will learn, which parameters of this noise
signal (duration and intensity) should be selected referring the measured emergence
indicators. The idea behind this approach has been that the same noise signal would
not lead to the same effect on the clustering behaviour in different situations. The
XCS should be able to support different kinds of clustering with different parametrised
















Figure 6.19: Learning all possible situations using an XCS
A special implementation detail refers to the encoding of applying a noise signal
and applying no noise signal as part of the XCS. As already described, the noise
signal is set up of two parameters duration and intensity. These two parameters
are limited to values taken from sets with upper and lower boundaries, which could
be defined, before a simulation run is started. The duration is limited to values of
d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 15}. Intensity is taken from a set with i ∈ {0, 10, 20, . . . , 50}. Every
combination of these two parameters characterises a single noise signal. All noise
signals having an intensity of zero (i = 0) are defined as an action, which is translated
into an intervention, where no noise is applied. Using this workaround, the XCS is
able to distinguish and respectively learn situations, where controlling using noise is
needed or is not needed.
Thirdly, Figure 6.20 shows an adaptive controller type, which learns on-line and off-
line the best noise signal with respect to the proposed two-level learning architecture,
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see Section 4.3. If situations occur, which are not known to the XCS on level 1, the
XCS will trigger level 2, where the impact of different noise signals is evaluated using
an off-line simulation model. The results are introduced on level 1 and support the
decisions taken by the XCS. This third learning approach is simplified as much as
possible: Level 2 is realised through cloning the real simulation. Thus, the effect of
unknown noise signals in special situations can be verified on-line. On level 1 all

















Figure 6.20: An XCS is equipped with a simulation model on level 2
Furthermore, a more complicated instance of this two-level learning approach is in
the focus of organic traffic control [BMMS+06], which has also been mentioned in
Section 4.4 and where the observer/controller architecture is used to control an urban
traffic network. There, level 2 uses evolutionary algorithms and runs in parallel to
level 1. This approach is again discussed in Section 6.2.5. All implementations have
been investigated with respect to different parameter combinations, as presented and
discussed in Chapter 8.
6.2.5 Discussion of Special Aspects
Depending on special characteristics of the implemented chicken scenario, some
important aspects are shortly discussed in the following.
Grid Structure
Using a two-dimensional grid structure is a very simple and widespread way to design
and implement multi-agent scenarios. In the case of special clustering situations,
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all agents are positioned very near by each other on a small part of the whole grid,
particularly, when simulating a population of 40 agents on a grid of 30× 30 fields.
When a noise signal is applied to such a situation, the chickens that are only located
at the border of the cluster have the chance to quickly run away. The chickens, which
are located in the centre of a cluster, have to wait until the positions around them
are not occupied any longer by other agents. This behaviour could be mitigated a
little bit using other grid structures, like hexagons, where the local neighbourhood
allows more positions for escaping possibilities.
Short- and Long-Term Benchmark Criteria
To rate the mapping of situations and actions, it is often useful to differ between
short- and long-term criteria. In the case of this simple chicken scenario, one single
criterion has only been identified to evaluate the controller actions – the number
of killed chickens #kc (or counting the number of interventions that are needed to
achieve and to maintain a special level of killed chickens, respectively). Referring to
Chapter 8, this criterion seems to be limited in its statement about the improvement
of learning to control local behaviour tackling a global goal. In most cases, the
number of killed chickens is zero or it often counts one or two killed chickens, after
a noise intervention has taken place. The range of this fitness criterion is normally
characterised by zero, one, or two killed chickens. No gradual values between these
values exist. Thus, in other scenarios it may be easier to define a reward function
with more gradual differences coping the problem of quantifying the fitness of control
actions in different situations.
Simple Feedback Mechanism
The chicken scenario seems to be a scenario, where a very simple feedback mechanism
might be sufficient to control the clustering. If critical emergence values occur, a lot
of noise will be made to frighten all chickens. Then, no chicken will pick on other
chickens any more, and chickens will only be killed through a noise signal, which is
applied too loud. Then, if the number of killed chickens increases, the controller will
stop or will reduce interfering with noise, until the chickens start again their picking
activities.
This argumentation is true, but every control action could also correlate with costs
(e. g., chickens cannot eat food and cannot quickly grow until they are frightened) and
the application of any control actions should be minimised. The controller should
learn to achieve its goals with a minimum number of control actions. In situations,
which are not quantified as critical, no control actions should be applied. In critical
situations, the controller should interfere with an action that is best parametrised in
this special situation.
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Uniqueness of Quantitative Emergence
Always interfering with the best noise signal specially depends on the utilised metric
that characterise the emergent clustering behaviour. Even if quantitative emergence
has been used with respect to the fruitful research cooperation between the involved
project partners from Hannover and Karlsruhe, some critical remarks concerning





Figure 6.21: Simplified chicken scenario
Quantitative emergence seems to be a very general approach to quantify emergent
behaviour, but this metric may not be the best answer to quantify clustering behaviour
in the case of the chicken scenario. As depicted in Figure 6.21, this critic is clarified
using an example, where the emergence indicators ex and ey are measured in a
simplified scenario of 5 chickens on a grid with 3× 3 fields. The emergence values













































By comparing the situations that are presented in Figure 6.21 and in Figure 6.22,
the conclusion is drawn that many different situations have a similar emergence
value of 0.136. An observed emergence value is not explicitly correlated with a
single situation. Quantitative emergence is not unique in its characterisation of
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self-organising behaviour. Moreover, it will be impossible to theoretically distinguish
critical and non critical situations, if the only use of quantitative emergence is aimed
as a metric on the observer’s side to observe clustering in the chicken scenario.
But in practice, quantitative emergence shows acceptable results, as it is shown in
Chapter 8. Many theoretical and possible situations do not occur during simulation,
since the chickens behave as they have been programmed for. Chickens are always
attracted by wounded chickens. This gravity/attraction leads to the effect that
chickens would never occupy widespread positions, as it is admitted in the theoretical
discussion before and shown in Figure 6.22. To conclude, the controller can trust the
emergence indicators. If an emergent behaviour is observed, the emergence values
have really identified a critical clustering situation.
Nevertheless to compare the fitness of quantitative emergence, another very simple
metric has been implemented, which strictly depends on the investigated scenario
and instead shows unique results of quantifying clustering. If a grid of 30×30 fields is
observed, this whole grid will be separated into nine equal smaller grids with 10× 10
fields. The metric computes the density of chickens in each smaller grid and passes
the information about the grid with the highest density to the controller. Then, the
noise intervention takes place in the centroid of the chicken cluster that relies on
the most densely packed (smaller) grid. Experimental results are also presented in
Section 8.5.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 6.22: Example with identical entropy and emergence values, respectively
Parallels and Differences to Organic Traffic Control
As mentioned above, organic traffic control is a more complicated instantiation of the
observer/controller architecture, as described in detail in [BMMS+06]. It focusses
on an approach based on principles of self-organisation, where every junction of a
traffic network is controlled using the two-level learning architecture. Fast reaction to
changing traffic conditions is a vital prerequisite to reach good performance in such a
scenario. However, since the junction controllers should be kept as generic as possible,
they have to adapt to the environment they are placed in, i. e., they have to learn.
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The capability of learning always includes making mistakes, which is detrimental to
performance. To cope with this challenge, the necessary functionality of a junction
























Figure 6.23: An architectural overview of organic traffic control: Level 0 represents the traffic
node, levels 1 and 2 are organic control levels responsible for the selection and
generation of signal programmes, see [RPB+06]
The SuOC in this traffic scenario consists of a signalled junction equipped with
detectors, traffic lights, and a parametrisable traffic light controller. This traffic
light controller can instantly act on small changes in the traffic situation by slightly
varying its phase timings within predefined boundaries and in a predefined way. Its
behaviour is defined by a set of parameters that have to be adapted, whenever the
traffic situation significantly changes. While the observer is responsible for analysing
the traffic situation, the controller decides, when and how to change the parameter
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set for the traffic light controller. Therefore, the controller maps traffic situations to
parameter sets and keeps track of how well each parameter set performs. Alternative
parameter sets are generated on level 2 of the controller using an evolutionary
algorithm and a simulation of the traffic network, adjusted to the traffic situation in
question. This way, trial-and-error search in the real traffic network can be avoided.
The task of the observer in this traffic scenario is to analyse the traffic situation
and generate macro level situation parameters. Generally, the collected data are
used to calculate the traffic flows (measured in vehicles per time unit) for all signal
groups installed at the junction.
As said before, the controller uses some kind of mapping to choose an appropriate
parameter set to configure the traffic light controller for each traffic situation presented
as input by the observer. To keep the problem manageable, the input space in terms
of different traffic situations has to be partitioned. Situations, which are sufficiently
similar to allow usage of the same parameter set, will be covered by the same mapping
entry. Since it is hard to anticipate all traffic situations that might occur at the
controlled junction and since it would need a tremendous effort of a traffic engineer
to develop good control strategies for all situations that can be imagined, the means
for generating mapping entries have to be provided by the controller. These tasks
combined are realised using a modified LCS on level 1.
Obviously, the mechanism used for the generation of knowledge is of crucial
importance. As it is not a viable approach to let a system learn using a real traffic
network as testbed, a modified classifier system similar to XCS is used, but with
its functionality divided between two components: A basic classifier system and a
separate component for rule discovery. This separate component utilises a model
of the real traffic network running on a simulator to search for optimal traffic light
controller parameter sets. Such a parameter set together with the encoded situation
forms a classifier that is then fed into the population of the LCS. Classifiers from
this population are applied by the LCS in the real network and their valuation is
further improved based on feedback from reality. Both components (basic LCS and
rule discovery) use the same objective function to update the value of a classifier or
to find the optimal parameter set, respectively. Evaluation criteria incorporated into
the objective function might be the average waiting time or the average number of
stops.
Since the explorative behaviour of the system is moved to an external component,
the task of the basic system is to find the best action among those available. This
will be simple, if classifiers exist that match the current input: The classifier is
chosen, whose prediction is best. If no classifier matches, a new matching one will
be generated. The proposed approach is to choose the classifier, whose condition is
closest to the current input, copy it, widen its condition just enough to match and
discount its value slightly. This way a quick response is possible (waiting for a new
solution to be generated using the simulator would take too long) and the probability
that the chosen action will show an acceptable behaviour is greater than randomly
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choosing an action. If this widening exceeds a certain threshold, the current situation
will simultaneously be passed to the rule discovery component so that, when a similar
situation is encountered again, a specifically optimised classifier is available.
Within the rule discovery component, an evolutionary algorithm is responsible for
producing new classifiers. It generates populations of traffic light controller parameter
sets and evaluates their applicability for the current situation using a simulation
model. The parameter sets are used to configure a simulated traffic light controller
that controls the simulated junction for a defined period of time. After a warm-up
period allowing the traffic to build up, a number of quality measures (like the average
waiting time or the average number of stops) are recorded. These results are used
by the evolutionary algorithm by means of the objective function to evaluate the
different parameter sets in the same way as action values are updated after execution
in real traffic. At the end of this process, a new classifier is created that maps the
simulated situation to the best parameter set found by the evolutionary algorithm.
The classifier’s value is initialised based on the simulation results.
By using a simulation model to generate new classifiers, not useful traffic light con-
troller parameter sets can be identified without negative consequences for the SuOC.
Furthermore, the employment of a simulation software allows the fast evaluation
of many parameter sets, which should result in an improved learning speed of the
architecture.
Comparing organic traffic control to the chicken scenario and having a focus on
the realisation of the two-levelled learning, organic traffic control is driven by the
motivation of defining a solution towards a real world application. Learning suitable
traffic light controllers cannot only be done on-line and with getting feedback from the
experience of testing new traffic light controllers in the real world. Thus, level 2 with
its simulation model and its evolutionary algorithm has a very important function in
this scenario. The simulation model serves as testbed to validate new traffic light
controllers and the evolutionary algorithm actively searches for new solutions testing
them by simulation. The XCS on level 1 is reduced in its functionality, since covering
and genetic operators have been moved to level 2.
Thus, it seems obvious that the chicken scenario only has a testbed character,
which allows for more degrees of freedom in the design and the technical realisation
of learning, respectively. The covering mechanism of the XCS (searching for new
actions) is here supported by level 2, but not fully removed from level 1 to level 2,
as done in organic traffic control. Furthermore, the impact of new noise signals is
completely learned on-line and just supported by level 2. In other words, simulating
new actions in a cloned simulation model on level 2 (which shows the same situation,
as observed in the main simulation) and counting the killed chickens after the action
has been applied, helps to initialise new classifiers that occur by covering on level 1.
However, as already discussed in Section 4.3, model-based planning as part of
organic traffic control’s level 2 is always limited by the necessary simplifications
made in the model or by incomplete model calibration due to the fact that the
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modelled environment changes continuously. Thus, the best action with respect
to the model is not necessarily also the best action with respect to the real world.
In the chicken scenario, level 1 and level 2 are designed and implemented as two
completely identical simulations (because the designer can freely decide and has full
control about everything), which seems to be an unrealistic constraint in real world
scenarios like organic traffic control.
6.3 Other Multi-Agent Scenarios
The main research, which has been done in this thesis, is based on results from
the presented chicken scenario. However, during this work, several instances of the
predator/prey scenario have been developed and investigated to validate special
research topics and to generalise the preliminary results achieved with the chicken
scenario. E. g., this has predominantly been done in the context of a diploma or
bachelor’s thesis. To give an overview of these even more technical scenarios, the
following section shortly summarises the achievements.
6.3.1 Lift Simulation
A more technical scenario is the emergent (clustering) behaviour of a group of lifts,
as depicted in Figure 6.24. Thus, lift group control has served as another testbed to
develop and evaluate the specified generic architecture for OC systems.
Figure 6.24: Lifts synchronise, move up and down together, and show the emergent effect of
bunching
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Lift group control is a familiar problem to everyone, who has used a lift system
in high office buildings or skyscrapers. After pressing a button, the passengers
wait for a lift to arrive travelling in the right direction. Passengers may have to
wait a long time, if there are too many passengers or not enough lifts, which could
handle the needed capacity. How long passengers wait, depends on the dispatching
strategy, the lifts use to decide, where to go. For example, if passengers on several
floors have requested to be picked up, which should be served first? If there are no
requests to be picked up, how should the lifts distribute themselves to await the
next request? Lift dispatching is a good example of a stochastic optimal control
problem of economic importance that is too large to solve by classical techniques.
Its conceptual simplicity hides significant difficulties. Operating in continuous state
spaces, non-stationary behaviours of lifts and passengers, or changing passenger
arrival rates are just some indicators that should be mentioned. In the last decades,
lift group control has been studied as a well known example within different research
domains [BB05, CB98, HU97, MKKBB06, Sii93, Sii97a, Sii97b, SSE03], but an
optimal and globally valid policy for group control is not known and depends on
many determining factors.
For a single lift in a building, a good heuristic is to follow the oldest known
principle of collective control [Bar03, HR05, Str67, Str98]: A cabin always stops at
the nearest hall call in its current running direction. A lift only changes its direction,
when there are no more requests to be satisfied in the current direction, and stops at
every floor with an issued request. However, if there are several lifts in a building, all
working with that simple rule, they will tend to synchronise in the sense that they
move up and down as a parallel wave, which is an undesired emergent behaviour and
known from literature as the so-called bunching effect. This bunching effect leads
to an increase in the average waiting time of the passengers and is quite inefficient
[Pic06]. Lifts, the participants of the bunching effect, could be substituted with one
huge single lift with a capacity equal to the sum of the individual synchronised cabins.
This super cabin looses the advantage of flexibility and the possibility to serve hall
calls on different floors at the same time. In summary, this technically motivated
example depicts emergent behaviour that can only be observed as a pattern over
time.
In the testbed implementation using the recursive porous agent simulation toolkit
(Repast 3) [NCV06, SM06], a decentralised scenario has been assumed, where every
lift is responsible for its own behaviour. A lift does not know, what the other lifts
are doing. It just reacts to the hall calls, which are driven by passenger arrivals.
A lift moves up and down, while the remaining capacity is positive and passengers
have entered the cabin and follows a simple moving strategy like collective control.
The performance is evaluated with respect to the global average waiting time of
passengers. Different arrival patterns during the day need different strategies, but
initially investigations have been concentrated on inter-floor traffic. (Up-peak traffic
in the morning rush hour of a typical office building, where every lift is filled up in
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the lobby with passengers and stops at many different upper floors, or down-peak
traffic, which shows a reversed situation, many arrival floors and one destination, are
ignored.)
From the viewpoint of OC the bunching effect represents an interesting emergent
behaviour in a technical scenario. The SuOC operates with a larger degree of order,
but inefficiently, the average waiting time increases, and the system performance
decreases. A lift group, which uses collective control and does not have any interaction
between the cabins (e. g., the lifts could have information about the direction or the
position of the neighbouring lifts), produces bunching. In [Pic06], several dispatching
strategies for lifts have been compared by intensive simulations. The results of
this study indicate that different dispatching strategies have different effects on
the behaviour and the capability of the lift group. However, with an increasing
intensity of passengers, the chosen strategy is irrelevant and has no further impact
on the continuously increasing average waiting time. The studies demonstrate a
correlation between the capability of the lift group and bunching effects on the one
hand. Moreover, bunching and the average waiting time are directly related on the
other hand.
In [Rib07, RRS08], the potential of applying concepts of OC are investigated to
control this group of self-organising lifts, showing a macroscopic behaviour that only
depends on local rules. Providing feedback and decision capabilities to this group of
lifts, it is shown that bunching can be observed and autonomously prevented with
respect to a global objective function. A metric is used, which is based on ideas of
[AS93, AS96, ASB92a, ASB92b, Pow95] to detect bunching effects. For controlling
the lifts, two simple methods have been implemented that modify the perception
of the environment and thus affect the local behaviour of the lifts. The basic idea
behind both implemented strategies is to accelerate delayed lifts. By passing a hall
call, a lift is accelerated. Thus, this lift saves time compared to the other lifts, since
the blinded lift will stop less frequently and finally speeds up. The experimental
results validate the idea of using the observer/controller architecture to modify the
environmental parameters of the SuOC without modifying the local rules of the lift
cabins directly. This led to significant improvements in the performance of the lift
group system.
Open issues in this scenario, which have not investigated yet, are learning and
prediction capabilities. First, endowing the controller with adaptation capabilities, as
designated in the generic architecture, the controller should be able to recognise and
react to different traffic patterns. The investigations have only focused on inter-floor
traffic, but it seems to be interesting whether bunching is the correct measurement
to characterise the effectiveness of the group behaviour during up-peak or down-peak
phases (this may require an extended observation model). Second, [Rib07] has done
investigations of integrating a prediction module into the observer that computes
the bunching value with respect to history data. Better performance of observer and
controller functionalities are expected, but this could not be verified so far.
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Referring to Section 6.1.2, the lift simulation can also be viewed as a cooperative,
homogeneous, and (non-) communicating3 agent scenario. Comparing it with the
predator/prey example, the lifts can be seen as predators, which chase the travelling
passengers from their arrival floor to their destination. This analogy may be am-
biguous, but the generality of the predator/prey domain is demonstrated one more
time.
6.3.2 Cleaning Robots
Based on the experiences with LCSs in the chicken scenario [RM08, RPS08] and
presented in detail in Chapter 8, the power of other machine learning techniques has
been investigated in another homogeneous and (indirectly) communicating multi-
agent scenario in [Pat08]. A group of learning and self-organising cleaning robots
follow a local strategy to search in their local neighbourhood for dirty places, clean
these places, and evolve a better cooperative group behaviour over time. As machine
learning technique evolutionary modified artificial neural networks are investigated,
which are similar to the research project NERO4 by the University of Texas at
Austin.
As explained in Section 6.1.6, the cleaning robots perform a cooperative concurrent
learning task. A group of cleaning robots searches in parallel for new cleaning
strategies. Every agent has its own learning process to modify its behaviour and
the environment, respectively. Following the common global goal of maximising the
cleaning performance the robots indirectly communicate with each other by placing
pheromones5 on fields of the two-dimensional grid, where they have performed
their cleaning task before. Since the group of learning agents make the scenario
dynamic, the already mentioned Markov property is violated. Concurrent robots
adapt their behaviour depending on other adapting robots, but they have no control
on this process of coadaptation. Even the robots’ own adaptation to the dynamically
changing environment can change the environment itself. This makes learning
complex in this scenario and results have shown that the investigated machine
learning technique is not able to satisfactorily cope with the dynamics of the cleaning
scenario. In ongoing work [Fri09], the results of the evolutionary modified artificial
neural networks algorithm are compared with an approach based on LCSs.
3Collective control is a non-communicating strategy. However in [Pic06], other dispatching
strategies have been investigated, which are based on simple communication patterns between
the lifts. Lifts change status reports between neighbouring lifts, which contain information
about travelling directions, next lift calls, etc.
4http://www.nerogame.org




A similar approach of concurrent learners has been investigated in [Lod09], where the
credit assignment problem (How to divide team reward among the individuals?) is
specially addressed. Moreover, the investigated approach is focussed on the dynamics
of learning (How to cope with the problem of coadaptation?) in a multi-rover
scenario as an instance of the homogeneous and (non-) communicating predator/prey
example.
Following the global task to observe one or up to n (randomly) moving targets
(preys), a number of rovers (predators) has to achieve a common goal with local
and distributed behaviour, e. g., maximising the global observation time or catching
moving target(s). The scenario shows technical relevance to OC scenarios and it
seems to be very flexible in its parameterisation, as explained in Section 6.1.1.
Thus, the challenge of concurrent learning agents is addressed in [Lod09], where
all agents are equipped with a single XCS. It has been ascertained that neither the
single-step nor the multi-step approach of XCS, see Section 5.3.2, could be used to
learn this dynamic observation task. Thus, a promising modified XCS approach has
been investigated to overcome the drawbacks of the classical XCS algorithm. The
proposed idea is mainly based on a local cooperative reward function and some kind
of temporary memory, which stores past actions sets. Thus, local payoffs can be
delayed and the reward function reflects in a better way the local agent behaviour.
Cooperation (incorporated in the reward function) is more or less achieved through
rejection and attraction. Predators reject each other, the prey attracts the predators.
Thus, agents try to uniformly distribute on the grid and observation time of the prey
seems to be maximised.
6.4 Summary
This chapter has presented an overview of multi-agent test scenarios, which have
been investigated from a learning perspective. In Section 6.1 the field of multi-agent
systems has been introduced as a series of four increasingly complex and powerful cat-
egories. The simplest systems are those with homogeneous and non-communicating
agents. The second category involves heterogeneous and non-communicating agents.
The third deals with homogeneous and communicating agents. Finally, the general
multi-agent systems involve communicating agents with any degree of heterogeneity.
The aspect of cooperation vs. competition has been added as a third axis of organi-
sation of multi-agent research in Section 6.1.6. To summarise, multi-agent scenarios
are an active field with many open issues that have shown their usefulness as OC
test scenarios validating the generic observer/controller architecture.
A nature-inspired chicken scenario has been presented in Section 6.2. This scenario
serves as dominant testbed to investigate the learning approaches in the following
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chapters. To generalise the achievements made within the chicken scenario and to
focus on special topics, other investigated multi-agent scenarios (i. e., lift simulation,
cleaning robots, or multi-rover scenario) have been summarised in Section 6.3. The





As stated in Section 6.2, an observer/controller architecture has been developed on
top of a chicken simulation to evaluate the concepts and methods, as described in
Chapter 4. In order to demonstrate that these components fulfil their intended task
and to examine the impact of the observer/controller architecture experimental tests
have been performed. A special focus has been set on different learning approaches
using LCSs. Within this chapter, general design decisions concerning the experiments
are outlined. The actual analysis of the results is given in Chapter 8. Overall design
guidelines are presented in Section 7.1. General thoughts in designing the experiments
like defining the exact aim of the experiments are presented in Section 7.2. Finally,
the used experimental design is introduced in Section 7.3.
7.1 Design Guidelines
In order to avoid that a whole experiment becomes meaningless before performing
experimental studies, special attention has to be drawn to planning and developing
an experimental design. The presented work follows the guidelines given by [Mon05].
1. Recognition and statement of the problems
2. Selection of the response variables
3. Choice of factors, levels, and ranges
4. Choice of experimental designs
5. Performing the experiments
6. Statistical analysis of the data
7. Conclusions and recommendations
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However, this thesis will not go into the details of experimental design, but will
shortly outline the approach and some essential underlying concepts. The tasks (1),
(2), and (3) are performed in Section 7.2. Task (4) is described in Section 7.3. And
tasks (5), (6), and (7) are covered in Chapter 8.
7.2 Pre-Experimental Planning
The first step is to define the objectives for the experiments. As mentioned before,
the concepts and methods of the proposed observer/controller architecture should
be evaluated in the context of the nature-inspired chicken scenario: Can the total
number of killed chickens be decreased leading to an increase of the global system
performance?
The component exerting influence on the system behaviour, and hence producing
measurable effects, is the controller. Therefore, tests will be performed, if the
controller does actually alleviate clustering within the chicken population, and will
thus reduce the total number of killed chickens. While doing this, the influence of
the controller will be examined as well as selected system parameters, as for example
the choice of different duration and intensity parameters of the noise signal. In
addition, the correlation of the number of killed chickens and the number of triggered
actions/interventions is checked, which might be an indicator of the quality of the
reward function and the learning performance of the XCS. Thus, the goals of the
implemented experiments can be summarised, as explained in the following.
1. Gain insights of the influence of the controller on system performance
2. Gain insights of the influence of system parameters on system performance
3. Gain insights of different learning approaches on system performance
4. Gain insights of different metrics on system performance
5. Check the correlation between clustering and total number of killed chickens
7.2.1 Selection of the Response Variables
The second step is to define response variables, i. e., variables that provide information
about the process under study. The goals (1) to (4) deal with the influence on system
performance, which is measured in terms of the number of killed chickens #kc
or the number of control interventions needed to control the clustering behaviour.
An optimal system performance is equal to a minimum number of killed chickens,
or a minimum of control interventions decreasing the number of killed chickens,
respectively. Therefore, varying parameters, which influence the whole system
performance, will also change the number of killed chickens. In other words, the
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number of killed chickens is a measure of the effects of parameter variations on the
system performance. Additionally, changing parameters in a way that the number of
killed chickens is affected, the clustering behaviour will also change, if the correlation
assumption does hold. As stated before, it is considered that clustering is the main
effect degrading the system performance in the present simulation and thus assumes
the existence of this correlation. To verify goal (5), a regression model may be
performed, which shows that the number of killed chickens corresponds to clustering.
Such a calculation is explicitly not presented in this thesis, but Figures 6.9, 6.10,
6.11, 6.15, 6.16, and 6.17 admit that these two values are correlated – the death rate
depends on the emergence values, which serves as indicator of clustering. However,
it should be mentioned that the noise signal also has a negative effect on the chicken
death rate.
7.2.2 Choice of Factors, Levels, and Ranges
The third step is to consider the factors, which may influence the performance of the
system. These are nuisance factors and potential design factors, which split up into
design factors, held constant factors, and allowed to vary factors, see [Mon05].
Factors
In the chicken scenario, the nuisance factor only present in the system is the random
seed for the random numbers generator. This value is responsible for the starting
positions of the chickens and is used within the XCS, as outlined in [But00, BW02].
Design factors are factors, which are actually selected for study in the experiment.
I. e., the influence of these design factors on the system should be examined. Held
constant factors are factors, which are not varied within the experiment. Additionally,
they may exert some influence on the system performance. However, for the purpose
of the experiment they are not of interest.
Moreover, held constant factors could be allowed to vary factors. These factors are
mostly very difficult to vary and have only negligible effects on the system. If those
factors exist, they will often be balanced out by repeatedly performed experiments.
However, these factors may particularly exist in the case of an adaptive controller
using an XCS, see the work done in [BW00, BW02], where all parameters are listed,
which are used to control the learning process. A (simplified) list of factors affecting
the system is investigated in the following and depicted in Figure 7.1.
As stated before, not all of those factors are varied, since not all of them will affect
the system in such a manner that justifies the necessary effort. Held constant factors
are the chicken number, the number and the starting place of feeding troughs, width
and height of the grid, most parameters of the XCS (without the maximal number
of classifiers), and some other factors, which are also mentioned in Table 6.1.
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type of reward function
thresholds of critical emergence values




number of feeding troughs
grid size (maxX, maxY)
Figure 7.1: Simplified cause and effect diagram of the chicken simulation
All remaining factors will be varied. However, there are some peculiarities. The
initial seed of the random numbers generator is considered as a nuisance factor that
has to be averaged out by replication, i. e., by repeated runs of the experiment under
the same conditions. If it is explicit unless otherwise noted, all runs will be preformed
with 20 different seed values to sufficiently gain low variances and standard errors.
The selected covering mechanism, the maximal number of classifiers in a population,
the reward function, and the observer type are normally held constant at all. However,
some experiments are performed to investigate the effect of varying theses parameters,
see Section 8.2. Therefore, these parameters are considered as design factors.
Among other parameters there are some dependencies that one has to be aware
of. On the one hand, the type of the chosen reward function, the predefined XCS
parameters, lower and upper boundaries of duration and intensity, and the thresholds
of critical emergence values depend on the chosen controller type. Moreover, the
controller type depends on the parameter, which activates and deactivates the
controller. On the other hand, the variable, which turns the predictor on or off, is
not explicitly considered for analysis. The effects of prediction are not investigated.
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Levels and Ranges
At last, the levels and ranges of the design parameters have to be chosen. The
parameter, to turn the controller on and off, takes two discrete values. The same
is applied to the type of the chosen metric on the observer’s side. Quantitative
emergence is normally used, but a second metric has been developed, as outlined in
Section 6.2.5. The parameter, which corresponds to the controller types, can take
four different values. It distinguishes the so-called single fixed rules controller and
the three different adaptive controllers, as explained in Section 6.2.4.
Depending on the controller type the thresholds of critical emergence values, lower
and upper boundaries of duration and intensity, an the XCS parameters have to be
set. The three critical emergence thresholds tx, ty, th are limited to values from 0.0
to 1.0, since the relative emergence values have been defined as ex, ey, eh ∈ [0.0, 1.0],
see Section 4.1.5. The values of duration and intensity are normally taken from
predefined sets, as explained in Section 6.2.4. Furthermore, XCS parameters are
generally not varied. Experiments have been implemented using initialisation values,
as proposed by the XCS reference implementation [But00]. The parameter, which
controls the covering mechanism, allows different modes. If the XCS uses full covering,
this parameter will be set to the possible number of control actions in the scenario.
Moreover, a minimal covering mechanism or covering using level 2 learning is possible.
The maximal number of classifiers in a population has been varied to investigate
its effect on the learning process having small and huge populations. The maximal
number of classifiers should be chosen in relation to the dimension of the searched
condition-action-mapping. It also depends on the predefined values of lower and
upper boundaries of possible duration and intensity values. These dependencies are
investigated in detail in Section 8.2.
As shown in Section 8.2.4, some investigations of learning have been done with
different reward functions to evaluate the influence of varying this function. However,
similar to the parameter, which controls the chosen type of metric, the reward
function is defined as a design factor, but most experiments have been taken with
the same reward function.
7.3 Choice of Experimental Designs
The choice of the experimental design depends on the initial situation and on the
desired goals of the experiment. No previous knowledge existed to anticipate the
influence of the parameters on the system. Furthermore, this observer/controller
architecture has been built from scratch.
In fact, the effects of parameters on the outcome and the dependencies among
the parameters should be discovered: How much does the response variable (the
number of killed chickens) change, when each factor is varied, and does it make any
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difference to vary factors simultaneously instead of one at a time. In literature, this
request is called parameter screening and forms the basis for further investigations,
see [Mon05]. Under the given constraints, the usage of a factorial experimental design
is suggested, which is a very efficient approach to investigate the parameter influence
with respect to parameter interactions. This is not considered in detail here and
interested readers are referred to the viable introduction given in [Mon05], where
some other experimental designs are presented. Based on results taken from factorial
design steps, further studies have been performed depending on the outcome of
parameter screenings.
At factorial design, all possible subsets of the design parameters are varied with the
other parameters held constant. Since parameters are varied together, interactions of
the parameters can be revealed. Within experiments aiming at parameter screening,
it is general practice to perform so-called 2k factorial experiments to keep the
experimental effort within certain bounds. Within such an experiment, each of k
parameters are tested at two levels. These levels are most apparent at a relatively
high and a relatively low value of a parameter and can be quantitative as well as
qualitative (for example a functionality is turned on or off). Therefore, such a design
only requires 2× 2× · · ·× 2 = 2k observations. It is the most efficient way to analyse
both, the influence of single parameters as well as their interactions on a given
parameter set. Analysis of only two levels for each factor requires an approximately
linear response over the range of the chosen factor levels.
The assumption for every factor needs to be verified in preliminary examinations
utilising several factor levels. The chosen levels for the factors are obtained by prior
investigations. The levels are chosen in a manner that they produce a significantly
different response in one factor at a time experiments. Performing such experiments
one factor is varied apart from the others in every run of the experiment and no
insights of parameter interactions can be attained.
Since the analysis of such a highly parametrisable scenario can never be complete
and it has been a tremendous effort to perform all preliminary factorial experiments,
the (theoretical) discussion about the choice of experimental design stops here. Some




An inventor is a man, who asks why of the universe and lets nothing
stand between the answer and his mind. (Ayn Rand)
Based on the general thoughts given at the end of Chapter 7, several experiments
have been performed. At the beginning extensive preliminary investigations have
been carried out to find reasonable levels for the parameters. These investigations
are not presented in detail and the results are only mentioned. Some preliminary
experiments can be found in Section 8.1. Subsequently, several experiments have been
carried out to gain further insights based on those preliminary observations. These
are described in Section 8.2. Finally, the investigations are examined that have been
taken to speed up the learning process. Section 8.3 describes the experiments, which
are based on parallelism and decomposing a learning problem into sub-problems.
Section 8.4 summarises the results, which have been achieved by combining on-line
learning and off-line planning capabilities. Furthermore, all experiments are based
on using quantitative emergence. To show the influence on the number of killed
chickens reflecting another metric, a comparison between quantitative emergence and
a metric, which simply measures the density of the chickens based on assumptions
made in this scenario, is presented in Section 8.5.
8.1 Preliminary Experiments
Several preliminary experiments have been performed. To get a feeling of the
implemented multi-agent scenario, results without control interventions are presented
in Section 8.1.1. Section 8.1.2 describes preliminary experiments, which investigate
the clustering behaviour, when the chickens are controlled with static noise signals.
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8.1.1 Chicken Simulation without Control
As shown in Table 8.1, without controlling the global chicken behaviour approximately
336 chickens are killed during a simulation with 10 000 ticks. Simulations are done
up to 1 000 000 ticks. The number of killed chickens #kc linearly increases. Thus,
approximately 32.65 chickens are killed per 1 000 ticks. This average is used as
benchmark to evaluate the different approaches in controlling the chickens in the
following.
Table 8.1: Chicken simulation without control
Ticks 1 000 . . . 10 000 . . . 100 000 . . . 750 000 1 000 000
Average #kc 31 . . . 336 . . . 3 323 . . . 24 506 32 692
Per 1 000 ticks 31.00 . . . 33.60 . . . 33.23 . . . 32.67 32.69
8.1.2 Parameter Studies Using Single Fixed Rules Controller
Applying a static noise signal with fixed intensity and fixed duration around the
computed cluster centroid to frighten the chickens and disperse the cluster works
well and decreases the number of killed chickens #kc, see [MRB+07] or Section 6.2.4.
Essentially, the number of killed chickens is a function that depends on the mapping
of a situation to an action, where a situation is described by three (critical) emergence
values. Moreover, an action is characterised by the noise signal, which is divided into
duration and intensity. The fitness landscape is depicted in Figure 8.1.
However, a static control loop, as introduced in Figure 6.14, does not satisfy the
idea of adaptation in changing environments, but investigations with the fixed single
rules controller will help to search the search space step by step to find an existing
global minimum – if any global minimum does exist. Since the fitness landscape
is completely unknown, these investigations are helpful as preliminary results to
understand the multi-agent behaviour and the dependencies of the programmed
logics. Furthermore, the results can be used to benchmark the adaptive controllers.
Different simulation runs have been performed by varying the characterisation of
a critical situation (the if-part of a rule) and the corresponding action. The if-part
of a rule is characterised by a boolean combination (i. e., AND, OR, XOR, etc.)
of three conditions, where each condition is related to one of the three emergence
values ex, ey, eh ∈ [0.0, 1.0]. To reduce the computing time resulting from this
immense search space, it is assumed that the best possible if-part would have the
form ((ex ≥ tx) AND (ey ≥ ty)) OR (eh ≥ th) with t = (tx, ty, th) being the
critical emergence thresholds. The two conditions, which are related to the x- and
y-coordinates, are connected using an AND-operator, since the x- and y-emergence















Figure 8.1: Fitness landscape of the chicken simulation depends on three thresholds of critical
emergence values and two parameters of a noise signal
x- and y-emergence values will jointly increase. The condition, which reflects the
aggregated heading, is assumed as a separate condition.
Furthermore, it is supposed that th = 0.3 is a reasonable threshold for the critical
heading emergence, see [MMS06]. To simplify the investigations for presentation, the
real-valued search space is searched step by step in discrete distances. The other two
threshold values tx and ty are restricted to values as shown in Table 8.2. Moreover, it
should be mentioned that other different boolean combinations of these three critical
emergence values are possible, but they have not been investigated here.
Each line of Table 8.2 corresponds to a parameter set of a group of 36 tests,
which should be read as follows: Taking the first line in the table, it corresponds
to tests with fixed single rules controllers with a noise signal (d, i) = (5, i), which
will act, if the critical emergence values match the observed situation with the
constraint ((ex ≥ tx) AND (ey ≥ 0.1)) OR (eh ≥ 0.3) varying tx ∈ {0.1, . . . , 0.6} and
i ∈ {0, 10, 20, . . . , 50}.
In total, 648 parameter combinations (#tx×#ty×#th×#d×#i = 6×6×1×3×6 =
648) were tested. These parameter combinations have been varied, each combination
has been simulated for 10 000 ticks with 20 different seed values (to get a statistically
valid result), and the average number of killed chickens #kc has been computed for
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Table 8.2: Combinations of fixed single rules controller parameters
tx ty th d i Figure
0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.6 0.1 0.3 5 0, 10, 20, . . . , 50 8.2(a)
0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.6 0.2 0.3 5 0, 10, 20, . . . , 50 8.3(a)
0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.6 0.3 0.3 5 0, 10, 20, . . . , 50 8.4(a)
0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.6 0.4 0.3 5 0, 10, 20, . . . , 50 8.5(a)
0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.6 0.5 0.3 5 0, 10, 20, . . . , 50 8.6(a)
0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.6 0.6 0.3 5 0, 10, 20, . . . , 50 8.7(a)
0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.6 0.1 0.3 10 0, 10, 20, . . . , 50 8.2(b)
0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.6 0.2 0.3 10 0, 10, 20, . . . , 50 8.3(b)
0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.6 0.3 0.3 10 0, 10, 20, . . . , 50 8.4(b)
0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.6 0.4 0.3 10 0, 10, 20, . . . , 50 8.5(b)
0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.6 0.5 0.3 10 0, 10, 20, . . . , 50 8.6(b)
0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.6 0.6 0.3 10 0, 10, 20, . . . , 50 8.7(b)
0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.6 0.1 0.3 15 0, 10, 20, . . . , 50 8.2(c)
0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.6 0.2 0.3 15 0, 10, 20, . . . , 50 8.3(c)
0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.6 0.3 0.3 15 0, 10, 20, . . . , 50 8.4(c)
0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.6 0.4 0.3 15 0, 10, 20, . . . , 50 8.5(c)
0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.6 0.5 0.3 15 0, 10, 20, . . . , 50 8.6(c)
0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.6 0.6 0.3 15 0, 10, 20, . . . , 50 8.7(c)
each parameter combination. An excerpt of these experiments is shown in Figures 8.2,
8.3, 8.4, 8.5, 8.6, and 8.7. Every figure corresponds to one line of Table 8.2. E. g., the
group of 36 experiments, denoted in line 2, corresponds to the values of Figure 8.3(a).
The absolute values of killed chickens, as shown in Figure 8.3(a), are also given in
Table 8.3.
In other words, Figures 8.2, 8.3, 8.4, 8.5, 8.6, and 8.7 provide a special (but limited)
view on the whole search space. To find a global optimum of these fixed single rules
controllers, every figure has to be searched for a minimum. The minimum of all
numbers of killed chickens indicates the best found parameter combination.
Alternatively, ranking the results of the reduced and simplified search space from
the best to the lowest average number of killed chickens #kc shows that the best
solution (approximately 91 killed chickens) is found for one specific mapping of
critical thresholds tx, ty, th and corresponding values of duration d and intensity i.
Finally, this ranking is shown in Table 8.4 (only an extract of the results is presented
here). The best found single fixed rules controller corresponds to the rule: If the
condition ((ex ≥ 0.2) AND (ey ≥ 0.2)) OR (eh ≥ 0.3) is true, then the controller will
intervene with noise having the parameters d = 5 and i = 50.
In the following sections, this single fixed rules controller is used to evaluate the



























































(c) d = 15
Figure 8.2: Chicken simulation with single fixed rules controller, ty = 0.1, th = 0.3, i ∈

























































(c) d = 15
Figure 8.3: Chicken simulation with single fixed rules controller, ty = 0.2, th = 0.3, i ∈

























































(c) d = 15
Figure 8.4: Chicken simulation with single fixed rules controller, ty = 0.3, th = 0.3, i ∈



























































(c) d = 15
Figure 8.5: Chicken simulation with single fixed rules controller, ty = 0.4, th = 0.3, i ∈

























































(c) d = 15
Figure 8.6: Chicken simulation with single fixed rules controller, ty = 0.5, th = 0.3, i ∈

























































(c) d = 15
Figure 8.7: Chicken simulation with single fixed rules controller, ty = 0.6, th = 0.3, i ∈
{0, 10, 20, . . . , 50}, and tx ∈ {0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.6}
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Table 8.3: Results of the fixed single rule controller experiments over 10 000 ticks with the parameter
combination d = 5, ty = 0.2, and th = 0.3
i
tx 0 10 20 30 40 50
0.1 336.00 265.65 179.30 173.35 108.40 113.80
0.2 336.00 263.65 176.65 168.70 116.65 91.00
0.3 336.00 266.60 169.30 228.90 240.20 214.95
0.4 336.00 299.45 223.25 315.80 332.95 311.50
0.5 336.00 309.90 240.95 353.80 351.85 340.75
0.6 336.00 309.90 240.95 346.30 355.35 351.30
it concretises the challenge an XCS has to learn. This single fixed rules controller
will help to evaluate, if an XCS is able to find (at least) similar solutions within
the same simulation time (10 000 ticks) or if other (better) values are found. Not
all possible values of tx, ty, th and combinations of these three critical emergence
thresholds (i. e., AND, OR, XOR, etc.) have been investigated, when the real-valued
search space is searched step by step in discrete distances. The best found single
fixed rules controller provides an optimum in the case of the investigated parameter
studies, but it does not claim to be the best solution of this chicken scenario.
Table 8.4: Results of the single fixed rules experiments over 10 000 ticks sorted for the average
#kc
tx, ty, th d, i Average #kc Standard deviation Standard error
0.2, 0.2, 0.3 5, 50 91.00 11.03 2.47
0.1, 0.2, 0.3 5, 40 108.40 10.52 2.35
0.1, 0.2, 0.3 5, 50 113.80 15.01 3.36
0.2, 0.1, 0.3 5, 40 115.65 15.60 3.49
0.2, 0.2, 0.3 5, 40 116.65 11.83 2.65
0.1, 0.1, 0.3 5, 40 119.05 12.29 2.75
0.2, 0.1, 0.3 5, 50 138.20 11.89 2.66
0.2, 0.3, 0.3 5, 20 166.40 0.99 0.22
0.2, 0.2, 0.3 5, 30 168.70 9.10 2.03
0.3, 0.2, 0.3 5, 20 169.30 4.21 0.94
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
To summarise, these parameter studies provide an overview of the programmed
simulation. They produce experience about the behaviour of the chicken simulation
at all and give answers to questions like: How do the chickens react to a special noise
signal? Which is a good combination of critical emergence values and corresponding
noise parameters that shows a minimal number of killed chickens? Which are the
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critical parameters with the highest impact on the results? With respect to the
constraint of searching the real-valued search space in discrete distances, these
parameter studies find an optimal solution. However, this found single fixed rules
controller will not stringently be an optimal solution, as shown in Section 8.2.6. The
single fixed rules controller similarly acts as an LCS, which only uses one single
classifier matching all possible situations and intervening with one specific noise
signal. But, using different classifiers with respect to different situations and noise
signals will obtain a better control strategy.
Furthermore, the experiments argue for the general need of adaptive and continu-
ously learning approaches. OC systems are faced with real world problems, which
continuously act in dynamically changing environments, where time is a crucial factor
and no time exists to perform a priori time consuming parameter studies. Decisions
have to be taken on-line – as soon as possible, as optimal as possible. Thus, learning
is a major capability of OC systems, which is specially focussed on in the following
sections.
8.2 Learning to Control
Parameter studies using fixed single rules controller have been presented in the last
section. Fixed control has been defined such that in predefined critical emergent
situations the chickens are always frightened with a fixed noise signal. This noise
signal is static, duration and intensity are predefined, before the simulation is started.
For each parameter combination a set of simulations has been performed and the
average number of killed chickens #kc has been computed for each combination. The
goal of these studies has been to search the search space step by step for a possibly
existent global optimum. The results are used to compare the quality of the XCS
investigations.
In this section, on-line learning is investigated using an XCS: As shown in Chapter 5,
the idea of XCS fits well to the organic observer/controller architecture. The
XCSJava1.0 reference implementation [But00] is adopted to the chicken scenario,
as described in Section 6.2. An XCS should learn to minimise the chicken death
rate. Thus, the following investigations focus on level 1 of the two-level learning
architecture. The full two-level approach, as mentioned in Section 4.3, is a possible
combination of searching on-line the condition-action-mapping by using off-line
generated knowledge. It is investigated in Section 8.4.
In general, learning the best action for changing situations in the context of the
chicken scenario means the following: At every simulation tick the global behaviour
of the 40 agents characterised by three emergence values, ex for the x-coordinates,
ey for the y-coordinates, and eh for the heading of all chicken, is evaluated. Based
on this system fingerprint, an XCS will be used to learn, if and which noise signal
(in terms of duration d and intensity i) is applied to the chicken cage.
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ex ey eh d i p  F
(44, 54) (30, 40) (58, 68) 07 10 40 4.80 0.34
(44, 54) (30, 40) (58, 68) 08 00 40 7.50 0.17
(25, 35) (48, 58) (10, 20) 09 10 40 15.00 0.25
(28, 38) (37, 47) (89, 99) 05 00 40 10.00 0.15
(28, 38) (28, 38) (77, 87) 05 00 40 1.97 0.70
(28, 38) (28, 38) (77, 87) 05 20 40 3.07 0.79
(28, 38) (28, 38) (77, 87) 07 20 40 3.07 0.20
(28, 38) (28, 38) (77, 87) 08 20 40 15.00 0.17
(44, 54) (06, 16) (31, 41) 08 00 40 15.00 0.17
(09, 19) (44, 54) (09, 19) 08 00 40 3.07 0.17
Figure 8.8: Excerpt of a typical XCS’s population
The XCS reference implementation works with binary encoded classifiers. This
encoding has been changed to work with real-valued and accordingly integer-valued
condition values. The three emergence values coming from the observer are real-
values limited to [0.0, 1.0]. Each emergence value is mapped to an encoded interval
using lower and upper boundaries. Thus, a classifier’s condition consists of six values,
where the first two values characterise the interval for the ex-emergence value, the
third and fourth value match the ey-value, and the fifth and sixth value cover the
eh-value. In a first implementation the six condition values have been implemented
and stored as double-coded values. To simplify the XCS’ internal structure (i. e.,
functionalities as subsumption, etc.) this encoding has been changed. Now, the six
condition values are integer values limited to [0, 99]. Thus, each emergence value
is multiplied with hundred and all decimal places are deleted. Figure 8.8 shows a
typical excerpt from a population. Moreover, the encoded action consists of two
integer-encoded parameters, duration and intensity, respectively.
Controlling the chicken scenario has been implemented as a single-step learning
problem, since the scenario allows for an immediate reward calculation. The XCS
does not have to wait, until the impact of the action becomes visible or a special
event is reached. If a chicken is killed, the chosen action will be punished. If no
chicken is killed, the chosen action will positively be rewarded, respectively, because
the selected noise signal has correctly been applied to the observed situation.
Thus, two implementations of a single-step learning cycle have been investigated,
which correspond to the two adaptive controllers, as introduced in Figures 6.18
and 6.19. To adopt the single-step XCS implementation, two main questions must
be addressed: What is learned and how is the reward computed and subsequently
distributed among the involved classifiers?
In Figure 8.9 a learning cycle is depicted, which works without predefining critical





ta tb tc td
(dj+1,ij+1) (dj+2,ij+2) (dj+3,ij+3)
te tf tg
rewardj rewardj+1 rewardj+2 rewardj+3
Figure 8.9: Learning condition-action-mappings for all situations
Therefore, this XCS has to learn whether noise is applied or the situation is not
characterised as critical and thus, no noise should be applied. As introduced in
Section 6.2.4, this decision is encoded into the noise parameter intensity. Actions
with an intensity value of zero are defined as special control actions of making no
noise. All other values define different noise signals.
Furthermore, if no other action is active, a new XCS learning cycle will be triggered
and a new action will be applied. No pauses between two following actions exist.
Additionally, when a new action is applied, an old action is evaluated. E. g., as
depicted in Figure 8.9, at time tb the rewardj is computed to evaluate the action
Aj = (dj, ij). Moreover, a decision is made, which action Aj+1 is applied until
te is reached. The impact of possible payoff functions on learning is discussed in
Section 8.2.4.
In Figure 8.10 another approach is depicted, which only learns condition-action-
mappings in the case of situations that have been predefined as critical. Thus,
the designer has to define a rule consisting of critical thresholds for all emergence
indicators. The designer can use a priori knowledge of the learning problem to delegate
the XCS to a reduced search space, which only contains critical situations. If this rule
is satisfied, the XCS learning cycle will be triggered to search in its population for
those classifiers, which match the current situation. The best classifiers are selected
according to the XCS algorithm and the best action is applied. If the rule is not
satisfied, no learning cycle will be started.
As depicted in Figure 8.10, a special reward function – to compute the classifier’s
fitness – is defined, which measures the time ∆t = td− (ta + dj) between two sequent
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t
(dj,ij) (dj+1,ij+1)
((ex >= tx) AND (ey >= ty)) 
OR (eh >= th)
reward = ∆t – #kc × discount factor
∆t = td – (ta + dj) 
((ex >= tx) AND (ey >= ty)) 
OR (eh >= th)
ta tb tc td
Figure 8.10: Learning condition-action-mappings for critical situations only
actions Aj = (dj, ij) and Aj+1 = (dj+1, ij+1). This period of time will be used to
evaluate, if the mapping of situation Si = (ejx, ejy, e
j
h) and action Aj has successfully
been applied. Additionally, the number of killed chickens #kc is observed, which
counts chickens that have been killed during and after an action Aj takes place
and before the next action Aj+1 occurs (which again will depend on the decision, if
predefined critical situations are satisfied or not). This number of killed chickens
#kc discounts the period of time with ∆t−#kC × discountfactor1. Therefore, the
XCS maximises the period of time and minimises the number of killed chickens at
the same time. Results of this XCS, which only learns actions for critical situations,
are presented in Section 8.2.7.
8.2.1 Effect of Varying the Search Space
First investigations with an XCS, which learns condition-action-mappings for all
possible situations, have been made with an action space spanned by the duration
d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 15} and an intensity i ∈ {0, 10, 20, . . . , 50} (which results in #d×#i =
15 × 6 = 90 possible actions). However, using the standard XCS configuration,
see [BW00, BW02], the XCS did not converge in the given time. Figures 8.11(a) and
8.12(a) show these investigations of varying the search space with respect to two
population sizes with maximal 2 500 and 5 000 classifiers. Moreover, Table 8.5 lists
the investigated search spaces concerning subsets of duration and intensity.
1This discountfactor is predefined and has been set to 5.
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Table 8.5: Varying values of duration and intensity
#d×#i d i
15 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 0, 10, 20
18 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 0, 10, 20
21 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 0, 10, 20
24 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 0, 10, 20
27 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 0, 10, 20
30 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 0, 10, 20
33 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 0, 10, 20
36 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 0, 10, 20
39 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 0, 10, 20
45 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 0, 10, 20, 30, 40
50 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 0, 10, 20, 30, 40
55 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 0, 10, 20, 30, 40
60 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 0, 10, 20, 30, 40
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(b) Average number of interventions per 1 000
ticks
Figure 8.11: Learning over time in scenarios with different search spaces, varying parameters of
duration and intensity, as shown in Table 8.5, and having a population of maximal
2 500 classifiers
Thus, experiments have been performed with 15 up to 90 different noise signals.
The results show that scenarios with up to 39 different noise signals provide decreasing
average numbers of killed chickens #kc over time. Scenarios with greater search
spaces do not converge in the investigated maximal time of 1 000 000 ticks. As
depicted in Figures 8.11(a) and 8.12(a), scenarios with more than 39 different noise
signals only provide constant average numbers of killed chickens #kc per 1 000 ticks.
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Furthermore, some curves show an increasing behaviour over time. This is a strong
indicator that the investigated search space cannot be learned with respect to a
population size of maximal 2 500 and 5 000 classifiers, respectively.
To make the XCS converge, the following experiments have been limited to 15
different noise signals (Aj = (dj, ij) with dj ∈ {5, . . . , 9} and ij ∈ {0, 10, 20}), which
have provided the best learning results, as shown in Figures 8.11(a) and 8.12(a). In
this scenario of 15 different noise signals, the average number of killed chickens #kc
per 1 000 ticks has been decreased from 23 killed chickens at the beginning to 12 at
the end after simulating 1 000 000 ticks. This is an reduction around 50% per 1 000
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15 18 21 24 27 30 33
36 39 45 50 55 60 90
(b) Average number of interventions per 1 000
ticks
Figure 8.12: Learning over time in scenarios with different search spaces, varying parameters of
duration and intensity, as shown in Table 8.5, and having a population of maximal
5 000 classifiers
8.2.2 Effect of Simulation Time
As shown in Figures 8.11(a) and 8.12(a), simulation time has a positive impact on
the achieved simulation results. If the simulation runs longer, more evaluations
will be learned and the average number of killed chickens #kc per 1 000 ticks will
continuously decrease. Simulation runs of the scenario with 15 different noise signals,
which stop after 1 000 000 ticks, have generally performed 142 857 learning cycles,
since the average duration of a noise signal is seven ticks. Keep in mind that the
parameter duration has been limited to values from the set {5, 6, 7, 8, 9}.
Additionally, the number of interventions per 1 000 ticks decreases. This correlation
is depicted in Figures 8.11(b) and 8.12(b). In a scenario of 15 different noise signals,
the average number of interventions per 1 000 ticks has been decreased from 158
interventions at the beginning to 140 at the end after 1 000 000 ticks. However, the
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performed experiments have been very time consuming. Several runs needed more
than a day to determine using JoSchKa [Bon08]2. Thus, no general experiments
have been done with a simulation time greater than 1 000 000 ticks.
8.2.3 Effect of Varying Maximal Population Sizes
Additionally, varying the search space (i. e., varying ranges of duration d and intensity
i) also means that the value of the maximal population size (the maximal number of
classifiers) has to be changed. If the value is too small, covering will not sensibly occur,
since classifiers are always deleted to integrate new classifiers into the population,
see [BW02]. Starting from an empty population, the population size should be large
enough so that covering only occurs at the beginning of the learning process. Thus,
experiments have been performed, which investigate the effect of varying the maximal
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500 1.000 1.500 2.000
2.500 5.000 7.500 10.000
(b) Average number of interventions per 1 000
ticks
Figure 8.13: Effect of varying the maximal population size in a scenario with 15 different actions
A theoretical consideration shows that in the case of a scenario with 15 different
noise signals 10×10×10×15 = 15 000 classifiers are needed to cover the whole search
space into a non-overlapping condition-action-mapping. This discussion is based
on an assumption, which excludes (important) XCS’ mechanisms like subsumption
or don’t care symbols. Every possible situation is only covered by one classifier.
Conditions of different classifiers do not overlap. If the three emergence values
ex, ey, eh are limited to values of {0.0, 1.0} or {0, 99} respectively, then 10 equally
spaced and non-overlapping intervals similar to [0, 9], [10, 19], [20, 29], [30, 39], [40, 49],
2A typical computer, which has been used for job scheduling, is characterised by an Intel Core TM2
Duo E2180 CPU (2.0GHz/1MB level cache), it has 2GB DDR II RAM (800Mhz, 3 000MB/s),
and it has an SATA storage with a capacity of 250GB.
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[50, 59], [60, 69], [70, 79], [80, 89], and [90, 99] will be needed to cover all possible
situations. Certainly, more fine-granular or coarsely structured intervals are possible,
but the investigated XCS works as follows: If a new situation is observed, which
is unknown to the classifiers that have been learned so far, a new classifier will be
generated using covering. Each emergence indicator is represented by an interval.
Lower and upper boundaries lie around the observed emergence indicator having a
predefined distance and taking the emergence value in the middle. This distance
value has been set to 0.5 or five in all experiments.
In Figure 8.13, experiments are depicted with different values of the maximal
population size. All other values are constant and have not been varied in these
experiments. The results show that 2 500 classifiers are sufficient. Thus, in further
experiments of this scenario the population size has been set to maximal 2 500
classifiers.
8.2.4 Effect of Reward Functions
Different parametrised reward functions have been evaluated. Since the observation
range of the observer is limited, as explained in Section 6.2.3, only few parameters
can be used as input variables for a reward function. Thus, experiments have been
performed with several functions, which are always maximised by the XCS algorithm.
Some selected reward functions are given and explained in the following. Some more
functions have been evaluated, but the best results have been found with these four
mentioned functions.
• Reward function 3:
reward =
{
0.0 : #kc > 0
∆ex + ∆ey : #kc = 0
(8.1)
I. e., if a chicken has been killed during an intervention, the reward, which is
given to the applied classifiers, will be zero. If no chicken is killed, the sum of
∆ex + ∆ey will be computed, where ∆ex and ∆ey are the differences between
the emergence indicators before and after the intervention takes place.
• Reward function 4:
reward = max(0.0, (#c−#kc× 10)) (8.2)
I. e., the reward is always equal to the total number of chickens #c, which is
degraded by every killed chicken. When simulations are performed with a total
number of 40 chickens and 4 chickens are killed during an intervention, then
the given reward will be zero, since every killed chicken is multiplied by ten.
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• Reward function 5:
reward = max(0.0, (d−#kc× d/2)) (8.3)
I. e., the given reward is equal to the duration d of an intervention. It is argued
that an intervention, which takes place for a longer duration, has a higher risk
that a chicken is killed during this control action is active. The payoff will be
better rewarded, if no chicken is killed. Thus, every killed chicken decreases
the duration by the half of the duration. If more than two chickens are killed,
the given reward will be zero.
• Reward function 6:
reward =
{
0.0 : #kc > 0
d : #kc = 0
(8.4)
I. e., if no chicken is killed, the payoff will be equal to the duration d of the
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(b) Average number of interventions per 1 000
ticks
Figure 8.14: Effect of varying the reward function in a scenario with 15 different actions
Results of varying the reward function are presented in Figure 8.14. The differences
seem to be small. Moreover, the investigated functions explicitly differ at the
beginning in the case of the average number of killed chickens #kc per 1 000 ticks, as
depicted in Figure 8.14(a). These differences specially depend on the badly selected
default initialisation of a new classifier’s prediction value with pI = 10.0, taken
from the reference implementation [BW00]. In general, an initial prediction value of
classifiers, which have not been applied in any action set [A], should be parametrised
defensively. E. g., reward function 5 has a maximal payoff of nine in a scenario
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with possible durations d ∈ {5, 6, 7, 8, 9}. It is obvious that a default initialisation
with pI = 10.0 suggests faulty predictions in the case of reward function 5, which
particularly manipulate the experimental results at the beginning and are eliminated
during simulation time. However, to compare the impact of the different reward
functions on the learning process, it has been argued that the default initialisation
of the prediction value should be equal in all experiments.
However, in scenarios with greater search spaces (not presented here to keep clarity
of the discussed experiments) the reward function 4 performs best. Thus, reward
function 4 has been used as the default reward function in the following experiments.
8.2.5 Effect of Other Parameters as Known from Literature
The XCS is a learning heuristic with many parameters that could be varied and
customised concerning the special learning scenario, see [BW00, BW02, But06]. The
impact on the learning behaviour varying
1. the search space,
2. the simulation time,
3. the maximal population size, or
4. the reward function
have been introduced before. Several other parameters are note presented here in
detail. Thus, these aspects are only summarised in short, as known from literature.
• A population of classifiers could be initialised with predefined classifiers. These
could be randomly initialised or set up with learned knowledge from previous
runs. The presented experiments are always starting from scratch and leave
the population empty. Populations are not initialised with randomly covered
classifiers or with learned knowledge from previous experiments. To start with
an empty population or a randomly initialised population seems to have no
deeper impact on the learning behaviour, as explained in [BW02]. Initialising
with a priori knowledge may speed up the learning process.
• New classifiers arise through covering or evolution using genetic operators.
Evolution can be turned on and off. The presented results are all performed
with genetic operators, which have been customised to fit into the selected
scenario. A two-point crossover is used instead of a one-point crossover. Similar
to the one-point crossover, the two-point crossover only affects the conditions.
Mutation takes place in both, the condition and the action. A mutation in the
condition modifies the encoded boundaries. Mutation in the action changes
the values of duration and intensity to other values of duration and intensity.
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Mutation is similarly applied as done in the XCS reference implementation.
However, the final sub-procedure, which runs the genetic operators, has not
been changed: Firstly, the action set [A] will be checked to see, if the genetic
operators should be applied at all. In order to apply genetic operators the
average time period since the last application of genetic operators in the set
must be greater than the predefined threshold ΘGA. Secondly, two classifiers are
selected as parents by roulette wheel selection based on the classifier’s fitness
and the offspring are created. The offspring are possibly crossed and mutated.
If the offspring are crossed, their prediction, prediction error, and fitness values
are set to the average of the parents’ values. Finally, the offspring are inserted
in the population. If the maximal population size is reached, deletion of other
classifiers will follow. Further investigations on these mechanisms could perform
better learning results, but are not part of this thesis. Modifications concerning
covering are introduced in Section 8.4.
• The standard single-step XCS implementation continuously switches between
exploitation and exploration phases, which addresses the question, use what you
know or learn something new? Exploitation of acquired knowledge means that
those classifiers with highest fitness values in the prediction array are always
used. This provides a deterministic behaviour, evaluation of (few) classifiers
becomes more reliable, and no improvements of knowledge occur. Exploration
of new possibilities means that new classifiers are generated using evolution,
and classifiers are randomly chosen in the prediction array. Thus, the goal is to
enhance knowledge about the problem. The learning performance is decreased
for the benefit of finding an optimum. This mechanism of continuous changing
between exploitation and exploration phases over the whole simulation time
has not been changed within this work. Further investigations may be useful.
8.2.6 Pure On-Line Learning
Summarising the achieved experience, as presented in the last sections, experiments
with an pure on-line controller have been performed, which bases on the XCSJava1.0
reference implementation [But00] that has been modified to work with real- and
integer-valued input. In general, the main experiments have been performed with
parameter values, as characterised in the following.
• The search space of possible noise signals has been limited to d ∈ {5, 6, 7, 8, 9}×
i ∈ {0, 10, 20}.
• The population size is set to a maximum of 2 500 classifiers.
• The XCS starts with an empty population. Decreasing the number of killed
chickens #kc is learned from scratch.
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• Full covering takes place.
• Genetic operators are turned on.
• Reward function 4 is used.
• The simulation is performed over 1 000 000 ticks.
• The XCS continuously changes between exploitation and exploration phases
over the whole simulation time.
• Simulation runs are repeated with 20 different seed values. Presented results
are always averaged over these repeated runs.
Table 8.6 shows the averaged number of killed chickens #kc of simulation runs
with overall 1 000 000 ticks. The attained average of 160.05 after 10 000 ticks is very
close to the best result of the parameter study (approximately 166.40), which is
a very promising result. Since the XCS only uses noise signals, which have been
limited to d ∈ {5, 6, 7, 8, 9} × i ∈ {0, 10, 20}, the comparison between the XCS and
the best founded single fixed rules controller is limited to those controllers, which
correspond to the restricted search space. Thus, the best single fixed rules controller
is found in line eight of Table 8.4.
Table 8.6: Results of the XCS vs. the best single fixed rules controller with (tx, ty, th, d, i) =
(0.2, 0.3, 0.3, 5, 20) established in parameter studies with varying the simulation time
Best single fixedXCS
rules controller
Simulated ticks Average #kc Standard error Average #kc Standard error
1 000 23.00 0.00 17.00 0.00
2 500 46.90 0.35 40.20 0.20
5 000 85.50 0.98 83.25 0.25
7 500 122.20 1.33 128.20 0.20
10 000 160.05 2.02 166.40 0.22
25 000 367.30 6.46 425.35 1.54
50 000 708.80 9.22 867.00 2.79
75 000 1 036.50 11.19 1 311.45 2.97
100 000 1 347.55 14.84 1 754.70 2.97
250 000 3 133.20 26.77 4 411.35 7.92
500 000 6 189.40 26.69 8 831.00 12.02
750 000 9 187.35 32.71 13 256.25 12.13
1 000 000 12 210.15 44.02 17 676.20 15.43
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Furthermore, Table 8.6 verifies that an XCS converges with more simulation time
to a better optimum. The same results are also shown in Figure 8.15. The XCS is
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Figure 8.15: Learning over time using an XCS vs. the best found single fixed rules controller
Figure 8.15 depicts the learning behaviour over time of the XCS in comparison to
the best single fixed rule controller found through the parameter studies. It plots the
average number of killed chickens #kc per 1 000 ticks with increasing simulation time
and each plotted value is the average over 20 runs. As expected, the best found single
fixed rules controller shows a constant progression. In comparison the XCS controller
begins with a greater number of lost chickens, which decreases in the course of time
until becoming constant.
Furthermore as shown in Figure 8.15(b), the average number of interventions per
1 000 ticks is decreased from 158 at the beginning to 140 interventions at the end.
This is a reduction of 11.39%. However, compared to the best found single fixed
rules controller the XCS needs more than twice as much interventions.
8.2.7 Learning over Thresholds
As illustrated in Figures 8.9 and 8.10, the single-step implementation causes two
slightly different approaches. In this section, the results of the adaptive controller
are presented, where the XCS is only triggered, when predefined critical thresholds
of emergence values are exceeded. This corresponds to the rule, as introduced
in Section 8.1.2. If the condition ((ex ≥ tx) AND (ey ≥ ty)) OR (eh ≥ th) with
t = (tx, ty, th) being the critical emergence thresholds is true, then the observed
emergence values will be given to the XCS, which hereupon decides, which parameters
of noise will be chosen.
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Table 8.7: Average number of killed chickens #kc after 10 000 simulated ticks in ascending order
using an XCS, which is triggered when predefined thresholds are exceeded
ex, ey, eh Average #kc Standard deviation Standard error
0.1, 0.1, 0.3 80.80 9.32 2.08
0.1, 0.2, 0.3 93.55 13.57 3.04
0.2, 0.1, 0.3 103.40 10.32 2.31
0.2, 0.2, 0.3 100.55 9.00 2.01
0.3, 0.2, 0.3 131.45 5.93 1.33
0.1, 0.3, 0.3 132.85 5.83 1.30
0.3, 0.1, 0.3 133.25 7.50 1.68
0.2, 0.3, 0.3 135.15 7.50 1.68
0.3, 0.3, 0.3 139.60 3.95 0.88
0.2, 0.4, 0.3 167.55 3.76 0.84
. . . . . . . . . . . .
Thus, the XCS just learns the best mapping of situations and actions in cases
that have been classified as critical by the developer. This XCS implementation uses
knowledge that is given by the user to optimise the learning behaviour. As shown
in Table 8.7, the results of these modifications are remarkable. Using predefined
thresholds improves searching the condition-action-mappings and drastically decreases
the average number of killed chickens #kc. The presented results are an excerpt of
the obtained results. The values of tx and ty are varied from {0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.6} and
th = 0.3 has been constant. The implemented reward function maximises the time
between two periods of time, as depicted in Figure 8.10. It should be mentioned that
this is a special reward function, which bases on the constraints made within this
implementation. This reward function cannot be used within the XCS, as presented
in the section before, where the XCS is used to learn the condition-action-mappings
for the whole search space.
Figure 8.16 presents results, which compare learning over time between the best
XCS using predefined critical thresholds (tx, ty, th) = (0.1, 0.1, 0.3) and the XCS,
which learns condition-action-mappings for all situations. The results draw the
conclusion that better results in terms of the average number of killed chickens #kc
are obtained when the process of controlling is not completely learned by an XCS and
the controller is equipped with a priori knowledge. Thus, the correlation between
an increasing learning performance and a priori knowledge seems obvious.
8.2.8 Summary
In OC scenarios, there is often no time for time consuming parameter studies and a
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(b) Average number of interventions per 1 000
ticks
Figure 8.16: XCS over threshold with (tx, ty, th) = (0.1, 0.1, 0.3) vs. XCS
that adapt as soon as possible to changing environments. However, observing and
controlling technical systems means that decisions have to be taken with respect
to hard time constraints and systems cannot only learn through making (bad)
experiences in the real world. Thus, learning techniques, which combine off-line
generated knowledge, e. g., by time consuming and thus low efficient parameter
studies, and on-line adaptation capabilities, seem to be an adequate approach. This
idea is investigated in more detail in Section 8.4.
The results have shown that an XCS is able to learn the best parameters of making
noise in the chicken scenario, and thus to decrease the number of killed chickens.
But, the XCS needs a lot of time to converge to steady results. Furthermore, when
the search space of possible actions increases, the XCS does not converge – in the
course of the simulated period of time as investigated here.
To make use of LCSs as a fast on-line learning mechanism that can be integrated
into the general observer/controller architecture, improvements are necessary. An
LCS architecture is needed that
1. needs less reinforcement learning loops to learn while
2. exhibiting the same or better learning results compared to existing LCSs.
Solutions to this challenge might include the following mechanisms.
• Parallel or distributed learning architectures: By dividing the problem into
sub-problems and allowing various LCSs to work together and run in parallel,
the complete learning task is decomposed and improvements in learning speed
should be possible.
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• Algorithmic advancements: Covering techniques and genetic operators like
crossover and mutation could be varied and improved.
• More training phases before acting on real world problems: In the case of
OC systems that should continuously adapt in dynamic environments more
training phases do not seem to be an adequate strategy (in all scenarios),
because changes occur on-line and adaptation has to cope with these changes.
The following results will firstly concentrate on improvements through parallelism
and distribution in the next section. Then, the two-levelled learning approach is
investigated in Section 8.4.
8.3 Parallel XCS Architectures
A promising way to deal with complex problems should be to divide them into
sub-problems and assign each sub-problem to a single LCS instance – if possible. Not
every learning task can be decomposed. In this way, each single LCS learns to solve
a specific subtask and the subtask results can be combined resulting in a parallel
learning system that performs as well as or hopefully better than a single LCS.
The design approach of task decomposition (as presented in the following) is not
provided in an automated way. Depending on the problem, a decomposition might
be difficult or even impossible due to strong interdependencies of the subtasks. The
system designer needs to identify independent and basic subtasks that could be
assigned to different LCS instances.
8.3.1 2PXCS
As depicted in Figure 8.17(b), the single XCS, see Figure 8.17(a), is replaced by two
completely separated parallel learning loops – one responsible for mapping the three
emergence values to the duration d of the noise intervention, the other one responsible
for finding the best intensity i of the intervention. Thus, decomposition takes place
along the two parameters of the action space. This approach will investigate, if the
two parameters duration d and intensity i, which characterise the noise signal, are
independent and can be learned in parallel.
The two parallel LCSs use the same standard parameters, as given in [But00], get
the same reward, as mentioned in Section 8.2.6, and both have a four-dimensional
search space. This scenario is called 2PXCS for two XCSs, which learn in parallel.
Referring to Figure 8.17(b), XCS1 maps the emergence values ex, ey, and eh to
the duration d, XCS2 does the same with the intensity i. The experiments are
again performed in a scenario with 15 different noise signals (d ∈ {5, 6, . . . , 9} × i ∈
{0, 10, 20}). Figure 8.18 compares the obtained results of 2PXCS with the results of






(a) A single XCS learns the best mapping of three
integer-valued condition values (ex, ey, eh)






(b) Decomposition into two sub-problems, two
separated XCS instances learn to solve each
sub-problem
Figure 8.17: XCS vs. 2PXCS
Figure 8.18(a) depicts the average number of killed chickens #kc per 1 000 simula-
tion ticks over 20 runs. Figure 8.18(b) depicts the average number of interventions
per 1 000 simulation ticks over 20 runs. It is shown that both, the single XCS and
the 2PXCS implementation, improve their condition-action-mappings over time and
finally converge to a steady result. Comparing XCS and 2PXCS, it is noted that
the XCS specially outperforms the 2PXCS at the beginning. At the end both curves

























































(b) Average number of interventions per 1 000
ticks
Figure 8.18: Learning over time: XCS vs. 2PXCS, averaged values over 20 runs, 15 possible
actions, d ∈ {5, . . . , 9} × i ∈ {0, 10, 20}
In the 2PXCS variant, XCS1 and XCS2 have to learn a four-dimensional condi-
tion-action-mapping, i. e., that is their condition-action-mapping is reduced by one
dimension compared to the single XCS implementation. Moreover, the reduction
of one dimension (from a five-dimensional to a four-dimensional condition-action-
mapping) seems not sufficient to speed up the learning process, as from theoretically
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considerations expected. However, the results show that the parameters duration d
and intensity i are not sufficiently independent to be learned by two separated XCS
instances. Thus, another – more reasonable – parallel learning architecture has been
tried, as described in the following.
8.3.2 3PXCS
As depicted in Figure 8.19(a), the single XCS, see Figure 8.17(a), is decomposed
into three separated parallel learning loops – every LCS is responsible for mapping
one of the three emergence values to the duration d and the intensity i of the
noise intervention, i. e., every XCS has to learn a three-dimensional condition-action-
mapping. This approach takes the results of 2PXCS into account that duration d
and intensity i cannot independently learned in parallel LCSs. This scenario is called










(a) Decomposition into three sub-problems and










(a1, a2, a3 →d,i)
(b) Decomposition into three sub-problems on
level A with aj ∈ {0, 1} and j ∈ {1, 2, 3}
and one XCS learns the aggregated results
on level B
Figure 8.19: 3PXCS vs. HXCS
The LCSs again use the same standard parameters, as proposed in [But00], and
get the same reward as mentioned in Section 8.2.6. Every XCSj with j ∈ {1, 2, 3}
determines in every reinforcement learning loop one specific noise signal (dj, ij),
based on which the average proposed duration d¯ with d¯ = 1
3
·∑3j=1 dj and the average
intensity i¯ with i¯ = 1
3
·∑3j=1 ij are computed. The triggered noise signal is the
average (d¯, i¯) of all three decisions and the reward every XCSj receives is the reward
received under the control action (d¯, i¯).
Figure 8.20(a) depicts the average number of killed chickens #kc per 1 000 simula-
tion ticks over 20 runs. Figure 8.20(b) depicts the average number of interventions



























































(b) Average number of interventions per 1 000
ticks
Figure 8.20: Learning over time: XCS vs. 3PXCS, averaged values over 20 runs, 15 possible
actions, d ∈ {5, . . . , 9} × i ∈ {0, 10, 20}
improves the condition-action-mappings over time and finally converges to a steady
result. Comparing XCS and 2PXCS in the case of the average number of killed
chickens #kc per 1 000 ticks, it is noted that 3PXCS outperforms the single XCS
variant from the beginning. At the end both curves nearly converge to the same
values. Taking the average number of interventions per 1 000 ticks into account, it is
shown that the number also decreases in the case of the 3PXCS, but not as explicit
as in the case of the single XCS. Moreover, 3PXCS achieves better results than the
single XCS – with nearly the same amount of control.
Thus, the new design decision to learn both parameters of a noise signal in one
single LCS and to simplify the condition part of a classifier seems to be the better
design decision in the case of controlling the chickens. The results outperform the
results achieved with 2PXCS and with the single XCS, respectively.
8.3.3 HXCS
Based on the results, which have been obtained for 2PXCS and 3PXCS, a third
implementation has been tested, which decomposes the learning problem within
hierarchically organised LCSs, as depicted in Figure 8.19(b). This type of architecture
is called HXCS for the hierarchically organised XCS instances.
On level A three LCSs are implemented that work in parallel on different sub-
problems. XCS1A will only map the emergence value ex to the decision/action
a1 ∈ {0, 1}, if a noise intervention is preferred or not. XCS2A and XCS3A do
the same with ey and eh, respectively. The three LCSs on level A have to learn a
binary coded decision, where zero means no noise signal should be applied and one
represents a noise intervention.
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(b) Average number of interventions per 1 000
ticks
Figure 8.21: Learning over time: XCS vs. HXCS, averaged values over 20 runs, 15 possible
actions, d ∈ {5, . . . , 9} × i ∈ {0, 10, 20}
A fourth LCS, XCS4B, collects the decisions of XCS1A, XCS2A, and XCS3A and
maps this input data to a noise signal that is again characterised by a duration d
and an intensity i – while an action (d, i) with d ∈ {5, . . . , 9} and i = 0 is explicitly
possible on level B. As mentioned before, this special type of actions is equal to the
effect of intervening the chickens without any noise.
XCS1A, XCS2A, and XCS3A have to solve a sub-problem with a two-dimensional
condition-action-mapping, XCS4B has to solve a five-dimensional problem where the
situation is characterised as a three bit binary vector – an thus, the new condition is
very simplified in comparison to the real- or integer-coded condition of the single
XCS implementation, see Section 8.2.6.
As done before, the hierarchically organised HXCS implementation is compared to
the single XCS in the case of a scenario with 15 different noise signals. The results
are presented in Figure 8.21. The HXCS implementation improves its condition-
action-mappings over time and finally converges to a steady result. However, HXCS
demonstrates significant advantages of this new LCS arrangement. HXCS shows
improvements in learning speed and quality of the results. Even if the condensed
situation information available to XCS4B is heavily simplified, HXCS is able to learn
the best condition-action-mappings.
8.3.4 Limitations of the Single-Agent Learning Approach
Aiming at enhancing the learning speed of LCSs, Section 8.3 has especially focused on
the XCS implementation provided in [But00], which has been modified to work with
real- and integer-valued parameters. Caused by drawbacks LCSs have in learning
speed, the provided experimental results validate the idea of distributed LCSs that
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solve smaller sub-problems of a larger problem in parallel. Significant improvements
in the performance and learning speed could specially be shown for the 3PXCS and
HXCS implementation. The 2PXCS architecture started with a promising idea, but
exhibited no convincing results in the investigated scenario.
To conclude, improvements in learning speed could be achieved by dividing a
problem into sub-problems that are solved in parallel. Identifying appropriate
sub-problems is a difficult task that (depending on the problem) might even be
impossible. The developer of a learning mechanism needs a lot of information about
the investigated problem to divide the learning task into separately solvable sub-
problems. The design decision, how to decompose a problem, should be plausible. In
some cases, parameters are correlated and cannot separately learned with different
XCS instances, see Section 8.3.1.
Thus, the investigated single-agent learning approach has also limitations. In
general, the decomposition of a learning task into simpler subtasks and allocating
it to distinct LCSs has four limitations, as proposed by the single-agent learning
approach, see Section 5.5.1.
1. Parallelism is limited by the size of the problem. Generally, decomposing a
general task into a number of subtasks is limited by the dependencies of the
involved parameters of the learning problem.
2. The task of decomposing a task into subtasks is static and predefined. How
to decompose the task and into how many subtasks a task is decomposed is
decided a priori. These decisions are connected to the relative difficulties of
subtasks, which are not known in advance.
3. Furthermore, it will often be not known, if the new decomposed learning
problem is equal to the old learning problem. As explained and shown in
Section 8.3.1, parameters, which are correlated, could not be learned in parallel
and have to be learned together in one learning instance.
4. Any single-agent solution presents a bottleneck, which is caused by the inter-
action with the environment. Even though its internal structure is parallel,
the agent has to interact with the environment in a serial way. When different
subtasks faced by distinct LCSs regard unrelated actions, distinct LCSs of the
agent may interface distinct effectors, which is investigated in [BFS95], where
four different legs of a robot are controlled by four different modules. However,
the number of actions an agent is simultaneously allowed to perform cannot
be very large. Furthermore, the global experience of the complete agent is
still sequential. Thus, a multi-agent learning approach has theoretically been
introduced in Section 5.5.2 to overcome the limitations of the single-agent
learning approach.
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However, the decomposition of complex learning tasks is a promising approach
for learning difficult problems. Some techniques have recently been proposed, some
others are addressed in this thesis.
8.4 Using Level 2 Learning
As depicted in Figure 6.20, a further controller type has been investigated, which
learns on-line using an XCS that simulates possible new classifier on level 2 using a
simulation model. Therefore, the covering operator of the original XCS implementa-
tion has been modified.
The minimal number of different actions that must be present in a match set
[M ] is specified by Θmna. If there are less than Θmna classifiers in a match set [M ],
covering will occur. To cause covering to provide classifiers for every possible action,
the standard XCS implementation sets Θmna equal to the number of available actions.
In the investigated scenario with duration d ∈ {5, 6, 7, 8, 9} and i ∈ {0, 10, 20} the
parameter Θmna is set to #d×#i = 5× 3 = 15. Thus, if a new situation is observed,
which is unknown to the existing condition-action-mapping, 15 new classifiers will
be generated using covering.
The single XCS implementation, as investigated in Section 8.2.6, initialises these
15 new classifiers with predefined values pI , I , and FI , which denote the initial
prediction, prediction error, and fitness values and which are initialised with very
small values. As described in [But00], the default values in the experiments have
equally been chosen and set to (pI , I , FI) = (10.0, 0.0, 0.01).
In the case of unknown situations, the modified covering mechanism starts for every
possible action a single simulation run on level 2, where the action is applied to a
situation that is equal to the one observed in the real system. Since in this simulated
chicken environment every design decision seems possible, the real simulation used on
level 1 is completely cloned to be used on level 2. Thus, level 2 is no abstracted copy of
the real world and no simplifications are done according to the used simulation model
on level 2. Certainly, this may be artificial assumptions, which are not reasonable in
real world scenarios, but it is tried to investigate, what is possible in the best case
using this two-level learning approach.
Furthermore, the controller of this level 2 simulation counts the number of killed
chickens during the time the selected action is applied to the simulated model on
level 2. Subsequently, level 2 reports the information of killed chickens to level 1.
There, this information is used to initialise the new classifier with another – hopefully
better – prediction value pI . Depending on the used reward function (see reward
function 4 in Section 8.2.4), the prediction value will be set to the given reward. In
other words, the initialisation of the prediction value is always equal to the total
number of chickens #c, which is degraded by every killed chicken on level 2. When
simulations on level 2 are performed with a total number of 40 chickens and four
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chickens are killed during an intervention, then the given prediction value will be zero,
since every killed chicken is multiplied by ten. Results, which have been achieved
with a controller that combines on-line learning with off-line planning capabilities on
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(b) Average number of interventions per 1 000
ticks
Figure 8.22: Learning over time: XCS vs. XCS with level 2, averaged values over 20 runs, 15
possible actions, d ∈ {5, . . . , 9} × i ∈ {0, 10, 20}
The achieved results are surprising, since the difference between the original and
the modified covering mechanism are marginal in the case of the average number
of killed chickens #kc per 1 000 ticks, as depicted in Figure 8.22(a). Interpreting
the results positively, modified covering outperforms the original variant a little
bit at the beginning and at the end, but the difference between the two depicted
curves totally belongs to one or two killed chickens per 1 000 ticks. Furthermore, the
average number of interventions per 1 000 ticks, as shown in Figure 8.22(b), clearly
demonstrates that the two-level learning approach cannot outperform the original
mechanism, if the number of interventions is solely used as benchmark criterion. In
other words, the two-level learning approach does not perform as well as expected
– with respect to this investigated variant of implementation and this selected test
scenario.
The question, which automatically arises, is why this two-level learning approach
does not work as expected? One single simulation run of each unknown condition-
action-mapping on level 2 seems to be not sufficient. The results obtained by level 2
may serve as a good initialisation (since they are based on experience), but their
prediction and information content are limited caused by several reasons.
1. In this investigated scenario, the classifier’s condition encodes a set of possible
emergence situations, which are merged into a single situation, see Section 8.2.
The three emergence indicators ex, ey, eh are aggregated values and serve as a
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clustering indicator. From the controller’s viewpoint, they hide the different
energy values of the chickens. Thus, the effectiveness of a possible control
intervention could not be shown and evaluated in a single simulation run on
level 2. E. g., in a first case, the three emergence values indicate a clustering
situation, where all chickens are very healthy. In another situation, the same
emergence values will indicate a similar clustering situation, but all chickens are
wounded a little bit. The same noise signal will have a different impact on the
chickens. This problem is not only limited to this two-level learning approach.
The same problem also appears without having planning capabilities on level 2.
However, it clarifies that a single evaluation of a new condition-action-mapping
cannot be sufficient with respect to this scenario.
2. Furthermore, LCSs learn over time using reinforcement learning. It is in the
nature of things that the initialisation of the prediction value is a vanish
value. Combining on-line learning and off-line planning may outperform an
LCS, which only learns on-line on level 1, at the beginning, but it cannot
continuously outperform it. The impact of the initialisation value on the whole
learning process is low.
3. Another reason is the detrimental correlation between using a full covering
mechanism and the investigated reward function (see reward function 4 in
Section 8.2.4). Here, when an observed situation is unknown, 15 new classifiers
are tested on level 2. Possible results of these simulation runs on level 2 will
initialise the prediction value with pI ∈ {0, 10, 20, 30, 40}. If 15 classifiers force
15 different initialisations, it will be easier to decide, which classifier should be
chosen. But, if 15 classifiers are rewarded with more or less similar results on
level 2, the experience of level 2 will not support the decision, which has to be
taken on level 1. Since no sufficient experience is provided, it becomes – taken
the worst case – a random decision, which classifier of the match set will form
an action set.
To conclude, combining on-line learning and planning capabilities theoretically
seems to be a powerful mechanism to overcome drawbacks of pure on-line learning.
However, this hypothesis could not be verified in the investigated chicken scenario.
Further investigations in scenarios, where pure on-line learning is not applicable, are
necessary, see [PRT+08, TPR+08].
8.5 Using Another Metric on the Observer’s Side
As argued in Section 6.2.5, a controller’s decision is mainly based on the intelligence
and logic of the observer. If the used metrics on the observer’s side do not give a
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precise characterisation of the system behaviour, the controller will not correctly act.
Moreover, learning cannot optimally be performed.
The investigated chicken scenario is observed and characterised by three emergence
indicators, which are computed according to an entropy-based metric, as summarised
in Section 4.1.5. Furthermore, critical remarks have been made on this metric and
its proposed general significance to quantify emergent behaviour. To investigate,
that this selected metric performs a well defined job in the chicken scenario, another
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(b) Average number of interventions per 1 000
ticks
Figure 8.23: Comparing learning over time, which is based on different metrics on the observer’s
side, averaged values over 20 runs, 15 possible actions, d ∈ {5, . . . , 9}×i ∈ {0, 10, 20}
This density metric computes the density of chickens in each smaller grid of the
two-dimensional grid and passes the information about the grid with the highest
density to the controller. Then, the noise intervention takes place in the centroid of
the chicken cluster that relies on the most densely packed (smaller) grid.
Again as successfully elaborated on quantitative emergence, parameter studies
with this special density metric have been performed, an XCS is compared to the
best found single fixed rules controller, and then the results are compared to the
results obtained with an XCS using quantitative emergence on the observer’s side.
Figure 8.23 summarises the results obtained with these experiments. It is shown
that the controller, which is based on the density metric (XCS-DM), will converge to
results as found in the parameter studies, if the view is limited to the average number
of killed chickens #kc per 1 000 ticks. In comparison to the controller, which is based
on quantitative emergence (XCS-QE), it is shown that XCS-QE achieves in summary
better results than XCS-DM. This might not be true at the beginning of learning,
but until the end this is obvious. Comparing the number of interventions, both
approaches will show similar performances, even if the low number of interventions
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per 1 000 ticks of the best found single fixed rules controller seems unreachable. The
static controller is very efficient in controlling the clustering behaviour.
Thus, the critical remarks on quantitative emergence may only be justifiable from
a theoretical point of view. However, the investigations achieved so far do not claim
that another metric is needed to measure clustering in the chicken scenario. These
conclusions are mainly based on the specific behaviour of the chickens. They do not
behave as shown in the particular cases, mentioned in Section 6.2.5.
8.6 Concluding Remarks on the Experiments
Within this chapter, several experiments have been performed and gained cognisance
of the influencing factors on the effectiveness of the observer/controller architecture.
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(b) Average number of interventions per 1 000
ticks
Figure 8.24: Learning over time: All investigated approaches, averaged values over 20 runs, 15
possible actions, d ∈ {5, . . . , 9} × i ∈ {0, 10, 20}
Based on three emergence indicators different types of control strategies ranging
from static to adaptive ones have been investigated in the context of a nature-inspired
chicken scenario. The results, as summarised in Figure 8.24, have shown that the
controller, which uses an XCS to learn the whole condition-action-mapping, is able
to converge to the results, which have been found in preliminary parameter studies.
Moreover, the controller type, which only starts learning in the case of critical
situations, outperforms the results achieved with the XCS, which learns condition-
action-mappings for all possible situations. This result is not surprising, since using
a priori knowledge to distinguish between critical and non-critical situations should
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always provide a better learning performance than starting from scratch. However,
searching for a priori knowledge is a time consuming and exhausting process, as
explained in Section 8.1.2. Such preliminary investigations are often not suitable –
specially in the case of OC scenarios. Thus, comparing the controller type, which
only starts learning in the case of critical situations, to the controller, which learns
the mapping of all possible situations, seems not fair and realistic. Finally, all
investigations have suggested that LCSs need many reinforcement cycles to converge
to steady results and to learn an optimal condition-action-mapping. Thus, techniques
have been investigated that speed up this learning process.
Especially, parallel implementations have been investigated to decrease the number
of learning cycles. These investigations have shown that the learning process is
significantly speeded up at the beginning in the case of 3PXCS and HXCS. It could
be shown that decomposition of a learning problem into several sub-problems, which
could be solved in parallel, provides a successful technique. Furthermore, the two-level
learning approach has been applied and the covering mechanism has been modified.
However, the results of these modifications are not satisfying (with respect to the
assumptions of the investigated scenario) and further investigations on this approach




People do not like to think. If one thinks, one must reach a conclusion.
Conclusions are not always pleasant. (Helen Keller)
Motivated by the challenges of OC, the goal of this thesis has been to design,
develop, and investigate an observer/controller architecture, which establishes con-
trolled self-organisation in technical, real-time, noisy, collaborative, and competitive
environments. This chapter summarises the main contributions. Section 9.1 describes
the results achieved within this thesis. In Section 9.2, some conclusions are outlined
in the light of the objectives made in Section 1.2. Furthermore, Section 9.3 discusses
and outlines possible challenges to extend this work. Final remarks complete this
thesis in Section 9.4.
9.1 Summary
To get closer to the overarching vision of OC has just started. OC systems will
involve an evolution of innovation in systems and software engineering as well as
collaboration with many other diverse scientific fields. Since OC focusses on the
challenge of increasing complexity in technical systems, this thesis introduces a
regulatory feedback mechanism, the generic observer/controller architecture, to
establish controlled self-organisation.
To cope with unwanted (emerging) global behaviour as a result of bestowing
upon the systems some life-like characteristics, the idea of an observer/controller
architecture has been introduced and refined. This architecture allows organising
several aspects of the system behaviour in an autonomous way, independent from an
explicit external interference that keeps a system alive and running. Thus, the SuOC
adapts to changes in its environment and is controlled by an observer/controller
in order to acquire robustness and the ability to overcome breakdowns. It has
been shown, how observer and controller are designed, which functions should be
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implemented, and how the main loop consisting of the SuOC, an observer (observing
the behaviour of the SuOC in terms of well defined system parameters), and a
controller (selecting adequate actions to optimise system behaviour with respect to
certain global objectives) may work together.
The defined components of the OC architecture strongly rely on other established
scientific areas like data mining, time series analysis, machine learning, or control
theory. Results and methods from these areas have been used to extend the proposed
toolbox and to test the developed metrics and adaptive control strategies with
different test scenarios. In doing so, the focus has been set on the controller – and
specially on learning capabilities using LCSs.
The proposed concepts have been tested with respect to some multi-agent scenarios
(e. g., a group of self-organising lifts, different simulated environments from the area
of mobile robotics, or a nature-inspired scenario of a collection of freely moving
simple agents (chickens) showing some undesired emerging effects). All scenarios
could be seen as instances of the generic predator/prey example, which is frequently
used in the multi-agent community and which has successfully been studied in a wide
variety of instantiations. Moreover, the predator/prey example has demonstrated its
generality to many real world applications, and thus, it has served as well as test
scenario for OC research to evaluate the ideas proposed in this thesis.
Especially, the generic approach of the centralised observer/controller architecture
has been applied to a nature-inspired predator/prey scenario of a swarm of chickens.
Each chicken has been implemented as a simple agent, which presents in cooperation
with the other agents a macroscopic behaviour that only depends on local rules. The
investigated chicken simulation shows clustering from a global point of view as an
unwanted (emergent) behaviour of local interaction.
If chickens perceive a wounded chicken, they chase and pick on it. This leads to
the emergent building of chicken swarms (or clusters). A swarm disperses, when
the wounded chicken is killed or the chickens are frightened by noise. The emergent
behaviour in this scenario is spatial, but swarms move over time. To summarise the
idea of this scenario, clustering is characterised as a case of negative, i. e., unwanted
(emergent) behaviour, since the global goal should be to reduce chicken death rate.
In other words: Providing feedback and decision capabilities to this nature-inspired
scenario, it has been shown that the unwanted (emergent) behaviour, clustering of
agents around wounded agents, can automatically be observed and prevented with
respect to a global objective function.
The observer reports a quantified context of the underlying system to the controller.
The controller evaluates the situation and reacts with adequate control actions to
disperse swarms or to prevent their formation.
An entropy-based measurement method has been used to observe the described
order pattern. For controlling the robots, different methods have been implemented
ranging from static to adaptive controllers, which learn on-line and off-line the best
condition-action mapping, i. e., the best mapping between clustering behaviour and
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noise. All investigated controllers change the environment, and thus, indirectly affect
the local behaviour of the agents.
The presented simulation results validate the idea of the proposed generic obser-
ver/controller architecture and have shown advantages and potentials of controlled
self-organisation in technical scenarios. Without control actions the chickens will
show clustering behaviour, hinder or attack each other, and the system might break
down. The controller extends the life of the chickens and keeps on running the whole
system.
Furthermore, endowing the controller with adaptation capabilities has shown
that the controller is able to evaluate the success of its interventions and to adapt
the fitness and the parameters of the used rules depending on the global objective
function. This suggests the ability of (on-line) learning. Moreover, the controller
is also able to generate new rules with adequate parameters. Adaptation over
time optimises the controller’s behaviour and guides the process of controlled self-
organisation. Therefore, a two-level learning architecture as part of the controller
has been defined, which combines on-line learning and off-line planning capabilities.
It combines the advantage of on-line adaptation and prevents the disadvantage of
testing bad solutions in the real world by using a reality model for validation of
promising new rules.
As a machine learning technique, LCSs have specially been investigated, because
they fit well to the observer/controller framework and are in the focus of other OC
projects. LCSs aim at the autonomous production of potentially human-readable
results, which seem to be beneficial in the context of designing self-organising technical
systems. If a system designer can understand, what a system has autonomously
learnt, this will provide trust to OC systems and their reliable performance.
In the investigated chicken scenario, an LCS is used to learn the best control
intervention on-line on level 1 of the two-level learning controller. The experimental
results have been compared with results drawn from fixed rules parameter studies.
On-line learning leads to significant improvements in the performance of the global
system behaviour. However, since LCSs are a reinforcement learning technique,
which require a substantial amount of computation time to even improve in simple
learning tasks, several ideas have been investigated to speed up this learning process.
The presented work has focussed on parallelism and decomposing a problem into a
set of sub-problems, which could be solved in parallel.
Furthermore, the two-level learning approach is adopted to an XCS, which learns on-
line about the real system and which covers new classifiers testing and evaluating their
condition-action-mapping off-line by a simulation model. Although first experiments
of this new architecture are promising, further investigations are needed to show the
(complete) advances of level 2 in combination with level 1.
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9.2 Conclusion
To conclude, interesting insights depending on the chicken scenario allow several
implications. Summarising the main contributions of this thesis a number of questions
is emphasized, this thesis has tried to answer.
• Are LCSs a viable approach to learn condition-action-mappings on-line on
level 1 of the observer/controller architecture?
• Are parallel/distributed LCSs a viable approach to improve learning? In other
words, do they outperform the sequential/monolithic XCS in terms of learning
cycles required to solve a problem?
• How do design choices affect the learning speed up?
• Is the organic approach of combining on-line learning and off-line planning
capabilities a viable approach?
• It is possible to generalise the results presented in this thesis?
9.2.1 LCSs as Part of the On-Line Learning Level
LCSs have been investigated in manifold domains. In [BLG02], the two most
current versions of the LCS formalism (GALE [Llo02] and XCS [Wil95]) have been
investigated on data mining tasks and have been compared to a number of other
machine learning techniques. The results have shown that LCSs are extremely
competitive and, in particular, XCS has demonstrated excellent performance, since
XCS builds a complete map of the given problem surface. This corresponds to the
characteristic that XCS has the ability to create maximally general rules that map
the search space in the production system format using the most efficient rule set
possible.
An XCS has been investigated to learn condition-action-mappings in a nature-
inspired chicken scenario. Results have shown that a monolithic XCS implementation
is able to find solutions that are equal to solutions, which have been found in parameter
studies. The investigated scenario has also demonstrated that an LCS is a complex
heuristic consisting of many parameters, which needs expensive parametrisation
according to a scenario. Moreover, learning accurate classifiers is a (very) time
consuming process and when the search space increases, this learning process increases
accordingly. In addition, parameter combinations have been covered, which could
not be solved in the investigated limit of simulation time.
Thus, the conclusion is drawn based on experimental results that LCSs do not seem
applicable to OC systems in their original form, since OC systems should quickly
adapt to dynamically changing environments. Furthermore, several modifications
have been introduced and investigated to speed up the learning process.
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9.2.2 Speeding up the Learning Process by Parallelism
The learning process is time consuming, a major drawback of applying LCSs to real
world scenarios. As the complexity of the task – the dimension of the condition-
action-mapping – increases, the demand of computational time to solve a problem
becomes critical. Theoretically, every possible condition is mapped to each possible
action. The mapping is applied to the environment. The utility of the mapping is
tested, rewarded, and evaluated in the course of time. In other words, the number of
learning cycles increases dramatically, when the learning task increases.
A single-agent learning approach has been proposed to design parallel LCSs, which
is based on the higher level idea of decomposing a problem into several modules/sub-
problems, which can be solved independently. Difficult learning tasks are tackled in
a modular or hierarchical way and the performance is speeded up by decreasing the
number of learning iterations.
Significant improvements in the performance and learning speed could specially be
shown in the case of two implementations (3PXCS and HXCS). The third investigated
architecture (2PXCS) started with a promising idea, but exhibited no convincing
results in the investigated scenario.
However, the developer of a learning mechanism needs a lot of information about the
learning task so that he can adequately divide it into separate solvable sub-problems.
How to decompose a problem into sub-problems, is based on a plausible design
decision. In some cases, parameters depend on each other and cannot separately be
learned in different XCS instances.
Thus, applying the single-agent learning approach has led to the conclusion that it
generally speeds up the learning process and an XCS converges in less reinforcement
cycles. However, the single-agent learning approach is based on predefined design
decisions, which also provide limitations, as discussed in Section 8.3.4.
9.2.3 Combining On-Line Learning and Off-Line Planning
Since speeding up the learning behaviour of LCSs has been in the focus of this thesis,
another approach has been introduced, which is based on the two-level learning
architecture as part of the generic controller.
Two discovery mechanisms coexist in an LCS to explore new classifiers. The
genetic operators are inspired by evolution. Covering is the second mechanism,
which is not inspired by evolution. This mechanism provides classifiers for every
possible action, whose condition matches the detected situation and the action is
chosen randomly. Newly covered classifiers are often badly initialised and many
reinforcement learning cycles have to be taken to adapt these predefined default
values. The inherent problem is that nothing is known about new classifiers. The
original LCS randomly covers missing condition-action-mappings and evaluates this
relationship by trial and error on the real problem.
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Thus, the default covering operator has been extended and some kind of off-line
planning capability has been added to the covering mechanism. Always, when covering
occurs, new classifiers are evaluated by simulation on level 2. Then, new classifiers
are initialised by this simulated experience instead of worse default initialisations.
Even if this approach seems (very) plausible from the viewpoint of designing and
engineering OC systems, the performed experiments provide no convincing results.
The tendency to converge is similar to the learning behaviour without learning on
level 2. The parallel approach considerably outperforms the organic two-level learning
approach – in the investigated chicken scenario. Possible explanations have been
discussed in Section 8.4.
9.2.4 Generality of the Experimental Results
The chicken simulation has no obvious technical motivation by its own. However,
it can be used to study general multi-agent systems bearing obvious similarities
to technical systems. In the simulation, a chicken is directed by predefined rules,
and will be influenced by the behaviour of other chickens in its local neighbourhood
or by the environment, e. g., by noise that frightens it. Therefore, chickens can be
considered as autonomous robots or agents with simple rules and local goals. There
are many analogous technical scenarios with a similar structure such as cleaning
robots, weeding robots, collaborating agent swarms, and others.
Moreover, it has been argued that the chicken simulation could be seen as an
instance of the homogeneous and communicating predator/prey scenario. Results
achieved within this scenario should be assignable to other instances of this category
of predator/prey examples.
Furthermore, methods have been investigated to cope with unwanted (emergent)
behaviour. A generic observer/controller framework has been refined to establish
controlled self-organisation and to design OC systems. This generic architecture is
applicable to other scenarios. Similarly, the ideas of speeding up learning are generic
approaches, which do not depend on this single (chicken) scenario.
9.3 Outlook
According to the OC vision, an organic computer system should be aware of its own
capabilities, the requirements of the environment, and it should be equipped with a
number of so-called self-x-properties. These self-x-properties provide the anticipated
adaptiveness and allow to reduce the complexity of system management. To name
a few characteristics, organic systems can self-organise, self-adapt, self-configure,
self-optimise, self-heal, self-protect, or self-explain. To achieve these ambitious goals
of designing and controlling complex systems, adequate methods, techniques, and
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system architectures have to be developed, while no general approach exists to build
complex systems.
Adaptation and learning capabilities play a major role in the context of OC sys-
tems. As outlined in this thesis, it is complicated to endow systems with appropriate
learning capabilities and to customise well known machine learning techniques to
show great performance in investigated scenarios. Moreover, the presented results
propose cognisance that LCSs fit well to the observer/controller paradigm, although
disadvantages in terms of learning time are obvious. Even if approaches are success-
fully applied to overcome these drawbacks, the question is still unanswered, whether
LCSs are the best known technique for learning as stated in the context of OC
systems. Further investigations on other learning techniques are needed that could
be applied to the two-level learning approach, as partially investigated in [Pat08].
The power of learning is based on the expectation that technical systems behave in
a more robust and flexible way in situations, which they have not been programmed
for explicitly. In the case of the investigated chicken scenario this would mean that
the observer/controller architecture always learns robust condition-action-mappings,
even if the applied noise emitter has broken down, e. g., the controller thinks that
a noise signal with (dj, ij) = (7, 20) is applied, but in fact the emitter makes noise
equal to (dj, ij) = (2, 10). If the controller is able to overcome such disturbances,
learning will provide robust and flexible system behaviour.
Furthermore, a short summary of other topics is given that provide great research
questions for future work.
9.3.1 Outlook from the Viewpoint of the Investigated Scenario
The aspect of food is left out in the chicken scenario. Agents run over the two-
dimensional grid, search for wounded chickens, get wounded by picking, are frightened
by noise, and heal over time. To make the scenario or the agent’s behaviour more
complex, chickens could be extended with an ability of searching food. Moreover,
the investigated chicken behaves according to predefined static rules. Applying some
more degrees of freedom, a chicken could be equipped with its own LCS to learn
its single behaviour, as outlined in [Lod09]. To make the scenario more complex
and to enhance the task of the observer/controller architecture, the integration of
distributed and collective (collaborative) learning seems to be interesting for future
work. Agents with local adaptation will show a more complex – and thus challenging
– system behaviour.
Furthermore, the chicken simulation could be endowed with other control possi-
bilities. Currently, the controller only has the possibility to control the agents with
noise. However, other control actions are possible, e. g., the controller can spread
some food around the cluster to attract the chickens into another direction. Further
control strategies have already been discussed in Section 6.2.4.
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9.3.2 Outlook from the Viewpoint of the OC Community
An observer/controller architecture has been introduced to design OC systems.
However, this architecture has not completely been investigated within the presented
thesis, since learning has been in the focus. The impact of changing the model of
observation or using prediction methods on the controlling behaviour has not been
addressed.
Secondly, the two-level learning architecture uses a simulation model on level 2.
This off-line planning instance allows to find appropriate actions without the need
to test different alternatives in the real world. This is beneficial, since testing
potentially bad strategies in the real world can cause the system’s permanent failure.
But, model-based planning, as provided on level 2, is always limited by the necessary
simplifications made in the model or by incomplete model calibration due to the fact
that the modelled environment changes dynamically/continuously. Thus, the best
action with respect to the model is not necessarily the best action with respect to the
real world. If the simulation model and the reality differ too much, the used simulation
model will need modifications. The aspect of (autonomous) model calibration
has currently been excluded from OC research and the generic observer/controller
architecture, but asks for further investigations.
The centralised observer/controller framework has intensively been investigated in
the context of the nature-inspired chicken scenario. This chicken scenario could be
seen as an instance of the homogeneous and communicating predator/prey example.
However, multi-agent scenarios could be divided into several categories ranging
from homogeneous and non-communicating up to heterogeneous and communicating
scenarios with collaborative and competitve goals on the agent’s level. Furthermore,
several variants of the generic observer/controller architecture have been discussed
in Section 4.4. To achieve deeper and more generic results about this regulatory
feedback mechanism, further investigations are needed, which apply the manifold
variants of the observer/controller architecture to different multi-agent scenarios.
Investigations could start with a scenario of homogeneous and non-communicating
agents, then tackling the full range of possible multi-agent systems, up to highly
heterogeneous and communicating agents.
9.3.3 Outlook from the Viewpoint of the LCSs Community
LCSs are widespread in research and have not only been investigated in the OC
community. In this thesis, the aspect of speeding up the learning process of LCSs
has especially been investigated, when learning starts from scratch. OC proposes the
idea of two-level learning as a more intelligent covering mechanism. The presented
work has also focussed on parallelism and problem decomposition to achieve better
learning performance. Moreover, a LCS is a complex learning heuristic, which requires
intelligent customising to the investigated scenarios. Further work could also focus
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on intelligent covering mechanisms or better genetic operators to make evolution a
more powerful mechanism, which speeds up the learning process accordingly.
Since OC systems are composed of many components, which interact with each
other, a multi-agent learning approach has theoretically been discussed in Sec-
tion 5.5.2. But, this idea has not practically been investigated within the presented
results. The idea of multi-agent learning arises further challenges, since the Markov
property is not fulfilled. To overcome this problem step by step, more research is
needed on problems that do not fulfil the Markov property. Then, it might be shown
that LCSs have the following potential: Generality to show a good performance on
more real world problems, scalability to maintain the same level of performance in
large-scale problems, and high performance, which corresponds to better results than
could be achieved with single-agent learning approaches.
9.4 Final Remarks
Within the limits of this thesis several questions could be answered and many new
ones have arisen worthwhile to be addressed by further research. The bottom line
has been a successful application of the observer/controller architecture within the
nature-inspired predator/prey scenario. Controlled self-organisation using LCSs has
shown to be a promising concept although limited by the basic implementation of
the current scenario.
It is believed that the observer/controller framework will be applied to technical
scenarios more and more frequently in the near future. Hopefully, the contributions
of this thesis will prove useful in addressing the problems that arise in these domains.
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The complexity of technical systems continuously increases, break-
downs and fatal errors occur quite often. Therefore, the mission of 
organic computing is to tame these challenges by providing appro-
priate degrees of freedom for self-organised behaviour. Technical 
systems should adapt to changing requirements of their execution 
environment, in particular with respect to human needs. To achieve 
these ambitious goals, adequate methods and techniques have to be 
developed. The proposed generic observer/controller architecture 
constitutes one way to achieve controlled self-organisation in tech-
nical systems. 
To improve the design of organic computing systems, the observ-
er/controller architecture is applied to multi-agent scenarios from 
the predator/prey domain, which serve as testbeds for evaluation. 
Thereby, the aspect of on-line learning using learning classifier 
systems is specially addressed.
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